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INTRODUCTION 

T HE spectacular development of radar during World War II remains 
an outstanding achievement in the history of communications and the 

allied electronic sciences. With military necessity furnishing the required 
driving force and through the full interchange of technical knowledge among 
all interested workers in this field, it has been possible to extend our visual 
senses far beyond the horizons considered quite inelastic only a few years 
ago. The potentialities of radar in the peacetime world and the future 
application of radar design principles and techniques to the communications 
and allied fields justify a review of some further details of this wartime de
velopment. 

The performance and design aspects of radar receivers will be considered 
in this paper. For this purpose, the radar receiver will be defined as that 
assemblage of co.mponents within the radar system which is required to 
detect, amplify, and present the desired information as gathered at the radar 
location. The input signals to the radar receiver consist of radio-frequency 
pulses containing information regarding the area under observation by the 
radar system, together with coordinate data defining further characteristics 
of this observed area. The output of the radar receiver is most commonly 
an optical pres~ntation of this composite information, but in certain appli
cations the output is further converted into electrical or mechanical signals 
for specific use. In general, the output of a radar receiver is presented in a 
form capable of immediate analysis and use. 
. Though the functional boundaries of the radar receiver are by the above 
definition quite distinct, the exact detailed composition of the receiver and 
the specific component designs are influenced by a considerable number of 
factors. The successful performance of a radar receiver is dependent to a 
large degree on the nicety with which these individual components are 
assembled into the system as a whole. 

A study of the principal factors which influence the design of the radar 
receiver is presented in the following sections, fol1owed by a more detailed 
exposition of the principal design aspects of the various components a~soci
ated within the receiver. Illustrative equipment descriptions are included 
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where military security permits. All of the specific equipment examples 
presen ted here have been chosen from radar systems that have been de
veloped within the Bell Telephone Laboratories and manufactured for the 
services by the Western Electric Company. This latter limitation excludes 
many interesting experimental developments which have not been produced 
in quantity and which have not, therefore, been substantially employed by 
the services during the war period. 

It should be observed that the rapid development and successful employ
ment of radar systems during World War II have come about through the 
cooperation and coordination of various governmental and military agencies, 
many research and development organizations, and countless individual' 
workers. It is, therefore, an impossible task to assign individual credit for 
the details of the development which is here described. Radar has reached 
its present state of development through the efforts of many, not only those 
employed specifically on .radar projects during the war years, but also those 
technical workers in the communications and allied fields in the years prior 
to the war who so adequately supplied the firm basic foundation upon which 
to build. 

1. RADAR RECEIVER DESIGN CONSIDERATION S 

1.1 The Military Radar System 

The specific use and area of operation of the radar system are two basic 
factors which exercise a profound influence on the receiver design. It is, 
therefore, pertinent to consider some common classifications of radar sys-
tems as employed during the war years. " 

A convenient functional classification of military radar systems may be 
made as follows: 

A. Search or Navigation 

This classification may include warning of the presence of enemy surface 
vessels or aircraft, navigation by location of landmarks, and reconnaissance. 

B. Missile Control. 

This function includes radar systems to control gunfire and release bombs 
or missiles. 

C. A ircraft Interception 

This classification may be considered as an airborne combination of search 
and missile control, but is separated here because of the special radar design 
problems encountered. 

As the detailed electrical performance requirements are primarily in-
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fluenced by the above functional classification of radar systems, the me
chanical equipment design or arrangement is likewise considerably in
fluenced by the area of use of the radar system. As an illustration of this 
factor, radar systems may be alternatively classified according to the area 
of operation as follows: 

A. Ground Equipment 

The equipment design of a ground radar system must include provisions 
fO! portability, protection against damage in movement over rough terrain, 
and for operation under extreme weather conditions. 

B. Naval Surface Vessel Equipment 

Radar equipment employed on surface vessels is subject to extreme at
mospheric corrosive conditions, severe shock from gunfire and, in some 
cases, partial immersion in sea water. Large naval vessel installations 
often involve extreme distances between the location of the various com
ponents of the radar system. 

C. A irborne Equipment 

Mechanical equipment features for aircraft use must include provision 
for operation over rapidly fluctuating conditions of temperature and atmos
pheric pressure. Vibration conditions coupled with strict weight require
ments result in many additional problems from the equipment designer's 
standpoint. 

Figures 1, 2, and 3 indicate typical radar equipments employed on the 
. ground, sea, and air, some component designs of which will be reviewed in 
later sections of this paper. 

1.2 The Function of the Radar Receiver 

.f The basic function of a radar receiver is to translate and present the in
formation received at the radar location in a desirable form. This requires 
t hat the receiver contain provisions to enable: 

·A. Conversion of.:the received signals, originally of a microwave fre
quency character, to signals in a frequency regi.on more convenient to 
utilize. 

B. Amplification of the extremely low energy signals as received to 
amplitudes useful to the observer. 

C. Correlation of all other available pertinent data with the received 
microwave signals to allow determination of the complete coor
dinates and other desired characteristics of the target under observa
tion. 
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Fig. 1.-Radar Equipment-Mark 20. This mobile equipment operating at 1000 mc 
is employed for searchlight control purposes. . 
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D. Presentation of all desired information to the observer in a form cap
able of immediate analysis and use. 

With these functional requirements in mind, it is in order to examine the 
character of the information available at the input and that required at the 
output terminals of a radar receiver. 

1.21 Characteristics of the Radar Receiver Input Signal 

. In general, the signal radiated by the radar transmitting antenna and 
.received by the receiving antenna consists of intermittent pulses of energy 

PLAN 
INDICATOR 

SJ ANTENNA BEARING INDICATOR 

Fig. 2.-SJ Submarine Radar. Operating position of radar equipment in conning 
tower of U. S. Navy submarine. 

at microwave frequencies. The methods employed in the generation and 
propagation of these radar microwave signals have been described else
where.1, 2 For our purpose, it suffices to state that microwave frequencies 
extending from 700 me to 10,000 me are commonly employed. Pulse widths 
of 0.5 microsecond to 5 microseconds at repetition rates extending from 100 
pps to 2000 pps are encountered in modern military radar systems, the 

1 "The Magnetron as a Generator of Centimeter Waves," J. B. Fisk, H. D. Hagstrum 
and P. L. Hartman, Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. XXV, April 1946. 

2"Radar Antennas," H. T. Friis and W. D. Lewis, Bell System Technical Journal, 
Vol. XXVI, April 1947. 
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Fig. 3.-Components of Lightweight ANjAPS-4. Airborne search and interception 
radar equipment. 
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exact choice of these parameters being dictated by the specific application 
of each type of equipment. 

It has been customary to employ a common antenna system for both the 
transmitting and receiving functions, the necessary protection of the sensi
tive receiver input circuits from the high power transmitted pulse being 
furnished by a TR switch or tube.:! The gas discharge TR switch assembly 
attenuates the energy fed to the input terminals of the receiver for the 
duration of the microwave outgoing pulse. At the time of decay of this 
transmitting pulse, the TR switch is arranged to offer low attenuation be
tween the antenna and the receiver to any received signal. 

The received microwave signal will be found to fluctuate in amplitude 
betwee~ extremely wide limits. This amplitude characteristic of a re
ceived radar signal is affected by the size and composition of the target, 
the power of the radiatei outgoing pulse, the distance or range to the target, 
and miscellaneous propagation ef~ects. Military requirements necessitate 
designing the radar receiver to perform successfully with the minimum re
ceived signal, while not unduly compromising this performance when sig
nals of relatively high energy content are encountered. 

Other characteristics of the transmitted microwave signal, such as pulse 
shape and repetition rate, are chosen to enable maximum performance to 
be attained for the specific application to be covered. The proper treat
ment of these miscellaneous characteristics of the radar signal is of basic 
concern to the receiver designer. 

The prim:uy basic information which can be derived from the charac
teristics of the received radar signal itself consists of data concerning the 
range to the target under observation. This range data is made available 
by a measurement of the elapsed time between the departure of the out
going pulse and its return after reflection from the target and consideration 
of the velocity of electromagnetic wave propagation. 

To determine the complete coordinates of a radar target, correlation of 
the range information, as determined above, and the direction of radiation 
from the antenna is necessary. Signals containing information as to the 
instantaneous attitude of the antenna with respect to chosen reference axes 
are, therefore, to be considered as essential inputs to the radar receiver. 

Though the natural coordinate system of radar is of a polar form, many 
specific applications of radar systems require conversion of this information 
into other forms more convenient of use. For example, while in gun-point
ing radar applications, it is desirable to present the final information in a 
polar coordinate form, corresponding to the aiming axes of the guns in many 
airborne radar bombing systems, it is necessary that the presentation be 

3"The Gas-Discharge Transmit-Receive Switch," A. L. Samuel, J. W. Clark and W. 
W. Mumford, Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. XXV, January 1946. 
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made in terms of rectangular or other convenient coordinate systems re
ferred to the ground itself. In certain applications, the characteristics of 
the display or presentation device requires that coordinate conversion func
tions be included within the radar receiver. The conversion and proper 
presentation of all radar system coordinate information will, therefore, be 
considered a necessary function of the radar receiver. 

Additional forms of radar receiver input signals encountered are tho~e 
primarily associated with the specific application of the radar system. 
Reference coordinate axes data obtained from compasses or gyroscopes are 
among the most common of these. In gun-fire control and bombing appli
cations a considerable quantity of computed data must be accepted by the 
receiver. These data may include predicted quantities which must be 
presented in addition to the usual received present-time radar information. 
In the case of airborne radar systems, provision must be included to properly 
display navigational beacon and identification signals. The beacon is 
operated by the radar transmitter in the aircraft and returns a coded sigx:al 
at a frequency slightly removed from the normal radar band. All aircraft 
radar receivers are required to adequately detect and properly display this 
information. It has also become common practice to require provision 
within the radar receiver for display of interrogator-response signals as 
employed for military identification purposes. The identification equip
ment (IFF) proper is not a radar system component and, therefore, it will 
not be considered here. 

1.22 Character of the Output of a Radar Receiver 

Th~ output of a radar receiver is required to be available to the observer 
in a form which will permit immediate analysis and use of a maximum 
of the received information. The consideration of some additional charac
teristics of the radar information available and the military applications 
will furnish a basis for choice of presentation means in the receiver. 

Because of the inherent pace of the constantly changing tactical mili
tary scene, the basic requirements imposed upon the radar presentation 
device are severe. For example, the use of radar in an aircraft, or on the 
ground or sea directed against aircraft involves a process of obtaining in
formation on targets having relative velocities upward of 500 feet per 
second. If the radar system under consideration is being employed to fur
nish data for the release of bombs or to direct gunfire, a fraction of a second 
represents dimensions comparable to the target size. Such considerations 
adequately emphasize the extreme importance of retaining the "immediacy" 
characteristic of the information through the presentation device. 

Another factor influencing the design of the presentation components in a 
radar receiver is found in consideration of the extreme complexity of the 
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. received radar information. This complexity is created out of the compara
tively limited resolution available and from the military need for presenta
tion of detailed information concerning large areas during small time 
intervals. 

The effect of limited resolution on the choice of presentation means of a 
radar receiver can be appreciated by considering the following. The micro
wave pulse employed in modern radar systems has a duration in time cor
responding in linear range dimensions of hundreds of feet, while the beam 
width of commonly employed radar antenna systems likewise includes 
hundreds of feet of target at useful ranges. Thus, the inherent radio
frequency "resolution" is limiting to an extent that, while it usually enables 
one to determine the coordinates of the centroid of the target, it willnot 
furnish adequate information as regards the exact size or shape characteris
tics of the target. The radar response of an area of military interest is a 
function of electrical conductivity and other related characteristics, rather 
than of the military importance of the target. These factors indicate 
strongly that the human observer must be required to supply a certain 
function of interpretation,' and that the chosen radar presentation means 
should be such that this is possible. An effective illustration of this situa
tion is found in the descriptive term "navigation by constellation" which 
was common among the radar operators in the long-range bombing forces. 
Here the navigation to and the orientation with respect to the military 
objective was often possible on.1y through the interpretation of strong 
radar responses from known landmarks. Offset bombing, where the 
bombing radar operator carried out his observations on a satisfactory 
radar target in the vicinity of the final objective and introduced the known 
offset coordinates in the computed release point so as to strike the military 
objective, was found to be a successful method of partially overcoming this 
basic limitation of World War II radar equipments. 

Modern warfare is concerned with rapid movement and extremely large 
area operations. The display of continuous information regarding these 
large areas is a basic military requirement of the modern radar system. 
For specific military applications the radar viewpoint may often be re
stricted to selected limited areas with increased demands on detail and on 
reproduction of changing information during small time intervals. 

The above considerations have led to a choice of presentation means for 
the military radar system which is of an optical nature and has the essential 
characteristics of motion pictures. Such a display of complex information, 
in general, allows the observer to concentrate his attention at any time on 
any desired region of interest, to orient himself with respect to the broad 
features of the complete area, and to be cognizant of changes in the scene as 
they occur. 
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The cathode-ray tube has been most universally employed as the display 
device in the modern radar system. The incoming electrical information 
from the various receiver inputs is here electronically converted into a 
visual form capable of being modified over small intervals of time as the 
change in the radar scene occurs. Multiple presentations having various 
map-scale factors are found in many modern radar systems to enable de
tailed examination of a small magnified target area, while retaining the 
ability to observe the broad area features at will. 

The use of radar for the purpose of control-of gunfire, release of bombs, or 
steering of a vessel or aircraft requires that essentially continuous coordinate 
information be transmitted from the radar observer to the device under his 
control. This is usually accomplished through the registration of mechan
ical or projected electronic markers upon the visual radar dispJay, this 
process of successive alignment furnishing the required information to the 
controlled device. In the case where automatic means of maintaining 
coincidence between marker and target are employed it should be observed 
that the original selection of the target and the initial coincidence adjust
ment still remains a matter for interpretation on the part of the human oper
ator, and here again the visual radar display form is desirable. 

The presentation means of a radar receiver has, therefore, been chosen 
to allow complete display of the data as quickly as it is received and in a 
form most convenient to the understanding of the human operator. In 
a broad sense, the radar system output terminal conditions and require
ments are similar to those encountered for any communication system 
i.e. to supply the human observer with all the information available to the 
system in a form which will permit maximum usefulness with a minimum of 
delay. 

1.3 Composition of the Radar Receiver 

For convenience in the discussion to foHow, the generalized radar receiver 
will be partitioned as shown in Figure 4. This particular choice of com
ponent division is somewhat arbitrary, but is chosen because of its func
tional simplicity. Mechanical, and in some cases electrical, conditions 
encountered in any particular radar system design often indicate physical 
arrangements which will differ considerably from the arrangement illus
trated. 

The converter component of the radar receiver has, as its primary func
tion, the conversion of the received microwave signal to an intermediate 
frequency region where further amplification and discrimination is possible. 
The converter consists of a 'beating oscillator operating in the microwave 
frequency region and a nonlinear element, which at the higher radar fre
quencies consists of a point-contact crystal element. At the lower radar 
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frequencies it is customary to employ vacuum tube radio-frequency ampli
fiers preceding the converter element, and in these cases, similar vacuum 
tubes are employed as the nonlinear element. The output frequency of the 
converter commonly ranges from 30 mc to 100 mc. Because of the com
parative difficulties experienced in the transmission of microwave energy 
over transmission lines or waveguide~ as contrasted with the problem at the 
lower intermediate frequency region, it is standard practice to locate the 
converter in close proximity to the antenna and transmitter portions of the· 
radar system. 

The intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier and associated second detector 
unit following the converter in Fig. 4 is required to obtain the necessary 

ANTENNA 

r--·--·- ----- ----- ------ ------- .. ------, 
: RADAR RECEIVER 

i 
I 

-I 

-
Fig. 4.-Schematic diagram of principal components of a military radar receiver. 

amplification to the wanted signal, to supply discrimination against un
wanted signals, and to finally convert the desired signal to a video form for 
presentation purposes. The usual gain required of a modern radar inter
mediate amplifier is of the order of 100 db. The band width of the IF 
amplifier is usually chosen between 1 mc and 10 mc depending on the specific 
radar system requirements. The techniques of construction developed for 
high gain radar IF amplifiers have resulted in compact component designs 
which are cOI).lplete units in themselves, capable of being integrated into 
various radar systems. 

The video amplifier characteristics are dependent to a large degree on 
the particular type of display system associated with it. Its primary fur..c-
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tion is to amplify the video signal output of the seco:ld detector, togetl:er 
with some other signals to be impressed on the cathode-ray tube. In this 
field the principles of design follow closely those developed for television 
prior to the war. Band widths of the order of 1 mc to 5 mc are commonly 
employed and output voltages ranging from 10 volts to 250 volts are re
quired by the cathode-ray tube. Controllable nonlinear amplitude-gain 
characteristics are occasionally included in these video circuits to enhance 
the contrast or improve the apparent signal-to-noise performance. 

The display device universally employed in modern military radar systems 
is the cathode-ray tube. The electro-optical response characteristics of this 
device may be chosen over quite wide limits to suit the specific needs of a 
particular system. In slow scanning systems, use of long time-decay optical 
characteristics of the sensitive screen is found to be advantageous, while in 
other cases of high-speed scanning, shorter persistence-type screens are 
employed. Screen diameters commonly employed range from 2" to 12" 
with a wide variety of color characteristics available to fit the detailed re
quirement of the radar system. A variety of radar presentation forms are 
employed to display most conveniently the received information for the 
specific application at hand. These display types differ primarily in the 
manner in which the radar field coordinates are presented. The deflection 
methods cmployed may be of an electrostatic or magnetic nature with com
binations of each occasionally encountered. 

The sweep circuit components of the radar receiver generate the electrical 
time wave forms necessary to display the received data properly. Here 
again the television art has supplied a technical background for thc!::e 
specialized electronic circuits. The great number of display types em
ployed, requiring varied wave forms, has resulted in the development of a 
myriad of specialized sweep circuits whose apparent complexity is the rcsult 
of varied combinations of clemental electronic circuits. 

The range and time-marker circuits are required to interpret the coor
dinate data available to the receiver and to prepare this data for display 
in the desired form. Here again·, television techniques have been employed 
and enlarged upon as the radar systems became more complex. A large 
number of specialized electronic circuit forms has resulted. 

The automatic frequency control (AFC) and automatic gain control 
(AGC) components of a radar receiver have a function not unlike those ele
ments found in most radio-communication systems. The automatic ad
justments of the tuning and gain of the radar receiver has contributed greatly 
to the successful employment of radar under practical military conditions 
and have now become practically indispensable in the art. The circuit 
designs follow, in general, the techniques previously employed in radio 
communications though it will be observed that the character of the signal 
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and the close association of the receiver and the transmitter in the radar 
system introduces some additional new considerations. 

The power supply components are shown divided into two types "low 
voltage" and "high voltage." This is a convenience which is desirable 
because of the different design problems encountered and the quite different 
equipment and circuits employed. The low d-c voltages required for the 
operation of the electronic components of a radar system vary from 100 
volts to 500 volts with both polarities with respect to ground often required. 
The cathode-ray tube and "keep alive" circuits of the TR tube require 
voltages from 1000 to 7000 volts usually at low current. The voltage 
regulation of these power supply components to permit stable radar system 
operation under the extreme and variable military operating conditions en.;. 
countered presents a problem of considerable magnitude to the radar re
ceiver designer. 

2. RADAR RECEIVER COMPONENT DESIGN 

2.1 The Radar Eeceiver Input Circuit 

The conversion of the received microwave radar signal to a lower fre
quency region where more efficient amplification is possible represents an 
extremely important function of the radar receiver. The basic military 
requirement of radar, that of providing the greatest possible useful sensi
tivity, depends fundamentally on the efficient handling of the low-energy 
microwave received signal in the input of the radar receiver. The micro
witve character of the received signal and the extremely low amplitudes en
countered contribute to the difficulties of radar input circuit design. 

The techniques of microwave transmission available to the communica
tions engineer have but recently been developed and are at this time still 
extremely limited in comparison to those methods commonly employed at 
the normal radio frequencies. Even short physical connections required 
between elements in the microwave region, become "electrically long," a 
matter of several wavelengths in the usual case, and here the design prob
lem becomes acute. Network element of inductance, capcitance, and re
sistance are not available in the form so efficiently employed at the lower 
frequencies. Waveguides and cavities at radar frequencies replace them, 
and the design of selective frequency networks in the microwave region 
becomes a matter of precise arrangement and control of complex mechanical 
forms. 

Suitable means for vacuum tube amplification at frequencies above 1000 
mc have not been available to date; this represents another extremely re
stricting situation for the radar receiver designer. 
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2.11 Input SignaL Characteristics 

The low amplitude of the signal at the input terminals of the radar 
receiver requires that this signal be efficiently utilized. The power of the 
received signal at this point under somewhat idealized free space assump
tions is given by the following: 

Where G = Power gain of common transmitting and rt:ceiving antenna 
P = Transmitted power of radar system 
Ae = Equivalent flat plate area of target (This represents an equiva

lent flat pJate normal to the incident beam which reradiates 
all impinging energy) 

D = Range to the target. 
The two following sample computations are illustrative of the military 

radar system conditions: 
1. Naval Vessel Search Radar System ., 

Frequency = 3000 me 
Target range = 25 nautical miles 
Target-Destroyer (Effective flat plate area = 0.03 sq meter at 3000 me) 
(This value has been determined from a study of target response with 

military radar systems) 
Power gain of Antenna = 30 db 
Transmitter Peak Power = 100 kw 
Received Peak Power = 13 X 10-14 watts 

2. Airborne Search Radar System 
Frequency = 10,000 me 
Target Range = 70 nautical miles 
Target-Destroyer (Effective Hat plate area 

at 10,000 me) 
Power Gain of Antenna = 30 db 
Transmitter Peak Power = 100 kw 
Received Peak Power = 11 X 10-14 watts 

0.2 sq meters 

A reduction of the available received signal power, as computed above, 
is to be expected in practice due to multiple path effects and absorption and 
refraction effects over the propagation path. 

2.12 Input Circuit Noise Considerations 

While it is possible to conceive of providing sufficient gain within a radar 
receiver to meet any desired sensitivity requirement, this sensitivity cannot 
usefully be employed beyond certain limits as determined by the amplitude 
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of the noise disturbances at the input terminals of the receiver.' Noise 
disturbances may be defined as the resultant unwanted interfering electrical 
energy at the point under consideration and includes contributions due to 
atmospheric disturbances, unwanted radiation from adjacent electrical 
equipment, microphonic disturbances, and noise due to vacuum tubes and 
thermal agitation. At microwave frequencies we are usually concerned 
only with the thermal agitation and tube noise contribution. Atmospheric 
disturbances at radar frequencies are negligible and microphonic and elec
trical interferences from adjacent electrical equipment can, by proper and 
sufficient engineering, be reduced to any desired level. 

It has been shown!, 5 that the thermal noise (Johnson noise) voltage which 
appears at the input terminals of a radio or radar receiver is determined by 
the value of the resistance component of the generator impedance at this 
point. For maximum transfer of signal power the load termination is re
quired to be equal to the internal impedance of the generator and for this 
condition the total thermal noise power delivered to the load is given by 

PN = KTB (watts) 
where: 

K = Holtzman's constant = 1.38 X 10-23 Joule/degree abs. 
T = Absolute temperature in degrees 
B = Bandwidth under consideration in cycles per second; and the signal

to-noise ratio is given by 

Pli Ps ( . ) -- = KTTR- a numenc PN 

where Ps = maximum available signal power. 
If the signal generator referred to is followed by any 4-terminal network 

representative of a converter element, an amplifier, or a passive network, 
the effective signal-to-noise ratio at the output terminals of the network will 
be modified. To obtain a measure of this effect we may assign a figure of 
merit, F, to the net\vork called the "noise figure" of the network and define 
this as the ratio of the available signal-to-noise ratio at the signal generator 
terminals to the available signal-to-noise ratio at the output terminal of 
the network. 
This may be written as: 

F = Pb PS2 

PN PN2 

PN~ ( . ) = ---- a numenc 
KTBG 

4 "The Absolute Sensitivity of Radio Receivers," D. O. North, R. C. A. Review, Vol. 
VI, January 1942. 

5 "Noise Figures of Radio Receivers," H. T. Friis, Proc. I. R. E., Vol. 32, No.7, July 
1944. 
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where: 

G = PpS2 
, by definition the "gain" of the network. 

S 

or we may'write: 
PN2 = FKTBG watts. 

It is common practice to express F in decibels given by the relation 10 10glOF. 
For the case of two gene.ralized networks in tandem following the signal 

generator and having the same effective bandwidth we may similarly write: 

= (Fa + FbG~ 1) GaG, KTB watts. 

where the subscripts-refer to networks a and b. 
The effective noise figure of sl!ch a system is given by: 

( 
Fb - 1) 

FSystClf, = Fa + --c:-
This expression indicates the importance of the gain of the first network in 
the over-all system noise performance. 

As an illustrati?n, a noise figure of 11 db and a loss of 6 db may be con
sidered as acceptable performance for a typical silicon crystal converter 
operating at 3000 mc. If the following input circuit of the IF amplifier 
has an effective noise performance represented by a noise figure of 5db , the 
over-all system noise figure will be found to be 13 db. The reduction in sys
tem performance due to the noise contribution of the input stage of the 
IF amplifier here is approximately 2 db. If the system performance must 
be improved by increasing the power of radiation, the importance of this 
secondary noise contribution is apparent. 

A comparison of the noise figures of a point-contact crystal converter 
element and the GL-2C40 Lighthouse vacuum tube used as an amplifier 
and as a converter element is given in Fig. 5. At frequencies below 1000 mc 
there is a definite advantage in employing a vacuum tube as a radio
frequency (RF) amplifier preceding the nonlinear element. 

2.13 1000 l\fC Radio-Frequency Al1zplifier Design 

In the design of military radar systems for the 1000 mc operating range 
the GL-2C40 vacuum tube has been employed rather universally in con
verter circuits.6 The essential design features of this special purpose triode 

6"The Lighthouse Tube," E. D. McArthur and E. F. Peterson, Proc. of National 
Electronics Conference, Vol. I, 1944. 
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are illustrated in Fig. 6. The basic advantage of the GL-2C40 tube for use 
at high frequencies is found in its construction, whereby the tube elements 
are arranged to form an integral portion of the external circuit with a mini
mum of· mechanical disturbance. At these frequencies external coupling 
circuits of the transmission line type are usually employed. This tube 
when operated at an anode potential of 250 volts has a mutual conductance 
of approximately 6000 micromhos and an amplification factor of 35. It has 
been customary to employ one or two stages of ~F amplification associated 
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Fig. 5.-Comparison of noise figures for point-contact silicon crystal rectifier and 
GL2C40 vacuum tube. 

with the nonlinear element and a beating oscillator using this same tube. 
The reduced performance of the GL-2C40 tube as a converter element as. 
.indicated in Fig. 5 is not of importance, if sufficient gain is provided prior tOo 
the actual conversion process, and the ability of this vacuum tube to operate 
at higher levels is a positive advantage. 

The electrical circuit design techniques employed in this frequency region 
are based on the use of transmission line elements in place of the more or 
less orthodox lumped element configurations at the lower frequencies. The: 
difficulties experienced in practical designs of radar converters of this type 
revolve about successfully terminating and satisfactorily isolating each stage 
so that confusing and inefficient interaction effects are minimized. 
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The simplified schematic of a typical radio-frequency amplifier which 
employs a GL-2C40 vacuum tube operating at approximately 1000 mc is 
given in Fig. 7, together with an outline of the mechanical arrangement of 
the tuning elements. This amplifier is of the tuned-grid, tuned-plate type 

ACTUAL SIZE ENLARGED SECTION 

Fig. 6.-Constructional Features of the GL-2C40 (Lighthouse) vacuum tube . 

. of circuit where the input and output circuits consist of coaxial transmission 
line elements tuned by sliding plunger or ring elements, and is so constructed 
to include the GL-2C40 tube as an integral part of the tuning structure. 
The input coupling to the amplifier is achieved by means of a probe extend-
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ing into the input or grid cavity and is proportioned for operating out of a 
50-ohm impedance cable connection to the radar antenna system. 1 he 
output coupling is obtained from a coupling loop located in the region be
tween the grid and plate concentric sleeves. The gain of this RF amplifier 
design is 12 db when operating at a frequency of approximately 1000 me 
and the noise figure of this component is 14 db. 

2.14 The Radar Converter 

The basic converter is illustrated in Fig. 8 and may be defined as a device 
which has two input pai~s and one output pair of terminals and is charac-

Fig. 7.:"'-1000-mc Radio Frequency Amplifier. Simplified schematic diagram. 

terized further by the property 6f· delivering an output signal, which, in 
terms of amplitude of one of the input signals, is essentially linear but 
which has anoutput.ffequency related to the sum or difference of the two 
input frequencies. This frequency conversion is obtained by the use of an 
element which has a nonlinear voltage-current relationship and upon which 
is impressed the two input signals. The desired sum or difference frequency 
signal is then selected and utilized as the wanted signal output. 

The basic configuration of the converter shown in Fig. 8 employs a non
linear element with network coupling means to provide efficient transfer of 
signal power into and out of the component and a beating oscillator with its 
associated coupling network to supply the required additional input fre-
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quency. One or more of the networks involved may, of course, be arranged 
alternatively in a parallel configuration if desired. The nonlinear element 
may be a vacuum tube with properly chosen operati:lg conditions or a point
contact silicon crystal rectifier. The beating oscillator in the modern 
military radar converter employs special' types of vacuum tubes such as the 
GL-2C40 type previously mentioned or the single-cavity velocity modulated 
types7 at the higher radar frequencies. 

A typical voltage-current characteristic of a point-contact silicon rectifier 
is shown in Fig. 9. This nonlinear characteristic may be expressed mathe
matically as a power series with coefficients whose amplitude decreases 
quite rapidly with the order of the associated term. If two sinusoidal 
voltages represented by frequency it and /2 are simultaneously impressed 

SIGNAL 
INPUT 

NON - LINEAR 
IMPEDANCE 

BEATING 
OSCILLATOR 

Fig. 8.-Basic configuration of a radar converter. 

I-F 
OUTPUT 

upon su~h a nonlinear element, the resultant current fowing in the output 
impedance will produce output signals of the form llfl± mh where 11, and m 
are integers' including zero. The effective amplitude of each of these modu
lation products is related to the magnitude of the power series coefficients. 
In the radar converter under consideration it may represent the received 
signal frequency and h represents the beat oscillator frequency. The 
difference terms of the above expression are of the greatest importance here 
because the desired output signal frequency has been chosen at a low value 
as compared with the input received radar signal. The selection of the 
wanted first-order difference term is accomplished by the frequency selec
tivity characteristics of the converter output coupling network and the 
following IF amplifier. 

A major design problem encountered in the practical development of 
microwave radar converters is one concerning the design of the coupling 
networks. The previously referred to limitations of microwave network 

7 "Refiex Oscillators," J. R. Pierce and W. G. Shepherd, Bell System Technical Journal, 
Vol. XXVI, July 1947. 
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techniques and the difficulty in maintaining precise control of each element 
over the required band of frequencies are the fundamental problems of the. 
radar converter designer. The network problem here is concerned with 
realizing the desired frequency conversion with a minimum of dissipation of 
the useful signal. This implies that coupling of the nonlinear element to 
the input and output terminals must be achieved in such a fashion that 
matched impedance conditions result for the signals in their respective fre
quency regions. Since the output signal has been shown to appear as a 
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Fig. 9.-Typical voltage-current characteristic of a point-contact silicon crystal 
rectifier. 

number of energy concentrations extending over a wide frequency range, it 
would appear that an efficient design of output coupling network would 
involve optimizing the impedance relationships over this wide-frequency 
band. Several factors tend to simplify this problem by restricting the out
put frequency band which must be considered in a practical radar converter 
design. First, the greatest amount of energy is found to be present in the 
lower order modulation products because of the rapid reduction in amplitude 
of the higher order terms in the equivalent expression for the nonlinear 
element. This results in a concentration of energy at the input, output, 
and beat oscillator frequencies and their respective second harmonic regions. 
Second, the ratio of h to h in a microwave radar converter is of necessity 
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essenti~lly equal to one, this factor also contributing to a narrowing of the 
frequency regions of interest to those around the input, the beat oscillator, 
and the output values. The third factor, which is of assistance to the con
verter designer, is the effective separation of the input and output circuits 
by the loss of the nonlinear element. Where a vacuum tube is employed as 
the nonlinear element, the interaction of these circuits may be made quite 
negligible and, in the case of the crystal rectifier the inherent loss of this 
element, which may be of the order of 6 db and undesirable from a radar sys
tem performance standpoint, does simplify the converter network design. 

It has been found in practice that it is sufficient to consider the impedance 
conditions at the internal terminals of the converter networks in the fre
quency regions which include iI, iI - i2, il + hand 2h - il. 

SIGNAL 

INPUT 

BEATING 
OSCILLATOR 

;+6 
BEATING

OSCILLATOR 
INPUT 

Fig. 1O.-10GO-mc Vacuum Tube Radar Converter. Simplified schematic diagram. 

The matter of efficient transfer of power from the local beating oscillator 
to the nonlinear element is of secondary importance generally because of the 
relatively large amount of power available. This condition is advantageous 
allowing mismatch loss in this branch to effectively minimize the unwanted 
interaction effects with input and output circuits. 

Figure 10 illustrates the schematic and certain constructional features of 
a vacuum-tube converter which has an operating frequency of approxi
mately 1000 mc. The similarity of circuit and mechanical arrangement to 
that of the radio-frequency amplifier unit, shown in Fig. 7, is apparent. 
In the case of the GL-2C40 converter the two input frequencies are similarly 
probe coupled to the grid-cathode circuit, maintaining optimum impedance 
conditions for the signal input and locating the beat oscillator probe so as 
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to effect' 'an impedance mismatch and· thus reduce the interaction between 
this circuit and the input circuit. ' The output coupling network, in this 
case operating at 60 mc, consist~ of an inductive impedance tuned with a 
variable condenser. The output of this converter is fed into the following 
IF amplifier by means of a 7S-ohm coaxial transmission line. The loss of 
this converter unit, defined as the ratio of the power of the wanted 69-rnc 
output signal to the signal power impressed upon the input terminal, is 
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Fig. 11.-Chronological development of point-contact silicon crystal rectifiers and 
associated receiver noise performance. 

approximately 6 db. The noise figure of a typical unit of this type is approxi
mately 20 db, this value being of secondary importance since sufficient gain 
is provided in the associated radio-frequency ampJifier. 

At the higher radar frequencies the noise perform:lllce characteristics of 
silicon crystal-point contact rectifiers are considerably better than that of 
vacuum tubes available during the past war years. Figure 11 outlines the 
chronological developments of these units with respect to the receiver noise 
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performance. The performance of two types of vacuum tubes are included 
for comparison purposes. The development details of the sili~bn crystal 
unit have been discussed elsewhere. 8 This development, together with the 
corresponding magnetron and reflex oscillator studies, assumes a status of 
major importance in the progress of the development of military radar equip
ment during World War II, allowing the designers to extend the frequency 
of operation upward with increased system. performance resulting. 

It is sufficient to limit our attention to the frequency region 3000 me and 
above in the consideration of the silicon crystal converter. It is apparent 
that the absence of suitable vacuum tube radio-frequency amplifiers in this 
region imposes a strict requirement on the efficiency of conversion of this 
component. 

Fig. 12.-3000-mc Crystal Converter of an early design. 

Historically, one of the first of the microwave converters of tbe silicon 
crystal type, operating at 30CO me and which was employed in military radar 
equipment, is shown in Fig. 12 together with an illustration of the mechanical 
arrangement9 in Fig. 13. In this early model the silicon crystal element was 
mounted in a cartridge type unit, a method which proved quite satisfactory 
and was followed for the remainder of the war years. The input tuning 
circuit of the converter here illustrated consists of a coaxial transmission 
line element having a length of approximately three-quarters of a wave
length and adjustable to enable fine control of tuning. The nonlinear ele-

8" Development of Silicon Crystal Rectifiers for Microwave Radar Rece~vers," 
J. H. Scaff and R. S. Ohl, Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. XXVI, January 1947. 

9 "Microwave Converters," C. F. Edwards, To be published in a forthcoming issue of 
Proceedings I.R.E. 
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ment is located at the high-impedance end of this transmission line, while 
the other end is essentially short-circuited at the input frequency by means 
of a small by-pass condenser element built into the IF output transmission 
line. The input line is coupled into this tuned circuit by means of a variable 
coupling probe and the local beat oscillator in turn is similarly coupled to 
the input line. ~he point of coupling of the beat frequency oscillator input 
is so arranged as to introduce an effective mismatch and thus provide ade
quate isolation of this and the input circuit. The output circuit of this con
verter includes the by-pass condenser previously referred to, together with 
the input transformer of the first IF amplifier stage. The average loss of a 

Fig. 13.-3000-mc Crystal Converter. Schematic diagram. 

3000-mc crystal converter of this type was 6 db and a noise figure of 11 db 
was realized. 

Another design of crystal converter which was developed during the early 
part of the war, and whose basic form was employed in many military radar 
equipments operating in the region of 10,000 mc, is shown in Fig. 14. Here 
the silicon crystal cartridge is positioned within the waveguide with its axis 
parallel to the E vector plane and at a point approximately one-quarter of a 
wavelength from the short circuiting piston which terminates this assembly. 
The IF output is obtained from the coaxial line mounting structure shown 
which offers a low impedance to the input frequency by virtue of its equiva
lence to a one-half wavelength element with a short circuit at the far end. 
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The dielectric supporting rings shown form an RF by-pass element minimiz
ing the loss of input signal power in the IF output network. In this design 
the beating oscillator energy is introduced into the waveguide by mounting 
the reflex oscillator tubes adjacent to the waveguide in such a fashion that 
the output probe is inserted into the waveguide cavity at a point removed by 
an odd one-quarter of a wavelength from the face of the TR output iris. 
This assures reflection of the local oscillator energy which travels toward 
the TR tube directing it toward the crystal element. The degree of coupling 
of the reflex oscillator circuit is varied by adjustment of the distance that 
the probe is inserted within the waveguide. For airborne applications an 
additional oscillator tube is included for beacon reception. This basic form 
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Fig. 14.-1O,OOO-mc Crystal Converter. Schematic diagram. 

of radar converter was employed in large numbers in the military airborne 
radar field during World War II. 

A third type of crystal converter design which was developed in the latter 
period of the war is illustrated in Fig. 15. A basic difference in this struc
ture is found in the use of a waveguide hybrid junction often referred to as a 
"magic tee." This junction has an electrical performance characteristic 
at microwaves similar to that of the hybrid coil common to low frequency 
communication circuits, i.e., a 4-pair terminal network with an internal 
configuration such that power applied to anyone pair of terminals will appear 
equally at two other pairs of terminals, but will not be available at the re
maining pair of terminals. Referring to Fig. 15, it should be noted that 
power applied to the input waveguide will appear equally in the output 
branches but is balanced out of the beat oscillator branch. In a similar 
fashion, the beat oscillator' power will appear equally in the two output 
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branches but will not appear in the input waveguide. Certain impedance 
matching adjustments are obtained through the use of the matching rods • 
positioned as shown. 

The method of insertion of the crystal cartridge into the waveguide in this 
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;Fig. 1S.-Balanced crystal converter employing wave-guide hybrid junction. 

design follows the scheme employe::l in the CO':1Verter just described. How
ever, here two crystal elements are employed in a balanced form which 
necessitates a balanced-te-unbalanced impedance transformation of the IF 
output signal for transmission over a coaxial line to the input stage of the 
IF amplifier. The degree of balance obtainable here is necessarily a func-
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tion of the similarity of the crystal elements as well as the other elements 
shown. In practice, no particular difficulty was experienced in maintenance 
of sufficient balance with the improved production control of crystals during 
the latter part of the war program. 

The advantages of the balanced radar converter here described are two
fold. First, the signal power dissipation in the beating oscillator branch is 
reduced to a minimum and conversely the beating oscillator power fed back 
into the antenna and rerad~ated is reduce:!. Second, the noise sidebands, 
which are associated with the output frequency of the 'reflex oscillator, are 
reduced effectively in the IF output branch by the degree of balance avail
able. This local oscillator noise sideband contribution is normally respon
sible for a definite degradation of the over-all radar receiver noise perform
ance and hence, the use of a balanced converter will contribute to improved 
performance. An additional advantage of the balanced converter is the 
minimi;dng of signal branch impedance variation effects on the beating oscil
iator load impedance and, therefore, its frequency. The variation of the 
antenna impedance during the scanning cycle has in this design little effect 
on the tuning of the receiver. 

2.1S The Radar Receiver Beat Oscillator 

For microwave radar receiver purposes the selection of the local beat 
oscillator within the converter assembly has been essentially limited to two 
type3 of tubes, both of which were developed during the past war period. 
For radar systems operating at frequencies of 1000 mc and lower, the 

. GL-2C40 lighthouse triode has served quite satisfactorily, while at fre
que:1cies above 1000 mc, the single-cavity reflex oscillator tube has been 
extensively employed. Both of these tube types have adequate power 
output and frequency stability characteristics to meet the normal radar 
sY3tem requirements. 

Some of the desirable characteristics of a beat oscillator tube for use in 
mili tary radar receivers can be listed as follows; 

A. At least 20 milliwatts of useful output power is desirable. In the case 
of the silicon crystal rectifier element, the applied power is limited to 
approximately 1 mw; however, the availability of additional oscillator 
power enables the converter designer to effectively isolate the beat 
oscillator and signal branches by simple inpedance mismatch means. 

B. The frequency stability of the ideal beat oscillator tube must be in
herently good, or convenient means to automatically control this 
frequency must be provided. The maximum allowable radar receiver 
frequency variation due to all causes is of the order of 1 mc. In terms 
of the beating o scilla tor frequencies employed in the radar systems of 
the past war, this represents an allowable oscillator frequency variation 
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from all causes of from 0.1 % to .01%. The possible influencing fac
tors include temperature, atmospheric pressure, supply voltage, and 
load impedance variations with time, and mechanical shock and 
vibration. 

C. It is extremely desirable that frequency control of the beat oscillator 
be available by remote electrical means. The use of automatic tuning 
control of a military radar receiver has proved a necessity during the 
past war and, as will be discussed in a lat~r section, the rates of change 
of frequency encountered are found to be quite great. This requires 
essentially that an electrical control method of continuously adjusting 
the beat oscillator frequency be employed to obtain satisfactory re
ceiver performance. 

'-------! 1--_____ ...... --'\/\ I'\~ __ + B 

Fig. 16.-1000-mc Radar local beat oscillator employing GL-2C40 vacuum tube
schematic diagram. 

D. It is desirable that the output of the beating oscillator tube be free 
from noise. In the usual radar system, if the output frequency of the 
beat oscillator is modulated with noise, a reduction in receiver per
formance will result. As previously discussed, the development of 
the balanced converter has provided the converter designer with some 
relief from this noise source and in this case this requirement assumes 
less importance. 

A beat oscillator arrangement utilizing the GL-2C40 lighthouse tube, as 
developed for a military radar system operating in the 1000 mc region, is 
indicated in Figure 16. This assembly is quite similar mechanically to the 
RF and converter components employed in this frequency region and 
described previously. The positive feedback necessary to sustain oscilla
tion is provided by means of a feedback coupling probe as shown. The 
oscillator output is available by means of a pick-up loop inserted into the 
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plate-grid cavity and thence to the output coaxial line. The frequency 
stability of this particular design has been quite satisfactory due to the con
siderable development effort expended on the mechanical design features of 
this assembly. 

Another radar receiver beating oscillator which has been extensively 
employed in military equipment designs operating at 3000 mc and higher 
during the past war period is the reflex velocity-modulated oscillator. The 
2K25 type, which is a typical single-cavity reflex oscillator for operation in 
the 1O,000-mc region, is illustrated in Fig. 17. The general principle of 
operation is quite straightforward, but the complete theory of operation is 
exceedingly complex and has been described in detail elsewhere.lO A beam 
of electrons of relatively uniform velocity and density is projected from a 
cathode surface toward a cavity space defined in part by two grids and then 
toward a repeller electrode beyond. The presence of the oscillatory poten
tial between the two cavity grids acts to· impart initial velocities to the 
electron stream in accordance with the cavity radio-frequency potentials 
existing at the time of crossing of this gap. Under certain operating condi
tions between these grids and the repeller electrode, which is maintained 
at a negative potential, "bunching" of electrons occur and upon the return 
of the electrons to the cavity region under the retarding influence of the 
repeller electrode, a certain amount of power may be extracted and utilizeci. 
externally. As might be expected from this cycle of events, the optimum 
operating conditions necessary for reinforcement of oscillation within the 
cavity are related to the time required to return the electrons to the cavity 
with reference to the instantaneous oscillatory radio-frequency potential of 
the cavity. Thus, numerous modes of oscillation are found in this type of 
reflex velocity-modulated oscillator which are related to each other by 
integral numbers of periods of the oscillatory frequency and the transit time 
of the electrons. In the practical application of the reflex oscillator the 
number of useful modes are limited to perhaps two or three, the external 
power output available at 'the additional theoretical modes being reduced 
by dissipative conditions within the oscillatory system. The relation of 
repeller potential to the appearance of these modes is illustrated in Fig. 18 
for the case of a 2K25-type oscillator. It should be observed here that the 
frequency at the maximum power output condition for each mode is the 
same, i.e. the frequency associated with the cavity dimensions for that series 
of modes. The cavity dimensions of the reflex oscillator tube are varied 
by the application of external mechanical pressure regulated by an adjustable 
tuning strut as shown in Fig. 17. The power for external use is obtained 
from a coupling loop located within the cavity region and transmitted 
through the base by means of a coaxial lead. 

10 Pierce and Shepherd, Loc. Cit. 
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Fig. 17.-Constructional details of the type 2K25 single-cavity reflex oscillator for use 
at 10,000 mc. 
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The single-cavity velocity-modulated oscillator is admirably suited to 
electrical remote control of its oscillation frequency by means of the potential 
applied to the repeller element, thus lending itself to automatic frequency 
control in a simple manner. Figure 19 indicates the frequency and power 
output versus repeller voltage characteristic of a typical 2K25 10,000-mc 
reflex oscillator when operating at a normal mode previously shown in 
Fig. 18. It is customary to define the electronic tuning range of a reflex 
oscillator as that range of frequencies over w~ich the power output exceeds 

4 
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Fig. IS.-Typical output power modes vs. repeller voltage for a 2K25 type reflex 
oseilla tor. 

50% of the maximum power output. The tube whose characteristic is 
illustrated in Fig. 19 would accordingly have an electronic tuning range 
of 53 mc. 

2.16 Typical Radar Input Circuit Designs 

An example of a radar receiver input circuit operating in the lOOO-mc 
frequency range is shown in its final mechanical form in Fig. 20. This 
particular design was employed in several military ground radar systems 
including the Mark-20 Searchlight Control equipment of Fig. 1, and in modi
fied form in several naval fire control systems. It consists of two stages 
of radio-frequency amplification, a converter stage, and a local beating 
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oscillator all of which employ ele GL-2C40 lighthouse tube. This particular 
equipment example has been developed in the form of a sliding drawer to 
assure ease of maintenance but with no sacrifice in rigidity of mechanical 
assembly so necessary in this type of equipment. Further mechanical 
details of the cavity and tube structures of each component are shmvn in 
Fig. 21 and are generally similar to the examples previously described. 
These cavity structures are heavily silver-plated to assure good electrical 
and thermal· conductivity. The problem of adequate conduction of heat 
from the GL-2C40 vacuum tube under the severe ambient temperatures 
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Fig. 19.-Power output and frequency deviation vs. repeller voltage for 2K25-type re
flex oscillator. 

encountered in military service is extremely important. Positive locking 
devices are provided for all adjustments in this mechanical design. 

Figure 22 indicates the schematic diagram of this design. It may be 
observed that separation filters are employed extensively to assure negligible 
interaction effects between the various stages through the common power 
supply connections. 

The over-all performance of this particular design of a radar receiver 
input circuit is as follows: 

Input Frequency ............................................ . 
Output Intermediate Frequency ............................... . 
Over-all Band Width ......................................... . 
Over-all Gain ............................................... . 
Over-all Noise Figure ........................................ . 
Input Impedance ............................................ . 
Output IF Impedance ........................................ . 

1000 me 
60 me 

5 me 
18 db 
14 db 
50 ohms 
75 ohms 
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The above performance is representative of the limits which all manu
factured units are required to meet and also indicates the field performance 
which must be maintained for satisfactory military service. Under labo
ratory conditions and with a certain compromise of stability and ease of 

Fig. 20.-1000-mc Radar receiver input circuit design, including two stages of radio 
frequency amplification, converter, and beat oscillator. 

adjustme::1t, improved performance over the figures give::1 here can be 
exp~cted. 

The design for manufacture of a converter assembly typical of airborne 
equipment methods is illustrated in Fig. 23. Here the equipment design 

. reflects the fundamental requirement of radar equipment for aircraft~that 
of providing compact units of sufficient rigidity with a minimum of weight. 
This particular converter unit was employed in the AN/A PS-4 Airborne 
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Search and Interception radar equipment shown in Fig. 3 and operates 
within the 10,OCO-mc frequency band. The automatic frequency control 

Fig. 21.-Mechanical details of cavity structures employed in 1000 mc radar receiver 
input circuit. 

circuit and two IF preamplifier stages are also included here as an integral 
part of the converter assembly. 

The schematic diagram of the converter portion of this assembly is given 
in Fig. 24. It should be observed that the basic arrangement of the crystal 
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converter is similar to a form described in a previous section. The signal in 
this example is introduced into the converter section of the waveguide 
through an iris following the TR tube. Two 2K25 reflex oscillator tubes 
are mounted upon this waveguide with their output probes extending into 
the guide proper. The crystal cartridge is located near the end of the wave
guide with an adjustable piston terminating the guide. A waveguide to 

Fig. 22.-1000-mc Radar Receiver Input Circuit. Schematic diagram. 

coaxial transforming section employs the crystal as an extension of its axial 
element with an adjustable capacitance element for tuning purposes. 

It will be observed here that a shutter is included in this design, whereby 
the crystal element can be isolated from the signal input end of the wave
guide. This is a most necessary device on all radar converters employing 
crystal converter elements to prevent accidental overload of the crystal. 
When the transmitter is not in operation and accordingly the TR tube "keep 
alive" is not energized, there is a possibility of subjecting the crystal element 
to signals of sufficient amplitude to destroy its characteristic. These over-

t' 
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load signals may occur as the result of direct pick-up of an adjacent radar 
system or in certain cases atmospheric discharges. To prevent this a 
mechanical shutter is inserted into the converter which offers effective 
attenuation to any signal input. This shutter is withdrawn only if the 
proper TR "keep alive" voltage is available. 

WAVEGUJDE 
(TO ,MAGNETRON 

Fig. 23.-1O,000-mc Converter and IF preamplifier assembly for ANI APS-4 airborne 
radar equipment. 

The performance characteristics of this converter and IF preamplifier 
uni t is as follows: 

Radar Frequency ..................................... ; ...... . 
IF Frequency ............................................... . 
Conversion Loss ............................................. . 
Noise Figure of IF Preamplifier ............................... . 
Noise Figure of Converter .................................... . 
Noise Figure of Converter and Preamplifier ..................... . 
IF Band Width ............................................. . 

10,000 mc 
60 mc 

6.5 db 
4.5 db 
8.6 db 

11.9 db 
4 mc 

These values are representative of the performance under conditions of 
average crystals and average IF input tubes. 
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2.2 The Radar Intermediate Frequency Amplifier 

The intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier component of the radar re
ceiver has as its function the selection and amplification of the received 
signal following its conversion to the intermediate frequency. The further 
conversion of the IF signal to a video form suitable for use in the display 
device is usually included as an integral part of the IF amplifier and will, 
therefore, be considered here as an additional function of this component. 

2.21 IF Amplifier Requirements-Band Width 

The frequency-selectivity characteristic of the radar receiver is deter
mined effectively by the IF amplifier, since the preceding converter and 
other microwave components offer little or no selectivity. The receiver 
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Fig. 24.-Schematic diagram of 1O,OOO-mc ANI APS-4 converter unit. 

band width required to adequately transmit the wanted signal, while restrict
ing the noise contributions, is an extremely important factor in the radar 
system design and represents, therefore, a basic consideration in the design 
of the IF amplifier. 

The receiver band width required to adequately transmit the basic re
ceived pulse information can be determined by a consideration of the fre
quency-energy characteristics of a radar pulse. The microwave pulse is 
created by the sudden"application of a high-energy pulse to the magnetron 
microwave generator. It has been found sufficient to treat this output 
envelope as a simple rectangular pulse in band width computations. Fig
ure 25 indicates the amplitude, time, and frequency relationships which 
exist for an idealized rectangular radar pulse envelope. It may be observed 
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that approximately 75% of the energy contained in the idealized original 
pulse will be available after transmission through a band-pass structure of 

, band width dimension of' ~ cycles per second. A further doubling of the 
T 

. ? 
band width to ~ cycle~.per second will increase the available energy by only 

T 

about 15%. In the case of the practical radar-pulse envelope which usually 
is characterized by a trapezoidal form with finite rise and decay intervals, 

the energy contained at frequencies outside of a ~ band is reduced some-

what over the idealized case illustrated in Fig. 25. 
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Fig. 25.-Amplitude-time and energy-frequency relationships for a rectangular 
radar pulse envelope. 

The signal-to-noise ratio of the radar receiver is dependent on the over-all 
receiver band width as indicated in the previous section of this paper. It 
is extremely important then to restrict the IF band width as much as pos
sible, consistent with adequate transmission of the signal itself. The final 
band width choice is that value where a further increase would result in a 
noise increase greater than the corresponding signal improvement and where 
a band width reduction would diminish the signal by a greater increment 
than the noise. The exact determination of the optimum radar receiver 
band width must be carried out using the final display device in making 
the signal-to-noise comparisons. If the radar system is to be employed for 
search purposes' where echo presence is the primary measure of the perform
ance of the equipment, the optimum over-all receiver band width has been 

found to be of the order of ~ cycles per second resulting in an IF ampli-
T 

? 
fier band width of ~ cycles per second to adequately transmit the double

T 
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sideband signal at this point. In the case of fire-control radar equipments, 
where precision range measurement is required, it is desirable to determine 
the range by reference to the leading or lagging edge of the radar received 
pulse. Here the optimum band width may be considerably greater than 
the value indicated above for a simple search system to assure a 
minimum rise time of the displayed pulse and an accordingly more precise 
determination of the position of the pulse. Additional factors which influ
ence the radar receiver band width value in a particular system design 
involve the frequency stability of the microwave generator and the local 
beating oscillator, the sensitivity characteristics of the automatic frequency 
control system, the frequency stability characteristics of the IF amplifier 
itself, and finally the desire to permit ease of tuning by the radar operator. 

The phase distortion introduced by the IF amplifier is of secondary in
terest in the case of radar systems. The faithful reproduction of all char
acteristics of the received radar pulse is usually not of extreme importance, 
since. with few exceptions the criterion of presence is all important. The 
detailed form of the transmission characteristic is likewise not extremely 
critical, the usual "rounded" IF transmission characteristic, however, con
tributing somewhat to ease in tuning the radar receiver. 

Gain Characteristics 

A consideration of the converted input signal levels encountered and the 
video output level desired indicates the IF amplifier gain requirement. The 
input signal to the IF amplifier is determined by the type of converter em
ployed and the presence or not of radio-frequency amplification preceding 
the IF section and the absolute noise power resulting. The video level at 
the second detector must be maintained at a sufficiently high level so that 
microphonic disturbances within the remaining video components are neg
ligible and low enough to assure satisfactory detection without serious over
load effects. Undesired feedback at the IF frequency also tends to limit 
the practical gain which can be introduced into the IF amplifier. In the 
military radar systems of the past war period the usual maximum gain 
associated with the IF amplifier was of the order of 110 db with a maximum 
detector output level of approximately 1 volt rms of input circuit noise. 
The extreme variation of the level of the desired radar signal makes neces
sary that provision for a large gain control variation be included in the IF 
amplifier design. This gain control often involves automatic, as well as 
manual, adjustm~nt and commonly a gain variation range of the order of 
80 db is required. 

Another consideration which enters into the IF amplifier design and is 
assDciated with gain features, is the behavior of the amplifier in the presence 
of extremely large radar signals or enemy "jamming" signals. Optimum 
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protection against complete "blocking" of the IF amplifier under these 
conditions involves the use of extremely small-valued filter or by-pass ele
ments which are associated with the grid and cathode circuits to present 
very short time constants and, accordingly, assure recovery of the amplifier 
in fractions of a microsecond after overloading by a large pulse signal. The 
gain control method is also chosen to minimize possible overloading by reduc
ing the gain of the amplifier at a point as far forward in the radar receiver 
chain as possible. 

Intermediate Midband Frequency 

The choice of the intermediate frequency for a radar receiver is essentially 
a compromise between the need for reduction of unwanted external inter
ference and noise, and the desire to realize maximum performance in terms 
of gain and noise figure. 

The tendency to employ a high IF midband value arises from a considera
tion of the character of the certain local beating oscillator noise sidebands. 
As mentioned previously, the noise sideband output decreases as the fre-

. quency interval from the oscillator frequency is increased and it is apparent 
that a high value for the IF will be advantageous. In the case of balanced 
convert-ers where the oscillator noise sidebands are reduced by the circuit bal
ance, this factor assumes less importance. A moderately high IF is also 
advantageous in the elimination of the IF signal from the final detected video 
output which must be accomplished by the use of low-pass filters. The 
automatic frequency-control problem is somewhat simplified by the use of 
a high IF. The wider separation of the desired tuning point and the image 
response and the reduction of interfering TR pulse energy is a positive help 
in the performance of the automatic, frequency-control circuits and will be 
discussed in detail in a later section. 

There are also a number of factors which indicate that a low value of 
midband IF may be desirable. The noise figure of the input stage of the 
IF amplifier is generally better at a low frequency, though this improvement 
tends to be quite small for the band widths employed in the military radar 
system. A more important advantage of a low IF value is found in the 
improvement of the absolute frequency stability of the IF transmission char
acteristic under the influence of variations of tube and circuit capacitance. 

Intermediate midband frequencies of 30 mcand 60 mc have been employed 
in the majority of military radar systems developed in the United States 
during World War II. In general, 30 me has been emp~oyed, quite exten
sively in naval and ground radar equipments for fire control where radar 
pulse widths of the order of one microsecond are used.· For airborne radar 
equipments with the emphasis on compactness, weight, and the trend toward 
higher microwave transmission frequencies, 60 mc has proven to be an 
extremely popular intermediate frequency value. 
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The Second Detector 

The final conversion of the IF signal to a video form is accomplished by 
simple detection. This process is usually associated with the IF amplifier 
because of the relative ease by which the video signal can be transmitted to 
the following display circuits, usually physically removed from the IF ampli
fier, as compared with the transmission problem which exists at the inter
mediate frequency. 

Two types of second detector circuits which are commonly employed iIi 
radar receiver design are the linear diode rectifier and the plate circuit detec
tor, both similar in form to those employed in prewar television practice. 
Several factors must be considered in the choice of the second detector 
operating characteristic. Linear detection of the signal is desirable from 
the standpoint of realizing the greatest possible visibility of weak radar 
signals in the presence of noise of comparable amplitude. In the case of 
lobing radar signals where bearing determinations are made by comparison 
of the return signal amplitude for two bearing conditions of the antenna 
radiation, the characteristic of the second detector enters to affect the sensi
tivity of azimuth response in two ways. The lobing sensitivity is increased 
by the use of a square law detector, however, the presence 'of a "jamming" 
signal of the CW type which may be located off axis can introduce a false 
bearing indication, which is not present when a purely linear detector is 
employed. In general, the linear detector has been employed in most radar 
systems developed during the past war period. 

The detailed circuit design of the IF amplifier can be conveniently sepa
rated into three quite distinct parts. These include the input circuit design, 
the interstage arrangement, and the design of t,he second detector circuit. 

2.22 IF Amplifier Input Circuit Design 

The primary consideration in the IF amplifier input circuit design is the 
effect of this stage on the over-all receiver noise figure. As indicated pre
viously, this over-all receiver noise figure is dependent on the performance 
characteristics of the first or input IF amplifier stage to a degree dependent 
on the loss of the converter stage preceding it. In the military radar field, 
employing microwave frequencies of 3000 mc and greater, the crystal con
verter is universally employed and the over-all noise performance is deter
mined largely by the IF input stage. The use of high-gain pentodes in the 
IF amplifier assures that noise contributions from the following stages 
are negligible. 

Figure 26 represen'ts an equivalent input circuit of the IF amplifier con
venient for discussion of the noise performance of this circuit. Here the 
noise contribution, exclusive of the signal source, is observed to be composed 
of two sources, one due to shot noise of the first IF stage referred to the grid 
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circuit and a second noise source related to active grid loading effects.u 
The optimum IF amplifier input circuit design involves primarily the 

selection of impedance transformation means which results in the maximum 
over-all signal-to-noise performance for the radar receiver. It can be shown 
that this optimum value of impedance transformation is not that value which 
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Fig. 26.-Simplified equivalent input circuit of an intermediate frequency amplifier 
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maximizes the signal but rather is a condition where a definite signal mis
match obtains. This may be understood by an inspection of the character
istics of the two fictitious noise sources illustrated. The shot noise con
tribution of the vacuum tube employed in the input IF amplifier stage is 
here represented by the series noise generator V T. Under conditions of 
shorted grid this is the only effective noise contribution, and this procedure 
offers 'a simple method for determination of the magnitude of this effect. 

11" Considerations in the Design of a Radar IF Amplifier," Andrew L. Hopper and 
Stewart E. Miller, Froc. I. R. E., Novemher 1947. 
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The additional noise contribution under the condition where an impedance 
is placed in the grid circuit is shown by the noise generator V G. This noise 
source is related to the active grid loading. The resistance RG represents 
this effective loading which is due to transit time and tube lead inductance 
effects and, therefore,has a value which is associated with the frequency of 
operation and the particular design of tube employed. At very low fre
quencies, Ra ~ 00, the shot noise effects are entirely controlling, and the 
optimum IF amplifier input grid circuit condition for minimum noise figure 
is that condition where the impedance of the signal source approaches an 
infinite impedance. As the frequency of operation is increased, Ra assumes 
a finite decreasing value and the optimum signal source impedance is given 
by the relationship illustrated in Fig. 26. It should be noted that the 
frequency values associated with the above characteristic are indicative of 
the performance of the 6AK5 pentode, one of the most satisfactory of avail
able tubes for this purpose. It should be observed that the input IF ampli
fier stage noise figure is independent of the impedance of the signal source 
providing that a perfect or lossless transformer can be employed to achieve 
the optinum impedance transformation indicated. 

The realization of proper impedance transformation characteristic in the 
radar IF amplifier input circuit is basically a network problem. The input 
grid impedance which can be maintained over the desired band of freq~encies 
is limited by the total capacitance present in the grid circuit. For narrow 
IF band widths, particularly at the lower frequencies, the realizable imped
ance at the grid may be in excess of the active grid loading value and here 
the noise performance indicated in Fig. 26 may be realized. However, for 
wide IF band widths at normal radar IF midband values the maximum grid 
circuit impedance which can be achieved under the limitation of the grid 
circuit capacitance will be less than the value associated with the active grid 
loading and the noise figure obtained will be somewhat higher than the opti
mum shown. This restrictive design condition is referred to as "band width 
limited." In modern military radar receivers this condition normally 
obtains. 

To achieve the maximum input coupling network effi.ciency it is extremely 
desirable to minimize all parasitic capacitances under control of the designer 
and to employ the most effective network arrangement available. The 
double-tuned transformer and autotransformer networks are commonly 
employed for this purpose. Any loss in the impedance transforming net
work will result in further degradation of the noise performance, since- this 
loss is effective in reducing the signal energy while having no effect on the 
tube noise level. The magnitude of the impedance transformation ratio 
required in a typical radar design case for optimum noise figure is approxi
mately seven -times, where a crystal conv~!ter of the type shown in Fig. 14 
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is employed, and the optimum grid impedance at 60 mc as shown in Fig. 26 
is approximately 3000 ohms. 

The vacuum tube employed in an input stage of an IF amplifier should 
ha ve the following characteristics to achieve the optimum performance. 
The tube should be capable of providing sufficient gain to assure that the 
noise contribution of the following stages is negligible. The input con
ductance of the selected tube at the intermediate frequency should be as low 
as possible indicating generally that physical size should be small to assure 
small transit time effects and low lead inductance values. 'The noise output 
of the tube itself should be a minimum, this characteristic being somewhat 
controllable by proper emission characteristics. The characteristics of the 
most desirable of the vacuum tubes available to the radar receiver designer 
during the past war period for IF amplifier purposes is given in Table 1. 

TABLE I.-Principal Characteristics of IF Amplifier Tubes 

Intereleetrode Capaci-
tances Micromicrofarads 

Total Nominal Band Heater Plate Power 
Type Power Current Con sump- Transcon- Control Grid Plate to Merit 

Watts rna tion ductance to Heater, Heater, Eo 
Watts Micromhos Cathode, Cathode, me 

Screen Screen, 
Suppressor Suppressor 

Grid Grid 

6AC7 2.84 10 4.7 9000 11 5 89 
6AG7 4.10 30 9.6 11000 13 7.5 85 
6AG5 1.89 7.2 3,0 5100 6.5 1.8 95 
717A 1.10 7.5 2.3 4000 4.9 3.8 73 
6AK5 1.10 7.5 2.3 5000 3.9 "2.8 117 

The development of the 6AKS pentode was the direct result of the necessity 
for improved radar IF amplifier performance, and details of this develop
ment and the performance of this tube have been described elsewhere. 12 

The noise present in a pentode is greater than in a triode, primarily due to 
the presence of additional grid structures. Because of this fact, a number 
of attempts have been made to employ triodes in the input stage of the IF 
amplifier. To prevent oscillation due to large positive feed-back present 
through the plate-to-grid interelectrode capacitance, neutrali~ation methods 
have been employed. For moderate IF band widths at 60 mc such experi
mental designs have shown an improvement in noise figure of slightly more 
than 1 db over .the pentode design; however, the criticalness of the neutraliza
tion 'scheme and the difficulties in extending th~ performance to wider IF 
band widths has not allowed this design to be adopted extensively to 
military radar equipment during the past war period. 

12" Characteristics of Vacuum Tubes for Radar Intermediate Frequency Amplifiers," 
G. T. Ford, Bell System Technical Journal, Vol. XXV, July 1946. 
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2.23 Interstage Circuit Design 

The design of the IF amplifier interstage circuit is basically concerned with 
achieving the greatest possible gain per stage while not compromising the 
frequency characteristic and stability, or complicating the structure to an ex
tent where it will be difficult to realize the designed measure of performance 
under military operating conditions. The problem can be resolved into the 
choice of the vacuum tube and the selection of an interstage coupling 
network. 

The gain of a pentode operated into a 2-terminal parallel resonant network 
which exhibits a maximum impedance Ro at resonance is given by GmRo 
under the restriction Ro < < Rp. If a band width ~F is defined as that 
band of frequencies where the magnitude of the impedance Z of the network 

R 
is equal to or greater than V~ it can be shown that 

1 
~F = 2 n-RoC . 

The gain-band width product of an amplifier stage is a measure of perform
ance of the stage and serves as a criterion for tube performance if a standard 
load impedance as above is adopted. Then the band merit Bo for this con
dition will be given by 

1 ( ) Gm 
Bo = -~FGm Ro = 2n-R

o
C Gm Ro 2nC . 

The band merit Bo of a tube has the dimensions of frequency and may be 
interpreted as the frequency at which the voltage gain of the vacuum tube is 
at unity with a plate load impedance restricted solely by the sum of the plate 
and grid tube capacitances. The ideal IF amplifier vacuum tube will 
exhibit a high band merit figure, stable operating characteristics over the 
life of the tube; uniform characteristics during the production period, small 
size for. compact amplifier use and for resulting mechanical rigidity, and 
finally low-power consumption, desirable from both the power supply stand
point and heat dissipation considerations. The actual types of vacuum 
tubes generally employed for radar IF amplifiers during the past military 
program in order of their availability were the 6AC7, 717A, and finally the 
6AK5. The improvement in performance achieved through this succession 
of developments can be observed by reference to Table I and the band merit 
and power consumption figures for these tube types. 

Figure 27 illustrates three types of interstage coupling networks which 
have been commonly employed in radar IF amplifiers for military purposes. 
The synchronous single-tuned network design has an advantage of simplicity 
of construction and permits relatively simple realignment procedures under 
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the limited resources of military field conditions. This type of interstage 
has been employed quite widely in radar equipments designed during World 
War II. To achieve the maximum gain per stage it is necessary to restrict 
the total shunt capacitance of the interstage circuit to the unavoidable ele
ments due to tube and circuit arrangement. Additional capacitance con
tributions are avoided by the use of a variable inductance element adjustable 
through the use of movable magnetic cores to resonate the network to the 
desired midband IF value. The shunt resistance element is chosen to 
achieve the desired band width. 

I I 

I I 

SYNCHRONOUS 
SINGLE TUNED 

STAGGERED 
SINGLE TUNED 

DOUBLE 
TUNED 

Fig. 27.-Typical IF Amplifier Interstage Circuits. Simplified schematics. 

The band width required of each individual interstage circuit of a multi
stage amplifier of this type to meet an over-all band width requirement of _ 

B cycles is given by 

B = AFV21/ N - 1 

where AF represents the band width of the individual interstage network, 
defined as the band over which the response is within 3 db of the midband 
IF value, and N is the number of inter stage circuits employed. As the 
individual interstage band width is increased to achieve the desired over-all 
value, the gain per stage is reduced and a greater number of stages is required 
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to meet the over-all gain requirement. The over-all gain of a multistage 
amplifier employing synchronous single-tuned interstage networks is 
given by 

_ (Gm V21
/
N - l)N 

Go - 27rC
T

B 

where CT represents the total interstage shunt capacitance and B is the over
all band width requirement. Table II presents the individual interstage 
band widths and the maximum over-all gain obtainable for multistage IF 
amplifiers having a 5 mc over-all band width requirement. Here the use of 
the 6AK5 pentode is assumed and the total interstage shunt capacitance is 
assumed to be 12 micromicrofarads. It should be observed that unavoidable 
misalignment of circuits, aging of tubes, and other such effects all tend to 
reduce the idealized computed performance under the practical military 
radar conditio~s and must be considered thoroughly in the design. 

TABLE II.-Interstage Band Width and Over-all Gain of Multistage IF Amplifiers 

Synchronous Single-Tuned Interstage Double-Tuned Interstage 

No. of Amplifier 
Stages Interstage Over-all Gain Interstage Over-all Gain Band Width db Band Width db me me 

1 5 24 5.0 27 
2 7.8 37 6.2 47 
4 11.5 61 7.6 87 
6 14.3 80 8.6 125 
8 16.6 96 9.3 162 

10 18.7 110 9.8 198 

The double-tuned inter stage network configuration shown in Fig. 27 is 
a somewhat more efficient circuit form than the single-tuned variety just 
discussed, and because of this improved performance has been employed to 
about the same extent as the synchronous single-tuned type during the past 
war. Its performance advantage lies in the basic fact that the transmission 
response curve for this structure has a flat-top characteristic resulting in a 
slower rate of over-all band width reduction as these circuits are cascaded. 
The ability to separate theoutput plate and the input grid circuit capacitances 
and the elimination of the plate-to-grid coupling capacitor with its additional 
parasitic capacitance to ground results in a greater gain-per-stage perform
ance. In this structure the resonant frequency of both primary and second
ary circuits corresponds to the midband IF and the conditions of equal Q 
of primary and secondary circuits and critical coupling are assumed. These 
conditions result in a smooth flat-topped response characteristic having 
optimum gain performance. The relationship between the individual inter-
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stage. band width and the over-all band width of a multistage amplifier 
employing double-tuned interstage circuits is given by 

B = AFy 4(2l!N - 1) 

which is illustrated in Table II together with the corresponding over-all gain 
of multistage IF amplifiers of this design. 

The third type of inter stage network arrangement illustrated in Fig. 27 
represents a method employed to realize improved performance of the single
tuned interstage network type by resonating alternate interstages at fre
quencies above and below the desired midband IF value. This stagger-tuned 
interstage design permits greater gain per stage together with an increased 
over-all band width for each pair of amplifier stages over that obtained with 
the synchronous single-tuned design. In the case of IF amplifiers having 
six or more stages a variation of this stagger-tuned method can be employed 
where three successive interstages are considered as a design unit and the 
individual inter stage resonances are adjusted below, above, and centered at 
the midband IF respectively. To afford a measure of the improved perform
ance of a stagger-tuned IF amplifier we may consider the relative performance 
of a 6-stage IF amplifier of 5 mc over-all band width employing the 6AK5 
vacuum tube. An individual interstage band width of 7.2 mc and an over
all gain of 116 db will result from the use of stagger-tuned interstage circuits 
while reference to Table II indicates the synchronous single-tuned design 
would have an over-all gain of only 80 db while the double-tuned design 
would result in an over-all gain of 125 db. The use of a triple stagger-tuned 
design would produce a 6-stage amplifier having approximately the same 
gain performance as the double-tuned example above. 

The choice of the interstage network configuration to be employed in a 
radar IF amplifier must be made considering the circuit efficiency, the gain
frequency stability behavior, and with due regard for the ever-present prob
Jem of maintenance of performance under the field conditions of modern 
warfare. From a standpoint of circuit efficiency alone, it has been shown 
that the synchronous single-tuned interstage network is decidedly inferior 
to the more complex forms, butthe obvious simplicity of construction of this 
type and the possibility of adjustment and realignment with simple methods 
available in the field is a strong recommendation for its adoption in military 
radar IF amplifiers. The double-tuned circuit has a considerable advantage 
in circuit performance over the case above, but some portion of this increased 
efficiency must be sacrificed since it is impractical to construct this network 
with adjustable elements. Here the normal variations in interstage capaci
tance with replacement of vacuum tubes or aging effects must not be allowed 
to reduce the over-all amplifier performance below the design limit. The 
solution to this problem must be achieved by design of each interstage circuit 
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to obtain a somewhat wider band under average tube conditions so that 
under subnormal but acceptable tube conditions the over-all performance of 
the amplifier is still within requirements. The use of stagger-tuned inter
stage designs will also result in increased performance over the basic syn
chronous single-tuned variety, but the maintenance of the over-all perform
ance of a radar IF amplifier of this type involves relatively complex measure
ments not always possible under military conditions. 

2.24 Second Detector Design 

The final conversion of the IF signal to the video form, as required by the 
following radar display device, is accomplished by simple detection or recti
fication. For this purpose either a diode rectifier or a triode operating as 
plate circuit detector is usually employed. The second detector design 
follows the practices generally developed for television receivers prior to the 
war. The diode second detector method has the advantage of simplicity 
with no plate supply voltage being required, but the performance of such a 
detector is somewhat limited for the frequencies employed in radar systems. 
The linearity of rectification of a diode depends on maintaining a high load 
impedance relative to the internal impedance of the tube. The external 
load impedance is limited, by the presence of tube and parasitic circuit 
capacitance and the video band width required, to somewhat less than 1000 
ohms for the typical radar case. The internal impedance of the usual avail
able diode is of the order of several hundred ohms so that the linearity of 
detection suffers. The low value of the diode load resistance is also reflected 
in the termination of the last IF amplifier stage and affects the gain of 
this stage. 

The plate circuit detector often employed consists of a triode operated 
near plate current cutoff. Here the detector load impedance is effectively 
isolated from the plate circuit of the last IF amplifier stage. The linearity 
that can be obtained from this type of second detector is essentially the same 
as with the usual diode detector. 

The polarity of the detected video output signal may be chosen of either 
sign by proper circuit arrangement for convenience in the video amplifying 
and limiting circuits which follow. It is desirable to reduce the amplitude 
of the IF signal which appears at the output of the second detector to prevent 
overload and interference in the video amplifier following. This is accom
plished commonly by the inclusion of a low-pass filter of simple form in the 
output circuit of the second detector. 

2.25 Typical Component Designs 

In the military radar system design it has been observed that a maximum 
video output signal of the order of one volt of noise is desirable as a design 
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objective resulting in an over-all gain requirement of the order of 110 db. 
If the radar system employs RF amplification, the entire IF amplification 
may be provided in one unit. However, in radar systems operating above 
1000 mc it has proved advantageous to provide the total IF gain required in 
two separate amplifier sections. The IF preamplifier assembly is commonly 
designed to be mounted adjacent to the crystal converter located in the 
transmitter portion of the radar system and usually consists of two stages 
of IF amplification. The main IF amplifier is usually located at some 
distance from the preamplifier, commonly associated with the indicator 
components of the radar receiver. The main IF amplifier assembly includes 
the second detector circuit and occasionally one stage of video amplification 
is included. 

The IF preamplifier location as described above is quire desirable, elimi
nating the need for a long transmission line connecting the IF output circuit 
of the crystal converter to the input stage of the IF amplifier. As ha~ been 
discussed previously, the impedance transformation employed in the IF 
input stage is chosen to realize optimum signal-to-noise performance. The 
output impedance of the crystal converter is normally of the order of 
400 ohms. To assure negligible impedance reflection losses in this circuit, 
any connecting cable employed would have to be designed to present a char
acteristic impedance of this order of magnitude which is inconvenient. The 
practical solution as employed in past military radar systems is obtained by 
locating the IF preamplifier in close proximity to the converter. The 
absence of long leads at this IF input stage is also advantageous in reducing 
the interference pickup into this low signal level point. After moderate 
amplification the output of the IF preamplifier is usually fed over a 75-ohm 
coaxial transmission line to the main IF amplifier. 

Figure 28 illustrates the converter and IF preamplifier assembly as em
ployed on the AN/APQ-13 and AN/APQ-7 airborne radar bombing equip
ments operating at 10,000 mc. The local oscillator and silicon crystal con
verter are arranged in a manner similar to a basic type previously described 
in this paper. The IF output of the crystal converter is introduced directly 
into the preamplifier assembly without exposure. This preamplifier is 
arranged to offer two stages of amplification employing the 717 A pen to de 
and using a double-tuned input, interstage, and output network. Figure 29 
indicates the circuit arrangement. The gain of this IF preamplifier is 30 db 
and an IF band width of 6 me is provided. The output transformer network 
is arranged to operate into a 75-ohm coaxial transmission line. It should be 
observed that provision is here included to disable the preamplifier by appli
cation of a positive pulse to the cathode circuit of the second amplifier tube. 
This feature reduces the gain of the IF preamplifier during the short interval 
coincident with the outgoing radar pulse, which assures that the TR tube 
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"spike" which precedes conduction will be attenuated and, therefore, less 
interfering with AFC operation. Further details of this effect will be dis
cussed in a later section of this paper. 

Fig. 28.-Converter and IF preamplifier assembly for AN/APQ-13 and AN/APQ-7 
airborne radar bombing equipments. 
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Fig. 29.-Simplified schematic diagram of IF preamplifier component of Figure 28. 

Another example of equipment design of an airborne radar converter and 
preamplifier assembly has been illustrated previously in Fig. 23. In this 
design the 6A.KS tube is employed and single-tuned interstages and auto
transformer input and output networks are employed; however, the general 
arrangement is quite simjlar to the design previously described. 

The remainder of the IF amplifier gain required is of the order of 80 to 
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100 db which is usually provided in a main IF amplifier that can be located 
conveniently within the receiver indicator portion of the radar system. The 
main IF amplifier is commonly designed as a complete shielded unit, required 
by the high-gain concentration and desirable from the standpoint of allowing 
the same unit to be used in several radar systems. Three IF amplifiers are 
shown in Fig. 30 which well illustrates the technological development in this 
field during World War II. The first amplifier employing 6AC7 tubes was 
developed at the beginning of the war, has an over-all gain of 95 db with an 
approximate band width of 2 mc, and employs synchronous single-tuned 

Fig. 30.-Typical IF amplifier equipment designs for military radar applications. 

interstage networks. This design was employed extensively in early mili
tary radar equipments for land, sea, and air use. It has a total power con
sumption of 31 watts and weighs 2 pounds 4 ounces. The second amplifier 
illustrated was developed early in the war primarily for airborne search and 
interception radar systems and employs 717 A pentodes with a double-tuned 
and single-tuned interstage combination of networks to produce a gain of 
85 db with an over-all band width of 4 mc. The total power consumption is 
11 watts and the weight here has been reduced to 1 pound 14 ounces. This 
design of IF amplifier with minor modifications was employed on the major-
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ity of airborne bombing radar eqtiipments produced by the Western Electric 
Company during World War II. The third IF amplifier design illustrated 
was developed somewhat later in the radar program for specific application 
to the ANI APS-4light-weight airborne search and interception radar equip
ment. This amplifier employs 6AK5 tubes with synchronous single-tuned 
interstage coupling networks realizing an over~all gain of 100 db for a band 
width of 2 mc. The power consumption here is 14.5 watts and the weight 
has been reduced to 9 ounces. This amplifier design has been employed in 
a number of airborne radar equipments during the later period of the 
past war. 

Fig. 31.-IF amplifier design as employed in AN/APS-4 airborne radar equipment. 

Figure 31 illustrates further mechanical constructional details of the 6AKS 
amplifier described above, and the schematic circuit arrangement is given 
in Fig. 32. Five stages of amplification and a second detector of a modified 
plate circuit type is included. A positive polarity video output is obtained 
from the cathode of the second detector and a single-section video low-pass 
filter attenuates the IF signal which appears at the detector output. A 
variable gain control voltage is applied to the plate circuits of the first three 
stages of the amplifier. 

The mechanical arrangement of the components of this amplifier has been 
devised with a view to achieving optimum frequency and gain stability. 
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Fig. 32.-Simplified schematic diagram of 60-mc IF amplifier for AN/APS-4 radar. 
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This equipment design features short and rigid connections and the use of 
silvered-mica button-type by-pass elements which are mechanically an
chored in slots cut into the chassis and soldered in place. The entire unit is 
arranged to plug into a multipin socket which supplies all power and receives 
the video signal output. The IF signal input is arranged for plug-in connec
tion at the opposite end of the chassis. 

The adjustable inductance elements shown are wound on forms having an 
approximate diameter of -t" and the small variation in inductance required 
to compensate for circuit variations is achieved by the use of tuning screws 
as illustrated; These coils are adjusted in manufacture by a comparison 
technique employing factory standards of the same form. The completed 
amplifier is aligned with mean capacitance tubes and all tuning screws locked 
and sealed. Sufficient design margin of gain has been included in this design 
to enable meeting the radar system gain requirements with a complete set 
of "low-limit" tubes. 

2.3 The Radar Video Amplifier 

The video amplifier of the radar receiver, which follows the IF amplifier 
and second detector, has as its function the final preparation of the received 
and detected signal for display. This process involves amplification of the 
signal in its now video form, introduction of additional coordinate signals 
and wave forms required for proper display, and often includes modification 
of the original amplitude characteristics of the signal itself to enhance the 
presentation. The radar video signal is quite similar in many respects to the 
television video signal and the circuit technology, therefore, parallels the 
television art in many respects. Two characteristics of the radar video 
signal result, however, in somewhat less stringent demands on the radar video 
amplifier design. The lowest frequency of concern in radar video practice 
is related to the repetition rate which rarely is found to be less than 250 pps., 
while it is customary to design television systems to adequately transmit 
signals of the order of 1 cps. The requirement of faithful reproduction of the 
radar pulse shape is usually of secondary importance; the quality of presence 
alone usually sufficing to meet the radar system design objective. In certain 
fire-control radar systems, however, the radar system band width must be 
adequate to reproduce the received pulse to an exactness of the order main
tained in standard television practice. In general these somewhat reduced 
transmission requirements for radar purposes result in a desirable economy 
of circuit elements and power consumption. 

2.31 Gain-Frequency Considerations 

The limiting performance of a video amplifier can conveniently be evalu
ated by a consideration of the transmission problem at the extremities of the 
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video band of frequencies. At high frequencies the gain-frequency char
acteristic of a video amplifier stage employing pentodes as illustrated m 
Fig. 33 is given by 

whereill represents the frequency at which the relative gain has been reduced 
3 db over the value achieved at the video midband region. This cut-off 
frequency relationship is similar in form to that encountered in the radar IF 
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Fig. 33.-Radar video amplifier gain vs. frequency relationships. 

amplifier design previously reviewed. In the video amplifier design the 
vacuum tube band merit Bo again determines the limiting performance of the 
amplifier, but since the associated video interstage circuit elements con
tribute considerably to the total circuit parasitic capacitance by reason of 
their large physical size, the effective band merit of a vacuum tube for video 
purposes must be considered in terms of the total tube and circuit capaci
tances. The additional consideration in vacuum tube choice for radar video 
amplifiers is one of load capacity, since the output signal voltage required 
for indicator use may range upward to several hundred volts. 

In a somewhat analogous manner to the relationships discussed in the 
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design of IF amplifier interstage networks, the video amplifier performance at 
high frequencies can be improved by the use of more complex 2- and 4-termi
nal interstage networks. In military radar systems, however, the added 
performance realized is more than offseOt by the undesirability of the addi
tional circuit elements required and the more complex maintenance problems 
that arise, so that usually only the simple resistance-coupled interstage 
design is encountered in radar systems. 

At the low-frequency extreme of the video band the gain performance of 
the simple video amplifier is re~ated to the product of the series interstage 
plate-grid coupling capacitance and the input resistance of the following 
grid circuit. The low-frequency cut-off of a video amplifier is again defined 
as the frequency where the gain has fallen 3 db over the value at midband 

1 
frequencies and is given by fL = 27rR

a
C

c
• The highest value of Ra that can 

be employed is related to the grid current characteristics of the vacuum tube 
chm:en. The use of a large value of C c is undesirable for two reasons. 
First, the interstage shunt parasitic capacitance increases as a physically 
larger condenser is employed, which results in poorer high video frequency 
performance. Second, the use. of large coupling capacitances is undesirable 
from the standpoint of increase in susceptibility to blocking or paralysis in 
the presence of large signals or enemy jamming. The low-frequency gain 
response can be improved by certain proportioning of the plate, screen, and 
cathode by-pass elements also re~ulting in somewhat less possibility of un
desirable feedback through the common power supply impedance. 

In certain military radar system designs, multistage negative feedback 
video amplifiers have been employed. Here considerably greater trans
mission band width may be realized with the simple interstage network 
design and an order of improvement in stability results. The feedback 
amplifier design in these cases usually involves common cathode feedback 
impedance between the first and third stages. 

2.32 Gain-Amplitude Considerations 

The use of nonlinear gain versus amplitude characteristics in a video 
amplifier is a condition peculiar to the radar system and repre£en ts a con
siderable departure from established television practice. The factors that 
indicate the desirability of this treatment of the signal involve the behavior 
of the amplifier under the extreme range of received radar and jamming 
signals encountered and the electro-optical characteristics of certain radar 
indicator cathode-ray tubes. 

Definite amplitude limiting of the video radar signal is commonly included 
in military radar systems. By introducing amplitude limiting at an early 
part of the video amplifier, complete amplifier paralysis is avoided when 
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extremely large overloading signals are encountered. These signals may 
represent strong radar return echoes from objects in the vicinity of the radar 
antenna or may be due to enemy jamming signals. The ability of the radar 
receiver to recover in a short time following such serious overloading is an 
extremely important design consideration. In the case of jamming signals 
of a continuous-wave or long-pulse form, their effectiveness can be minimized 
by the inclusion of a high-pass network at the input of the video amplifier. 

In the case of radar systems which employ intensity modulated displays 
of the B, C, and PPI forms the maximum useful brightness that can be 
attained is limited by "blooming," a phenomenon in which the cathode-ray 
tube spot on the fluorescent screen undergoes a sudden defocussing when the 
brightness is increased beyond a critical value. In addition, halation effects 
are quite pronounced in these long-persistence cascade layer screens and 
contribute to an undesired masking effect when large areas of extreme bright
ness are encountered. In these cases it is extremely important to limit the 
maximum amplitude of the signal that can be impressed upon the indicator. 
The usual radar video amplifier includes an amplitude limiting stage located 
early in the amplifier chain whose operating conditions are such as to be 
driven to plate current cut-off by signals which exceed a preselected 
amplitude. . 

The range of useful brightness of the cascade screen radar indicator is 
severely limited in comparison with the extreme amplitude range of the 
received radar signals. As has been discussed, the maximum useful bright
ness has been seen to be limited by halation and defocussing effects while the 
minimum brightness threshold is controlled by halation and ambient vie\ving 
conditions. These limitations of the viewing tube result in a criticalness 
of adjustment required of the radar operator'to achieve the optimum per
formance of the radar system. In an effort to improve the general repro
duction efficiency of the military radar system, several circuit forms have 
been devised whereby the amplitude of the indicator signal is related to the 
received radar signal in a nonlinear fashion. In certain instances two paral
lel amplifier paths have been provided where one path operates in a normal 
fashion until overload is reached when the second transmission path, de
signed to properly transmit the higher amplitude signals, becomes effective. 
In this manner two relatively linear amplification regions are provided with 
a step or amplitude limiting region interposed. Such a nonlinear circuit 
arrangement has been referred to as "duo-tone", indicative of the two 
reproduction regions employed. Another video nonlinear characteristic 
which was employed in a certain airborne radar bombing equipment de
veloped toward the end of the war was of a logarithmic form realized by a 
two-path amplifier design. In general this nonlinear treatment of the 
radar signal amplitude has proven capable of reducing the critical adjust-
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ment which has in the past been required of the radar indicator and in this 
respect has contributed some measure of improved performance under 
military operating conditions. 

2.33 D-c Restoration M etlzods 

It is pertinent to examine the exact form of the video signal encountered 
at the output of the video amplifier as it exists available for indicator use. 
The presence of series coupling condensers in the video amplifier has re
moved the d-c component from the signal as detected and, therefore, the 
average value of the signal is zero. In this form the amplitude of the posi
tive and negative signal excursions are dependent on the form of the signal 
itself. If such a signal is impressed upon an indicator of the intensity 
modula ted type the average brightness of the scene will remain cons tan t, 
and the presence of several large amplitude signals will tend. to drive any 
accompanying weak signals below the useful reproduction threshold and 
effectively fail to reproduce them. -In the case of an A-type display where 
the video signal deflection modulates the beam, the no-signal base line ,vill 
assume a position on the screen dependent on the video signal form. For 
these applications it is required that the d-c cOPlponent be restored to the 
signal before display. In many other parts of the radar system d-c restora
tion is required to enable utilizing to the fullest extent the loa.d capabilities 
of vacuum tubes under the conditions of varying duty cycles of the im
pressed wave forms. In sweep circuit design a considerable economy of 
power is achieved by operating the amplifier tubes at or near plate current 
cut-off for no-signal conditions. Through the medium of d-c restoration, 
the signal excursions are confined to positive regions only and then regard
less of the duty cycle the signal range of amplitude impressed upon the tube 
is maintained within desired limits. 

Figure 34 illustrates three circuit forms which are employed to "re
insert" the d-c component of an a-c video signal. The diode restorer com
monly employed in radar systems is shown in Fig. 34a. The impressed 
input wave, assumed to have an average value of zero as shown, will cause 
the diode to conduct whenever the signal polarity is negative. During this 
diode conducting period the condenser C will be charged rapidly, the full 
effective negative peak signal voltage appearing across its terminals. Dur
ing the following positive excursion of the signal this voltage difference 
will be applied effectively in series with the signal. The time constant 
RC is chosen large with respect to the period of the signal repetition rate 
and thus maintains this additive bias for the remainder of the signal cycle. 
Since the effective time constant during the diode conducting period is 
extremely small valued, limited only by the conductive internal resistance 
of the diode itself, an extremely small negative excursion time will suffice to 
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restore the grid circuit to reference zero potential. This particular d-c 
restorer circuit form is referred to as a positive restorer, indicative of the 
final polarity of the restored signal. A simple reversal of the diode elements 
will reverse the polarity of the restored signal. 

Figure 34b illustrates the usual radar circuit form of a negative d-c 
estorer where the diode is eliminated, the normal vacuum tube grid circuit 
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Fig. 34.-Typical D-c Restorer Circuit Forms. Simplified schematic diagrams. 

serving here to fulfill this function. Here again an impressed signal form 
having an average value of zero is assumed, and a negative polarity re
stored signal is desired at the grid of the amplifier tube. During periods 
of positive excursions of the input signal the vacuum tube grid will conduct 
since it is normally operated at zero bias. The series condenser C is ac
cordingly charged relative to the positive signal peak amplitude and this 
value of potential will be additively combined with the signal during nega
tive excursions in a similar manner to the diode restorer action just de
scribed. 

A third form of d-c restoration is known as a damper or synchronized 
d-c restorer and is illustrated in Fig. 34c. Here a diode bridge circuit 
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is arranged to be normally non conductive except during the application of 
a clamping pulse bias introduced as shown. During this clamping interval, 
the grid circuit point of the condenser is re-established to reference poten
tial by the low impedance of the conducting diode circuit. At the time of 
decay of the clamping pulse wave forms the operation of this circuit follows 
the principles of the d-c restorer types just described. This circuit has 
been employed less extensively than the preceding simple d-c restorer 
,methods because of the relatively more complex arrangement, but has an 
advantage in that the impressed signal may be clamped to a convenient 
reference potential at any particular repetitive point in the cycle. 

2.34 Typical Radar Receiver Video A111,plificr Circuits 

The radar receiver video amplifier signal output is required to modulate 
the indica tor by ei ther position or in tensi ty change. In the A type of 
display the video signal is usually impressed upon a pair of vertical de
flection plates of an electrostatic type of cathode-ray tube to present the 
amplitude characteristics of the signal while the range to the target is 
displayed as the horizontal coordinate. The maximum video signal am
plitude required here to deflect the beam satisfactorily is usually of the order 
of several hundreds of volts. In the case of B, C, and PPI forms of display 
the radar video signal is required to intensity modulate the cathode-ray 
tube. Here a maximum video signal amplitude of 50 volts is commonly re
quired by the radar indicator. 

In certain military radar system applications it is desirable to locate the 
indicator component at soine distance from the main radar receiver and 
video amplifier assemblies. This requirement is commonly encountered 
in large naval vessel installations where the main radar components may be 
located below deck and the indicator mounted as a part of the gun pointing 
mechanism. In such cases video amplifier designs employing video trans
former coupling between the output amplifier stage and a coaxial trans
mission line and between the line and the indicator circuit proper, have 
proven to be entirely successful. 

The development of video pulse transformers for radar purposes repre
sents a considerable advance in the art of communication transformer de
sign. The greatly improved wide frequency band performance of these 
components is the result of the employment of improved magnetic core 
materials such as supermalloy having relative permeabilities upward of four 
times that available in the permalloy materials, improved techniques of 
coil winding distribution, and the use of additional network elements in the 
final configuration. Figure 3S illustrates the constructional features of 
such a video pulse output transformer which has a band width extending 
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from 100 cycles to ? megacycles as employed in a naval fire-control radar 

equipment. 

Fig. 35.-Typical designs of radar receiver video frequency transformers. 

Fig. 36.-Simplified schematic diagram of video amplifiers as employed in AN/APQ-7 
airborne radar equipment. 

Figure 36 illustrates a video amplifier circuit arrangement as developed. 
for the AN/APQ-7 radar bombing equipment during the latter period of 
the past war. This system employed two GPI type indicators, one of 
which was located at a remote station of the aircraft and included also an 
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A-type indicator which was employed for certain conveniences in operation 
and maintenance of the equipment. This circuit design includes a main 
video amplifier for the ground plan indication and a separate amplifier for 
the A-type display, both of which are of the negative feedback type. The 
limiting amplifier is included as the second stage with negative d-c restora
tion included in this grid circuit and diode d-c restoration at the grid of the 
last stage. To provide sufficient output signal level with the wide video 
band width required it was necessary to employ two 6AG7 tubes in parallel 
in the final output stage of the main video amplifier. The local indicator is 
fed from the plate circuit while the remote navigator's display is fed by 
means of a low impedance coaxial transmission line. The video gain control 
is essentially an adjustment of the video amplitude limiting level, the actual 
signal amplitude being previously adjusted by the IF amplifier gain control. 
The over-all gain of the main video amplifier is approximately 32 db with a 
band width of approximately 5 mc. The over-all gain of the A-type display 
amplifier circuit is approximately 43 db with a useful band width of ap
proximately 6 mc. 

2.4 The Radar Indicator 

The radar indicator assumes a position of extreme importance in the 
components of the radar receiver. Here with a few specific exceptions all 
of the electrical information which has been obtained regarding the area 
under observation is finally correlated and converted into an optical display 
for use by the radar observer. In the discussion thus far, only the received 
radar microwave signal properly selected, amplified, and finally converted 
to the video form has been discussed in detail. The preparation of the addi
tional coordinate and reference data necessary to properly present the com
plete scene is reviewed in the following sections. In this section the charac
teristics of the presentation will be reviewed from the standpoint of the 
requirements imposed by the various radar applications. The electro
optical characteristics of the display device are also discussed. 

2.41 Classification of Radar Display Types 

The number and types of display methods which have been developed for 
military radar systems during World War II are the result of the varied 
specific applications to which radar has been subjected. These types of 
displays are in general related directly to the functional classification of 
military radar systems previously discussed. It is of interest to consider 
at this time the various types of indicators which have become common in 
the radar field. Figure 37 illustrates the basic characteristics of the most 
important types of radar presentations. 

Basically the three coordinates which determine the position of the target 
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in space and which are determinable from a single radar observation loca
tion are the range to the target, azimuth angle with respect to a chosen 
direction axis, and elevation, angle as measured from a convenient reference 
plane. The classification of radar displays shown in Fig. 37 results from the 
fact that the only available and convenient display device has the property 
of resolving only two such coordinates simultaneously. The radar display 
problem is then one of selecting the most important two coordinates for the 
specific radar application and choosing the presentation means accordingly. 
For example, if the radar system under consideration is to be employed on a 
surface naval vessel against similar naval vessel targets, it follows that 
elevation angle radar information is redundant and, therefore, type-A or B 
display patterns are quite satisfactory and are in fact the typical presenta
tions ,which have been universally employed for surface target fire-control 
applications. The basic A-type indicator presents range-only data, but 
for fire-control purposes a modified form is often employed with lobe switch
ing by which accurate training of the radar antenna is possible and bearing 
information is thus secondarily obtained. ' . 

For airborne radar search and bombing applications the presentation is 
concerned with targets, one coordinate of which is known by other than radar 
means. Since all targets of interest are in this case located on the ground 
plane, the relative location of which is determinable by reference to the al
timeter and a gyroscopic artificial horizon within the aircraft, it is sufficient 
here to present all information as a 2-dimensional map. The presence of 
targets and to some extent their composition is observable as an intensity 
modulation of the field of view. For this type of application the PPI or its 
more exact successor the GPI form of presentation is extensively employed. 

For military radar applications where fire-control information is desired 
pertaining to targets which are not confined to a definite plane all three de
terminable coordinates must be known and, therefore, presented to the radar 
observer. In certain instances this requirement has been fulfilled by the 
use of multiple displays each presenting the information regarding one or 
two coordinates and in cases where gun training is accomplished through 
separate operators for each coordinate axis, range, bearing, and elevation, 
this method has proven entirely satisfactory. During World War II the 
fast moving and highly maneuverable aircraft target has required a more 
direct and, therefore, faster system of gun pointing. In these cases, the 
operator has been provided with a, display which electronically duplicates a 
sighting telescope and which merely requires the operator to position the 
gun (and associated radar antenna) until the target image is centered. To 
introduce a measure of range to the target the size or form of the target 
"spot" is often varied in accordance with the range data. For defense 
against low-level aircraft attacks this admittedly crude range information 
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has proven quite satisfactory. Similar presentation methods developed 
for airborne aircraft interception radar equipments have employed, in 
addition, separate instruments to notify the pilot ot gunner at the time when 
the range to the target was proper for firing of the guns. Another variation 
in method of obtaining accurate range information simultaneous with the 
elevation and azimuth data is through the employment of automatic range 
tracking. In this case after identification and selection of the target has 
been made and the initial coincidence accomplished, the operator is then free 
to track in elevation and azimuth with the automatic tracking device con
tinuing to furnish the changing range data to the gun. 

Figure 37 indicates the fact that included in these display forms are varia
tions which are a function of the deflection coordinates peculiar to the display 
device itself. • The factors which determine this choice are related to the 
required form of the presentation from the standpoint of military use, the 
characteristics of the particular display device available and the mechanical 
form of the antenna scanning system. 

It should be observed that a number of minor variations in the exact 
presentation is available to the radar system designer within the general 
classification indicated in Fig. 37. As mentioned previously, the A-type 
display may be modified to indicate azimuthal pointing errors. In this case, 
sometimes referred to as a K-type display, the radar system employs an 
antenna cap~ble of producing two beams of radiation, available one at a . 
time, with azimuthal bearings differing by the order of the beam width. 
Two signals, each of which is associated with one position of the radiated 
beam, are displayed in the basic A-type form with one slightly displaced in 
the range coordinate with respect to the other. By "steering" the antenna 
until the amplitude response of the desired target appears equal for each 
image, the target bearing is determined as the direction line bisecting the 
two antenna lobes. 

It is often desirable to limit the display to a small area or to a small se
lected range in t~rval to enable magnification of this particular portion of the 
scene. The accurate measurement of range for fire-control purposes can 
be accomplished on a conveniently small indicator screen by expanding only 
a selected small range interval of interest. The loss of information at other 
ranges under these conditions is unimportant. In certain airborne appli
cations it is desirable to present large area information for navigational 
purposes, but at the time of starting the .radar bombing attack the area of 
interest is limited to a narrow sector extending outward from the plane in 
the direction of the attack. Here a selected sector may be expanded with a 
probable increase in accuracy of individual target identification and final 
bombing accuracy. 

In the "range only" classification of Fig. 37 the J-type of display has an 
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advantage of expansion of the range information by a factor of approxi
mately three times for the same size screen. The A and J types are em
ployed extensively in fire-control radar equipments. 

In the range versus azimuth class of radar presentations the B scan his
torically preceded the other forms shown. Its application was found 
originally in airborne radar systems for interception purposes. It was com
monly employed in conjunction with an auxiliary C-type indicator for 
target elevation determination. The B type of display suffers from a dis
tortion due to the reproduction of polar coordinate information directly 
on a rectangular coordinate field. This particular form of distortion is not 
of major importance where only a few isolated aircraft targets are to be dis
played, and in the case of guiding an aircraft to intercept the target the 
relative expansion of the azimuth scale at short ranges may be a slight 
advantage. When the B type of presentation is employed for navigation 
and observation of ground features this inherent field distortion becomes 
very objectionable when map comparisons of the radar image are required. 
The B type of display has also been employed extensively on narrow 
sector rapid scanning naval fire-control radar systems. 

The plan position indicator (PPI) type of display was developed to over
come the objectionable distortion of the B-type display and to afford a 
method of presenting a 3600 azim1,lthal pattern when rotating antenna struc
tures were employed. This form of display essentially replaced the B-type 
display for aircraft search radar systems and has been since universally 
employed for ground and naval vessel search systems. Here the linear range 
trace on the screen is directed outward from the center of the tube, its 
radial position being synchronized with the instantaneous bearing of the 
scanning antenna. The map presentation is exact for ground and naval 
vessel radar locations and for low-flying aircraft radar systems the dis
tortion is negligible, since the slant radar range to the target at low altitudes 
is essentially comparable to the range as measured on the ground plane. As 
the altitude of a radar equipped aircraft is increased, the map distortion of 
the simple form of PPI display also becomes quite objectionable and several 
modified forms of this display can be employed to improve the presentation. 
One of these involves delaying the time of start of the linear range sweep by 
a time interval corresponding to the propagation time of the radar pulse to 
the ground and return. In this manner a simple but desirable improve
ment in display is realized. As the military requirements during the later 
period of the past war became more exacting with the emphasis on high
altitude radar bombing, the remaining distortion of the delayed PPI presen
tation was found undesirable, and the necessity for accurate map display 
directly beneath the aircraft resulted in the development of the ground plan 
indicator (GPI). In this type of display the range trace is deflected as a 

- ~-
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nonlinear function of time; its exact time function being dependent on the 
altitude of the aircraft. The altitude information is obtained from the air
craft altimeter and may be manually or automatically introduced into the 
radar receiver to produce the proper form of sweep function. These modi
fied forms of PPI presentation were employed extensively in the large bomb
ing through overcast radar program which attained a status of major 
importance toward the later portion of World War II. 

The elevation versus azimuth classification of display forms is essentially 
restricted to fire-control and aircraft interception radar applications. As 
previously noted, the C-type display was developed early in the military 
radar program and has somewhat the same characteristics as the B scan in 
terms of the distortion which results in the display of polar coordinate data 
in a rectangular coordinate field without proper mathematical conversion. 
In the case of aircraft interception radar applications, this type of "display 
is quite satisfactory and has been employed quite extensively for this 
purpose. 

The moving spot (MS) form of radar display is usually associated with 
a radar system in which conical scanning or lobing is employed. Here the 
source of radiation of the antenna is arranged and rotated so as to provide 
a beam whose path describes a cone. If the target is located on the axis of 
this cone of radiation the signal response will be essentially constant for all 
instantaneous positions of the beam. If the target is positioned to one side 
of the cone's axis the received radar signal will be modulated at the fre
quency of the conical scanning process and the degree of modulation will be 
rela ted to the angle between the conical axis and the bearing toward the 
target. This modulation information is utilized within the radar receiver 
to position an optical image on the face of the indicator screen in accordance 
with the direction of the target. In radar systems employing this form of 
indica tion the observer positions his radar an tenna, and accordingly the 
associated weapon, to center the target image on the indicator. Mechanical 
or electronic cross hairs are empl~yed as the reference axis. A measure of 
range to target information is often introduced into this form of display 
by assigning an arbitrary but distinctive size or shape to the target spot 
which can be varied in accordance with the range to the target being ob
served. 

2.42 The Cathode-Ray Tube 

The cathode-ray tube is without serious competition as the ideal radar 
indicator, primarily because of its unique high-frequency electro-optical 
response characteristic. Since the radar presentation requirements are not 
unlike those encountered in television practice, it is natural that the cathode
ray tube development for radar purposes should have progressed along simi-

~'. 
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lar lines originally established by prewar television. Two general types of 
cathode-ray tubes have been commonly employed in the military radar 
program, electrostatic and magnetic, these classifications being indicative of 
the deflection and focussing method employed. 

Electrostatic Deflection Type 

A typical form of electrostatic-type of cathode-ray tube suitable for radar 
indicator purposes is shown in Fig. 38. In this tube type the electrons 
emitted from an indirectly heated cathode surface are initially formed into 
a beam by passage through an aperture which serves as a beam density or 
ultimate brightness control element. Following this, the electrons proceed 
through another aperture which is maintained at a positive potential with 
respect to the cathode. This first anode together with the following second 
anode forms an electron lens system which focuses the beam on the fluores-
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Fig. 38.-Schematic diagram of an electrostatic type cathode-ray tube. 

cent screen surface. The relative potentials of these elements serve to 
enable focussing of the beam by electrical means. The deflection of the 
beam for scanning purposes is here accomplished by the introduction of an 
electric field formed by the application of potential across the deflection 
plates shown. Two pairs of plates enable separate horizontal and vertical 
deflection to be employed. The plates are formed as shown to enable ob
taining the maximum deflection per unit of electrical potential applied with
out interference with the beam under large deflection conditions. The 
high-voltage auxiliary anode is provided in certain tube types to further 
accelerate the beam after deflection without an appreciable reducti6n of 
deflection sensitivity and results in an image of increased brightness. 

To realize optimum performance of an electrostatic-type cathode-ray 
tube several precautions must be observed. Serious defocussing of the beam 
as it is deflected will result if the average potential of the pair of deflection, 
plates is allowed to vary substantially from the value present at the second 
anode. To minimize this effect, balanced sweep deflection amplifiers are 
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commonly employed in radar receivers employing electrostatic deflection, 
and the second anode is maintained at the average potential of these de
flection plates. Astigmatism, the selective focussing in one direction on the 
screen at the expense of focus in the other, results from the mechanical 
limitations whereby the electric fields of the two pairs of deflection plates 
cannot be made effective at the same point within the tube. Some im
provement can be realized in this respect by operating the pairs of deflecting 
plates at slightly different average potentials. 

The limitation in deflection response at high frequencies is a function 
of the total deflection circuit capacitance. To eliminate the blocking con
densers with their considerable parasitic capacitance to ground it is common 
radar indicator practice to operate the deflection plates directly from the 
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Fig. 39.-Schematic diagram of a magnetic type cathode-ray tube. 

plates of the sweep amplifier tubes and then accordingly operate the cathode 
of the cathode-ray tube at a high negative potential. 

Magnetic Deflection Type 

A typical form of a magnetic-type cathode-ray tube is illustrated in Fig. 
39. In this tube the electron gun structure comprises a heater, cathode, 
control grid, and second or screen grid which, together with the second 
anode, usually formed by an aquadag coating within the glass envelope and 
which is maintained at a high positive potential, roughly delineates the 
beam. The second grid in this case serves to shield the control grid from 
the high potential second anode and results in an improved control grid 
characteristic. The beam of electrons is focussed through the use of a mag
netic field located as shown in Fig. 39, and produced by direct current flow 
through a coil or by a permanent magnet structure. The centering of the 
beam upon the screen under no deflection conditions is accomplished by the 
use of a distorting field commonly introduced as a part of the deflection coil 
and focussing assembly. The deflection of the beam for a rectangular co or-
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dinate display system is here accomplished by magnetic deflection fields 
perpendicularly disposed and produced by a pair of deflection coils loca.ted 
at the jUllction of the neck and bulb as shown. In the polar form of dis
play (PPI) usually only one deflection coil is employed for the production 
of the radial sweep, the angular deflection being produced by rotation of this 
coil about the neck of the cathode-ray tube in synchronism with the rotation 
of the antenna. 

It is of interest to compare the relative characteristics of the electrostatic 
and the magnetic-type of cathode-ray tubes from the standpoint of their 
application to radar indicators. The electrostatic-type of cathode-ray 
tube has a distinct advantage of lighter total weight for the tube itself and 
the associated deflection circuits required, which in the case of airborne 
radar equipment design is an important factor in its favor. In general, it 
is desirable to present a large radar display field. For the larger diameter 
cathode-ray tubes the magnetic-type tube has an advantage of shorter 
over-all length which has proven an important equipment design factor for 
airborne radar equipment where the available operating space is severely 
limited. The magnetic-type cathode-ray tube requires weighty focussing 
and deflecting assemblies and large power supplies to furnish the heavy 
deflection current required, but because of the higher anode voltages which 
may be employed here, the screen brightness achieved is considerably greater 
than that available in the usual electrostatic type of cathode-ray tube. If 
the anode potential of an electrostatic type of cathode-ray tube is increased 
and hence the screen brightness, the deflection sensitivity is seriouslyim
paired and a difficult deflection amplifier design results. From a deflection 
point of view, it is possible. to achieve somewhat better .performance in re
producing extremely high-speed sweeps by employing an electrostatic-type 
of indicator which has somewhat less serious parasitic elements which act 
to limit the high-frequency response. The final choice of type of cathode
ray tube for the radar indicator is dependent on the specific detailed con
siderations of the system in hand. No general and fast rules governing this 
decision are evident.· 

Characteristics of the Fluorescent Screen 

The fluorescent screen of the cathode-ray tube upon which the final radar 
information is converted into the desired visual form consists of a deposit 
of certain materials which exhibits fluorescence when bombarded with a 
high-velocity electron stream. Phosphorescence, the continued emission 
of visible light after bombardment has ceased, is also a property of all of 
these screen materials. These screen materials, referred to as "phosphors", 
have characteristics dependent on their physical form as well ~s their chem
ical composition. 
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Two general types of phosphors have been commonly employed in military 
radar systems classified according to their phosphorescence characteristics. 
The medium persistence class of phosphors exhibit decay times of the order 
of milliseconds and are composed of a single layer of Willemite (zinc ortho
silicate). This type of screen exhibits a green luminous response and is 
employed extensively in reproducing high-speed wave forms such as encoun
tered in high-speed scanning systems, and for general A-type presentation 
purposes. The visible light output decays to the order of 1% of its initial 
value in approximately 50 milliseconds after electron excitation ceases. 
For photographic purposes other phosphor compositions of the same per
sistence class whose useful light output has a higher actinic value are com
monly employed. 

The long-persistence phosphors are composed of two layers of screen mate
rial which combination exhibits sustained phosphorescence, the visible light 
output decaying very slowly after cessation of bombardment. The double 
layer or cascade screen consists of an innermost layer subject to the direct 
influence of the electron stream which is composed of a silver activated zinc 
sulphide and a second layer adjacent to the glass envelope which consists of 
copper activated zinc cadmium sulphide. The first-named material 
fluoresces with an extremely brilliant blue light under bombardment and 
exhibits a rather rapid decay characteristic. The second layer is in turn 
excited by the blue raq.iation from the first layer and responds with a yellow 
visible emission which persists for a matter of several seconds after excita
tion ceases. The initial blue flash is appreciably absorbed by the second 
phosphor layer, but usually further optical attenuation is required to prevent 
eyestrain and degradation of night vision of the observer. This is commonly 
provided by the use of an amber optical filter placed over the screen face. 
The long-persistence characteristics available in this type of tube have 
proven invaluable in military radar systems which feature slow antenna 
scanning. In many of these systems the time between successive scans of 
the target may be of the order of a second or more and only through the use 
of the cascade-type long-persistence tube can the image be retained for this 
period of nonexcitation. Another property of the long persistence class of 
cathode-ray tube screens which is of advantage for radar purposes is an 
accumulative increase in brightness with successive scans of the target. 
Since the target image is usually repetitive as regards position on the screen, 
the image brightness will increase with successive scans while because of the 

. random character of noise no such increase in noise image will result, and a 
small but evident signal-to-noise improvement obtains. The long-persist
ence type of screen characteristic is employed in the majority of military 
radar indicators of the B, C, andPPI-types. 

Another general characteristic of the cathode-ray tube screen which influ-
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ences the over-all system performance is the range of useful brightness avail
able. The extreme variation in the radar response of targets in an area 
under observation has been discussed previously. The inability of the 
cathode-ray tube screen to convert this extreme range of electrical signals to 
a correspondingly large optical brightness range has been a restriction on 
the performance of military radar systems. Isolated measurements of the 
useful brightness range available in a cascade screen cathode-ray tube indi-

Fig. 40.-Typical magnetic focus and deflection coil designs as developed for military 
radar purposes. . 

cates that it is of the order of 10 to 1. The development of the logarithmic 
video amplifier and "duo-tone" is an attempt to improve this situation. 
In general this limited useful brightness range of the radar indicator results 
in a critical adjustment of the operating region of the indicator tube. In a 
practical military radar system operating under wartime conditions the 
inclusion of such a critical adjustment always effectively results in a reduc
tion of performance from the optimum achieved in the laboratory. 

2.43 Typical Radar Indicator Component Designs 

Figure 40 illustrates a few typical component designs of magnetic deflec
tion and focus coil structures developed for specific military radar applica-
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tions during the past war. The deflection coils illustrated include both air 
and permalloy core. structures as used in rectangular and polar types of 
displays." Where the radar system involves extremely short time interval 
sweep wave forms, the maximum inductance which can be employed in the 
deflection coil is limited by the power supply voltages available, and in these 
indicator designs the air-core type of deflecting coil is usually employed. 
Where the sweep wave form is relatively slower the permalloy core types 
have been extensively employed with an effective improvement in deflection 
sensitivity. For the PPI form of display a toroidal coil structure has been 
devised which contains two distributed windings connected in an opposing 
sense. The internal leakage flux of such a structure is essentially uniform 
and, therefore, satisfactory for magnetic cathode-ray deflection purposes. 
The usual PPI type coil structure is arranged to mount within a large ring 
b?-ll bearing to enable rotation around the neck of the tube with provisions 
being included on the coil housing for slip rings to afford connection to the 
deflection coil proper. 

With the increased emphasis on extremely accurate radar presentations, 
which developed during the later war years especially in connection with the 
radar bombing program, the design and manufacturing tolerances allowable 
in connection with the large scale production of these magnetic deflection 
coils were severely reduced. Figure 41 illustrates the constructional details 
of a deflection coil as employed in the ANI APQ-7 radar bombing equipment. 
The presentation in this instance is of the GPI type employing rectangular 
coordinate deflection and extremely fast sweep wave forms. This deflection 
coil structure employs accurately formed open air-core windings which are 
initially adjusted and cemented to concentric phenol plastic cylinder forms. 
This design features a vernier rotation adjustment of the horizontal and 
vertical pairs of coil assemblies to meet a manufacturing scanning require-
ment of 90° ± 0.5°." . 

Two examples of focussing and centering structures for magnetic-type 
cathode-ray tube radar indicators are included in Figure 40. The focus coil 
consists of a simple winding located axially about the neck of the tube with a 
shielding magnetic structure containing an annular air-gap which restricts" 
the external field to a region including the cathode-ray tube electron beam. 
This structure is designed to produce a uniform magnetic field distribution 
in the complete area of the beam to avoid defocussing effects. In certain 
early-design airborne radar equipment applications where the equipment 
was subjected to extreme variations in ambient temperature over short 
periods of operation some difficulty in maintaining optimum focus was 
experienced. This defocussing, due to the change in coil resistance with 
ambient temperature and in part to dissipation in the winding proper, is 
minimized in the designs shown by the introduction of a varistor element 
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mounted in close proximity to the winding whose resistance temperature 
characteristic was chosen to compensate for similar characteristics of the 
winding proper. The beam centering structure included in the designs 
shown employs two pairs of coils arranged upon a 'closed magnetic core 
structure adjacent to the focus winding. The perpendicularly disposed 
magnetic fields are produced by direct current in the same fashion as dis
cussed in connection with the deflection coil assembly. 

Figure 42 illustrates the operation of a permanent magnet type of focus
sing and centering structure developed during the war and which was em-

Fig. 41.-Constructional details-deflection coil design for AN/APQ-7 radar bombing 
equipment. 

ployed extensively in airborne radar applications. Here a permanent ring 
magnet is equipped with a variable internal mechanical magnetic shunt 
whereby the focussing magnet field can be varied as shown. The centering 
of the beam is accomplished by means of a centering ring located as shown 
capable of being mechanically controlled along two perpendicular paths. 
Mechanical linkage arrangements provide location of the focus and center
ing adjustment controls on the indicator panel convenient to the operator. 
The permanent magnet type structure has the advantage of maintenance of 
proper focus and centering under conditions of extreme variations in ambient 
temperature. Similar permanent magnetic type structures have been em-
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ployed to permanently deflect the beam for off-center displays such as the 
B-type and certain modified sector scanning PPI forms. Here the ampli-

Fig. 42.-0perational diagram of permanent magnet type of focussing and centering 
structure for radar indicator. . 

tude of deflection required is approximately equal to the radius of the screen 
and this precludes the use of the usual beam centering structure located near 
the gun structure portion of the neck of the tube. To prevent physical 
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interference by the neck of the tube with the deflected beam such off-center 
display deflecting structures are mounted close to the. junction of the neck 
and bulb of the cathode-ray tube. 

As indicated previously the blue-flash characteristic of the excitation of 
the first layer of the cascade-type screen is usually reduced in intensity 
through the use of an optical filter placed between the screen of the cathode
ray tube and the observer. These optical screens are usually constructed of 
an amber-colored transparent plastic whose particular optical transmission 
characteristics are chosen in accordance with the particular phosphor and 
speed of scanning employed. It is common practice to engrave general 
range and direction reference lines on such screens, and in many cases 
variable edge lighting of these engraved screens is employed to enhance the 
display. . 

In certain applications of radar, namely, airborne reconnaissance and 
bombing operations, it is desirable to obtain a photographic record of the 
display to be used for training, briefing, or damage assessment purposes. It 
is customary in these cases to employ a stop-frame moving picture camera 
attached to the indicator and exposed periodically as desired.. Figure 43 
indicates the design of a radar indicator viewing attachment which was 
employed in connection with an airborne bombing radar equipment toward 
the end of the past war. In this design a partially silvered mirror is located 
at a 45° angle with respect to the axis of the cathode-ray tube. An illumi
nated image of an adjustable course marker located below the mirror is 
observed superimposed upon the radar presentation with negligible parallax 
distortion. A portion of the light of the radar image is also reflected from 
the surface of the partially silvered mirror, and together with the direct 
image of the course marker is available for photographic recording by the 
camera mounted as shown. Automatic exposure at any preselected time 
interval is provided, the exact exposure time being controlled by impulses 
derived from the azimuthal scanning mechanism of the radar antenna. The 
photographic recording of radar displays has become a matter of prime im
portance in the modern military operations and has added another consid
eration for the military radar indicator designer. 

Figure 44 indicates an equipment arrangement of a PPI indicator as 
employed in the AN / APQ-13 radar bombing system. In this system the 
indicator is designed for convenient overhead mounting in the restricted 
radar operating space available in modern bombing aircraft. The deflection 
coil in this equipment is rotated about the neck of the 5" diameter long
persistence cathode-ray tube by a geared selsyn motor energized from a 
similar selsyn unit mechanically linked to the rotating radar antenna. Per
manent magnet focussing and centering is employed in this particular indi
cator. Figure 45 illustrates a somewhat similar packaging arrangement for 
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Fig. 43.-Mechanical arrangement of a radar indicator viewing and photographic 
attachment for AN/APQ-7 radar bombing equipment. 
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Fig. 44.-Indicator design for ANI APQ-13 radar bombing equipment. 
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an airborne radar low-altitude bombing equipment as employed extensively 
during the past war. Here the display employed is of the B variety utilizing 
a 5" long-persistence cathode-ray tube. Th':! focussing and centering 
magnetic fields here are produced by coils located as shown. The azimuth 
sweep voltage is obtained by means of a potentiometer mechanically geared 
to the sector scanning antenna. The permanent off axis deflection of the 
zero range line of the B display is here obtained by the use of a permanent 
magnet yoke mounted at the junction of the neck and bulb of the cathode
ray tube. 

Figure 46 illustrates a typical form of an A-type indicator as developed 
for the SH Naval and Mark 16 mobile fire-control radar equipments. This 
unit includes provision for receiver tuning and video limiting adjustment 
convenient to the observer. The SH and Mark 16 radar systems employ 

. Fig. 45.-Mechanical design of AN/APQ-5 type B radar indicator. 

both lobing of the antenna for precise azimuth bearing determination and 
also continuous rotation of the antenna for general search purposes. The 
indicator shown in Fig. 46 is employed when the lobing system is in opera
tion and features a precision range sweep as well as the full range display. 
The equipment design here reflects the severe mechanical requirements 
which must be satisfied for electronic equipment which is to be employed on 
naval vessels or for trailer mobile ground service. 

2.5 The Radar Sweep Circuit 

2.51 Function 

The sweep circuit components of a radar receiver are required to generate 
the specific voltage or current wave forms necessary to properly display the 
radar-received information in the desired form. These wave forms must 
also be actuated by or related to the various coordinate or computed types 
of data furnished to the radar receiver. The actual detailed configuration 
of the circuit employed for this purpose is dependent on the form of the input 
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Fig. 46.-A-type indicator design for SH Naval radar equipment. 
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information available and upon the indicator deflection methods to be 
employed. 

The sweep deflection problems may be separated into two quite distinct 
categories dependent on the speeds of operation involved. The slow-speed 
deflection systems originate with the required deflection of the beam of the 
indicator cathode-ray tube in accordance with the instantaneous position 
of the axis of p'ropagation of the antenna structure. Since the antenna 
structures with which we are concerned at radar frequencies are of compara
tively large dimensions, their motional velocities are extremely limited and 
accordingly the electrical info;mation describing these slow mechanical 
changes contains only low-frequency components. The deflection problem 
associated with this information, in general, offers little difficulty to the radar 
receiver designer. Commonly employed methods of slow-speed sweep 
deflection include the use of potentiometers, selsyn generators or variable 
capacitors mechanically linked to the deflection axes of the antenna struc
ture and associated circuits of relatively simple form whereby the electrical' 
changes in the characteristics of these devices are more or less directly 
impressed upon the proper deflection axis of the indicator. In the case of 
the PPI form of display, it is quite common to synchronize the rotation of 
the deflection coil about the axis of the cathode-ray tube with the azimuth 
bearing of the antenna through the use of selsyn motors or servo mechanisms. 
I~ general, slow-speed sweep deflection problems are associated with bearing 
coordinate data only. 

The determination of range to the target, on the other hand, requires high
speed scanning whereby the time interval encompassing the time of propaga
tion and return of the radar pulse over the selected range interval must be 
completely displayed upon the indicator screen. The total time interval 
available to deflect the beam for range measurement purposes may extend 
from 2500 microseconds which represents a range measurement of approxi
mately 240 miles down to perhaps 6 microseconds representing an expanded 
interval of approximately 1000 yards useful in certain fire-control applica
tions. Here, with extremely small times available for deflection purposes, 
the radar receiver designer is faced with difficult circuit design problems 
where the usual negligible parasitic circuit elements now severely restrict 
the circuit performance. In the following discussion, therefore, emphasis 
will be placed upon the design factors involved in the development of high
speed radar sweep wave forms. 

The radar sweep circuit can be considered as providing the following 
functions: 

1. Generation of time wave forms. 
2. Generation of display sweep wave forms. 
3. Amplification of sweep wave forms. -
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2.52 The Timing Wave Form Generato-r 

The generation of the timing wave forms consists of the preparation of 
specific voltage wave forms for use in the following sweep generator in ac
cordance with timing information available at the radar receiver input. 
These timing data may consist of a pulse coincident or related to the out
going radar microwave pulse serving as a reference for range display or, in 
the case of direction sweeps, may consist of signals related to the instanta
neous position of the antenna. 

The basic wave forms employed in this connection consist of rectangular 
pulses where the duration of the pulse may be controlled to serve as a 
measure of time, extremely short-duration pulses useful as time markers, and 
various combinations of these. In general, these wave forms are character
ized by their nonsinusoidal form. The generation of these nonsinusoidal 
wave forms is accomplished by a number of specialized electronic circuits, 
which though apparently quite complex can be resolved generally into a 
combination of relatively simple basic circuit forms. ' 

The M ultivibrator 

The "trigger" or multivibrator circuit was developed nearly thirty years 
ago and provides the fundamental circuits for the sweep circuit designer. 
Figure 47a illustrates a simple historical form of a trigger circuit which is 
of the Eccles-Jordan type. The essential current-voltage relationship which 
characterizes this circuit and all circuits employed for this purpose is a nega
tive resistance characteristic which exists over a limited portion of the 
operating range of the device. In the case of the electronic circuit shown in 
Fig. 47a this negative-resistance" characteristic is bounded by two stable 
limiting conditions. Referring to the trigger circuit of Fig. 47a, the chrono
logical order of operation can be described as follows: Assume VI is con
ducting a somewhat larger current than V2 so that the potential at the plate 
of VI is lower than the corresponding point at V2 due to the voltage drop 
across the plate' resistor R I • This condition further implies that the grid 
potential of V2 as determined by the connection from the plate of VI through 
the coupling resistor R3 is lower than that at the grid of VI. Similarly the 
grid potential of VI is at a higher positive potential, due to its connection 
with the plate of V2• The action is cumulative and results in stablizing the 
circuit under the condition where the plate current of V2 is entirely cut off 
and the voltage drop across VI is less than the grid bias voltage Ee. 

If now a voltage is impressed across the input terminals of either a positive 
or negative form, the circuit will be driven away from this stable equilibrium 
condition as follows. Assume now that a large positive pulse be applied 
to the circuit shown. The tube VI which is operating in a conducting con-
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dition will not be affected but the grid of V2 will be raised in potential by the 
amplitude of the enabling pulse. The plate current flow in V2 under this 
influence will reduce the plate potential of V2 and accordingly will tend to 
decrease the positive bias of VI. The accompanying plate current reduction 
of VI will increase its plate potential and this will result in increasing the 
grid potential of V2 through the coupling resistance R3 • Again the cumula
tive effect will be to abruptly cut off the plate current of VI and operate V2 • 

Thus an abrupt switching of this electronic circuit results when a single 
enabling pulse is impressed upon it. The wave form across one of the plate 

(a) 

Fig. 47.-Basic Multivibrator Circuit Forms. 

resistances is of a rectangular form whose duration is determined by the time 
interval which exists between the two applied excitation pulses. 

A basic modification of the fundamental trigger circuit which has been 
found most useful in radar sweep circuit is given in Fig. 47b. Here the 
original circuit form has been modified so as to permit a complete cycle of 
operation upon excitation by a single actuating pulse. The duration of the 
cycle is here internally controlled by the arrangement and value of the 
circuit elements. This form of multivibrator is characterized by having one 
stable equilibrium condition and is known as a "one shot" type. 

The chronological order of operation of this circuit type may be considered 
as' follows: VI is normally conducting heavily because of the large positive 
grid potential impressed upon it by the plate supply battery and the connec-
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tion through R3 • The plate current of VI flowing through the common 
cathode resistor R5 results in a large effective bias applied to V2 which con
tinues to maintain V2 in a cut-off condition. If a negative pulse of relatively 
short duration is impressed upon the grid of VI this tube will be driven to
ward cut-off with an attendant increase in the plate potential of VI. This 
positive increase in voltage will be impressed upon the grid of V2 causing V2 

to conduct plate current. The resulting decrease in the potential at the 
plate of V2 further decreases the grid potential of VI through the coupling 
condenser C2 • This action progresses until VI is driven beyond plate cur- . 
rent cut-off and V2 is conducting. This condition remains as long as the 
discharge of the condenser C2 through R3 will maintain the grid of VI at a 
net negative potential. When the condenser C2 has discharged sufficiently 
to allow the grid of VI to increase above the cut-off value, VI will again 
conduct and the resultant action will reduce and eventually cut off the plate 
current of V2 • The duration of the cycle of operation is here shown to be 
dependent on the time constant of the circuit R3 C2 and may accordingly 
be controlled as desired by proper selection of these elements. The return 
of the grid of VI to a very high positive voltage point in the circuit has a 
definite advantage which may be considered as follows: A variation of the 
grid voltage of VI required to cut off the plate current will influe~ce the time 
duration of the cycle of operation. Here the time rate of change of the 
grid voltage has been made extremely large by the choice of the return to the 
high-voltage supply. Thus, an order of magnitude increase in the duration 
stability of the circuit is achieved. 

A further modification of the trigger circuit furnishes the third general 
type of multivibrator employed in the radar receiver field. This circuit 
form, called the "free-running" type, has the property of presenting two 
unstable limiting conditions and accordingly will produce sustained oscilla
tions of a nonsinusoidal form. Figure 47c illustrates this circuit arrange
ment. The essential circuit change over that given in Fig. 47b, is seen to be 
the elimination of the stable equilibrium condition of VI by the absence of a 
positive potential on the grid of VI . 

In the free-running type of multivibrator shown, the duration of operation 
of a particular tube is related to the time of discharge of the coupling con
denser and the grid resistance associated with the tube. If a different time 
constant is chosen for each tube circuit, an unsymmetrical wave form, i.e.
a pulse-to-no-pulse interval ratio other than one, can be produced. In gen
eral, the free-running multivibrator is seldom used in this basic form because 
of the limited repetition-rate stability of this circuit. It is customary, how
ever, to trigger this free-running type of multivibrator with short-duration 
pulses having a slightly higher repetition-rate than that determined by the 
multivibrator circuit constants. In this manner the repetition-rate may be 
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externally controlled as desired. It is also possible to synchronize this par
ticular form of circuit at a submultiple of the externally available trigger 
repetition frequency. 

Pentodes and other now available multi-element vacuum tubes, where the 
multivibrator interstage coupling involves additional control elements, are 
commonly employed in the modern radar receiver. vVave forms other than 
the basic rectangular pulse forms appearing at the plate terminals of the 
multivibrator circuit are available at various other points in the circuit and 
are often employed in specific applications. 

One other basic form of pulse producing electronic circuits is known as 
the "blocking-oscillator" type: two typical examples of which are illustrated 
in Fig. 48. Here the positive feedback of energy required to produce the 
multivibrator characteristic is realized through the use of a single vacuum 

l+B 

Fig. 48.-Typical Blocking-Oscillator Circuit Forms. 

tube and a transformer feedback circuit. This form may be described as an 
oscillatory vacuum tube circuit where the grid circuit is so arranged to be 
driven negative after one or more cycles of operation. This results in an 
intermittent oscillation and the production of nonsinusoidal wave forms 
similar to those produced by the general multivibrator circuits previously 
described. The basic advantage of the blocking oscillator circuit form is one 
of economy of vacuum tubes and attendant power supply reduction. 

Typical Timing Wave Circuits 

The practical military equipment requirements of World War II with the 
emphasis on compactness and low-power consumption has resulted in the 
development of a myriad of specialized circuits which reflect the ingenuity 
of the electronic circuit designer and the basic flexibility of the modern 
vacuum tube. In general,· however, these circuit developments are quite 
similar operationally to the basic forms here described. 

Figure 49 illustrates a typical circuit arrangement of the sweep timing 
portion of a PPI indicator as employed in a naval search radar equipment. 
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In this particular radar system the transmitting magnetron is pulsed from a 
free-running modulator and, therefore, the controlling timing reference pulse 
for sweep purposes must be obtained from the modulator circuit. In many 
other military radar systems it has proven desirable to time both the trans
mitter modulator and the receiver sweep circuits from a common controllable 
repetition frequency source. As shown in Fig. 49, a positive synchronizing 
pulse as obtained from the transmitting modulator is delivered to the radar 
receiver for range timing reference and here applied to the "clipper" portion 
of the timing circuit. It was considered here desirable to clip or limit the 
timing pulse to gain freedom from timing instability, due to possible ampli
tude variations and to eliminate any possible negative excursions of the 
timing pulse which might cause faulty operation of fhe following multi
vibrator circuit. The multivibrator shown is a modified form of the "one-

STOP PULSE 

Fig. 49.-Radar Sweep Timing Circuit. Simplified schematic diagram. 

he--
SWEEP 
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shot" type described previously. The grid of Va is normally maintained at 
a positive potential through its connection to the positive plate supply source" 
and accordingly V2 is normally cut off. 

Upon application of the positive synchronization pulse to VI and the 
resultant lowering of the plate potential of VI the grid of Va is driven below 
cut-off decreasing the voltage drop across the common cathode resistance 
and causing V2 to conduct. This condition will be maintained until the 
coupling condenser has discharged sufficiently to permit Va to again conduct. 
In the circuit here described, however, this controlling time constant has 
been selected to be somewhat larger than the total period of the sweep rate 
and the termination of the sweep timing pulse is accomplished by an external 
stop pulse applied as shown. This stop pulse is developed in the following 
sweep amplifier circuits not here shown and is controlled directly by the 
deflection current. Details of this stop-pulse timing and generation is given 
in a later section. 

The output of this timing circuit shown here then is observed to consist 
of a rectangular pulse whose leading edge is related to the time of the out-
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going radar pulse and whose duration has been.controlled by the limits of 
deflection desired on the radar indicator tube. This form of sweep circuit 
is known as a "start-stop" type and has proven extremely satisfactory as 
employed in a number of military radar equipments designed during the 
past war period. 

2.53 The Sweep Wave Form Generator 

The sweep wave form generator is required to generate the specific voltage 
or current time functions required to properly deflect the electron beam of 
the cathode-ray display device. The timing of the interval of this sweep 
wave form is provided by the timing or synchronizing circuits just described. 

In general, it has been required that the range sweep wave form amplitude 
be essentially a linear function of time over the range interval under observa
tion. During the latter portion of the war, certain airborne applications of 
radar did require that a specific nonlinear wave form be employed, but the 
commonly employed displays (A, B, C, and PPI) are usually operated with 
linear range deflection sweep circuits. . 

The basic method of obtaining a sweep voltage wave form which increases 
with time is illustrated in Fig. SOa. In this circuit VI is normally operat
ing at little or no bias and, therefore, due to the large voltage drop across the 
plate resistor R, the plate potential of VI is considerably lower than the plate 
supply voltage B. If a negative rectangular pulse is applied to the grid of VI 
the tube will be abruptly driven to cut-off and, due to the current flow 
through the condenser C, the plate potential will rise exponentially as indi
cated to eventually assume the value of the supply voltage B. At the time 
of end of the negative driving pulse, VI will again conduct and the potential 
at the plate of VI will be abruptly reduced as shown. 

There are several methods employed in radar sweep circuits to improve 
the linearity versus time of the fundamental exponential sweep wave form. 
The first of these takes advantage of the fact that the initial rise of the expo
nential wave form in the limit is a linear function of time. By using only 
a small portion of the wave form shown and supplying later amplification to 
produce the desired deflection, a simple improvement results. This form 
of linear sweep generation represents the original and by far the most com
mon of the types employed in military radar systems during the past war. 

Figure SOb illustrates a method of improving the linearity of the sweep 
wave form whereby the exponential wave form generated by the basic 
condenser charging operation is modified through the use of feedback. As 
shown here the asymptotic value of the exponential charging voltage has 
been increased by a factor of (p. + 1) andthe effective time constant of the 
charging circuit has likewise been increased by' the same factor. The use 
of an amplifier in the feedback circuit having an effective gain of 50 would 
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result in an improvement in linearity comparable with the circuit of Fig. 50a, 
where the plate supply voltage was increased by the same factor. 
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Fig. SO.-Radar sweep generation circuits-basic form and modified by negative 
feedback to improve linearity. 
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Fig. S1.-Circuit employed to improve linearity of sweep wave form by integration 
method. 

A further method of improving the linearity of the generated sweep \-vave 
form is illustrated in Fig. 51 where an additional correction voltage is super
imposed on the exponential sweep wave form. This correction voltage is 
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derived by integration of the sweep wave form as impressed upon the ele
ments R2 , C2 and the voltage appearing across C2 is effectively superimposed 
upon the output wave form. As employed on an airborne bombing radar 
equipment, a circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 51, was employed where a 
residual nonlinearity of less than 0.5% was achieved and maintained under 
severe military operating conditions. 

In certain instances it is desirable to generate a sweep wave form which 
has a specific nonlinear time characteristic. An 'illustration of ,one such 
case as applied to airborne radar is given in Fig. 52. Here the airborne 
radar display was required to present a nondistorted ground plan which ~n 
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Fig. 52.-Development of hyperbolic sweep wave form for true ground plan radar 
presen ta tion. , 

turn required that the range sweep wave form be of a hyperbolic form. The 
start of the display sweep must be delayed in time corresponding to the time 
of propagation and return of the radar pulse between the aircraft and the 
ground. This delay may be produced by the use of a multivibrator of a 
convenient form, actuated by a pulse coincide~t with the outgoing radar 
pulse, and where the duration of the multivibrator, pulse is controlled either 
manually or automatically by reference to the aircraft's altimeter. 

The hyperbolic sweep wave form illustrated may be approximated mathe
matically as the su~ of a linear and a series of exponential terms. In this 
particular application, it was found sufficient to consider a linear and two 
additional exponential terms only to satisfy these specific requirements. 
Figure 53 indicates the method employed to generate this specific wave 

'form. As indicated, the desired theoretical hyperbolic sweep function has 
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an infinite starting slope which cannot be provided with the practicallimi
tations of frequency band width and power available so that here the actual 
delay used was chosen as 0.9 H, resulting in evident but acceptable distortion 
in the display in the area directly beneath the aircraft. Figure 53b indi
cate3 the fundamental circuit method of generating this wave form. The 
linear term is generated across the capacitance Co and the series current 
flowing through the additional elements Rl , C1 and R2 , C2 supplies the two 
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Fig. 53.-Hyperbolic sweep wave form generation-simplified schematic diagram. 

additional exponential voltage wave forms. The resistances Rl and R2 
are required to be variable, their value being determined by the altitude of 
the aircraft. The practical form of the circuit employed is outlined in 
Fig. 53c, which includes the additional resistor required to enable modifying 
the rate of rise of the sweep wave form in accordance with the selected 
interval of ranges to be displayed. 

2.54 The Sweep Amplifier 

The remaining portion of the radar sweep circuit is concerned with the 
amplification of the properly timed and generated sweep wave forms to 
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assure adequate deflection voltage or current for display purposes. The 
sweep amplifier for range deflection purposes is essentially a specialized form 
of video amplifier which must be capable of wide band transmission to ade
quately reproduce the short time sweep wave for'ms and whose output char
acteristics are such as to properly supply the high voltage or current signals 
as required by the radar display system. Two general sweep amplifier de
sign problems are presented for the two basic radar indicator types. The 
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Fig. 54.-Range sweep amplifier circuit schematics for electrostatic-type radar displays. 

electrostatic type cathode-ray tube generally requires a balanced to ground 
deflection signal of moderately high amplitude while the magnetic type cath
ode-ray tube requires a large deflection current for its operation. 

Figure' Sla illustrates a simplified schematic of a range sweep deflection 
amplifier to be employed with an electrostatic type-A radar display. Here 
the previously generated sweep wave form is impressed upon the grid of 
VI and after amplification a portion of the signal of opposite polarity and of 
amplitude comparable with the input signal at the grid pf VI is applied to 
the grid of V2 • The plate circuit of each tube is connected directly to the 
deflection plate of the electrostatic cathode-ray tube. In this instance, 
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the average potential of the horizontal plates of the indicator is maintained 
at a value determined by the d-c plate potentials and, as indicated pre
viously, this same potential should be applied to the second anode of the 
cathode-ray tube to avoid defocussing effects. Another variation of a 
phase inverter amplifier which is commonly employed in radar sweep cir
cuits is illustrated schematically in Fig. 54b. In this instance, a common 
cathode impedance is employed to accomplish similar excitation of the 
b:llanced output tubes. If one grid is excited the plate current flow of this 

n·l~ 
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TIME,t -

Fig. 55.-Voltage-current-time relationships for magnetic deflection structures. 

tube through the cathode resistance serves to excite the second tube and a 
balanced output sweep signal voltage will result. The values of the plate 
resistors in this form of circuit are of unequal values and must be adjusted 
to produce the desired balanced output. The additional control illustrated 
in the grid circuit of V2 may be employed to serve as a d-c positioning con
trol. 

The sweep amplifier design considerations involved for the magnetic 
deflection type of cathode-ray tube radar indicator are somewhat more 
involved, due primarily to the character of the amplifier load impedance. 
In the case of magnetic deflection the final flux density, and accordingly the 
sweep current through the deflection coil, is required to be proportional to 
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the deflection time function desired. If a linear deflection function is 
assumed, as shown in Fig. 55, producing a linear sweep, the necessary form 
of the applied voltage wave will vary depen9-ing on the inductance, the 
resistance and the parasitic capacitance of the coil circuit. These condi
tions are illustrated in Fig. 55. It is entirely possible to generate sweep 
voltage functions of the forms indicated here for application to a linear 
amplifier and deflection coil circuits and in fact such an approach was em
ployed in early military radar designs of World War II. It has, however, 
proven more convenient to employ negative feedback amplifiers whereby 
the deflection coil current output is maintained proportional to the applied 
voltage at the input of the sweep amplifier. In this manner" a sweep 
generator voltage wave form can be employed which has the characteristics 
desired of the final deflection. 

A simplified schematic of a feedback sweep amplifier to be employed in 
connection with a magnetic deflection radar indicator is shown in Fig. 56. 
In this example the impressed sweep wave form voltage having the essential 
characteristics of the desired deflection time function is impressed upon 
the grid of VI. This sweep form is amplified and the deflection coil current 
of the output stage which flows through the SO-ohm cathode resistance 
common to the first and third stages produces a" voltage drop proportional 
to this current which is effectively applied between the cathode and grid 
of the first stage thus completing the negative feedback loop. If sufficient 
forward gain and adequate feedback is provided, the deflection coil current 
can be made to assume the essential characteristics of the original im
pressed voltage sweep wave form. It should be observed that the grid of 
the third stage is biased negatively beyond plate current cut-off to insure 
that the deflection coil current has an initial value of zero before the start 
of the sweep. If this condition is not observed, the zero range point on the 
indicator will be a function of the d-c current of the output stage and in the 
case of a PPI form of display, the zero range region will assume the charac
teristics of an open circle and map distortion at the short ranges will result. 
In this amplifier circuit, application of the sweep signal to the grid of V:J 
win not result in deflection current flow until the tube is driven above cut
off. During this time the feedback is not effective and the over-all gain of 
the amplifie.r is at its maximum value. Due to the inductive characteristics 
of the amplifier load impedance, the initial rise in current will be delayed 
slightly with respect to the applied voltage and accordingly a further delay 
of the feedback voltage is introduced by the use of a time constant in the 
common feedback network. The result is a delaying of the applied feedback 
voltage with a corresponding period of maximum gain of the amplifier which 
tends to produce a sharp increase in deflection coil current at the time of the 
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start of the sweep. After this short interval of time, the feedback becomes 
effective and the output current and input voltage correspondence obtains . 

.It is essential in this type of circuit that the feedback be determined ell
tirely by the deflection coil current if optimum operation is to be obtained. 
It should be observed that this condition requires that the screen current 
which also n.ormally flows through the feedback impedance does not con-
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Fig. 56.-Radar range sweep amplifier employing negative feedback and screen grid 
bridge circuit-simplified schematic. 

tribute to the net feedback. Figure 56 illustrates the bridge circuit which 
has been devised to accomplish this. A voltage from the screen of the third 
stage is directly applied to the cathode of the first stage, this voltage being 
equal in magnitude and of opposite polarity to that which appears acro~s 
the feedback impedance due to the third stage screen current flow. This 
bridge circuit operation is independent of the absolute screen voltage value. 

To insure identical starting potential conditions regardless of the duration 
of the range sweeps in use, d-c restoration is employed in the grid· circuit of 
the last stage. The action here is similar to the operation described pre
viously in connection with video amplifier design. The delay inherent in 
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the magnetic deflection circuits must be carefully considered in the over
all radar receiver design, if the display is required to reproduce short-range 
information. In such cases, it is customary to insert delay networks in the 
video channel introducing a delay to the received signal equal to that present 
in the indicator deflection system, or to "pre-pulse" the deflection circuits 
prior to. the time of the outgoing radar pulse. 

H is desirable from a power consumption and display appearance stand
point to limit the range deflection of the radar indicator only to that ampli
tude required to adequately fulfull the display requirements. A ~ethod 
commonly employed is indicated in Fig. 57. Here a measure of the current 
flow through the deflection coil, and accordingly the amplitude of the de
flection of the cathode-ray tube beam upon the screen, is obtained from the 
feedback voltage of the sweep amplifier. This voltage is impressEd upon a 
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Fig. 57.-Range sweep stop pulser circuit for limiting sweep deflection. 

"sweep-stop" pulser which upon rising to a preselected value corresponding 
to the desired sweep amplitude is caused to trigger this circuit. The output 
pulse of this circuit is then employed to operate the sweep limiter portion 
of the sweep timing multivibrator previously described, thus terminating the 
sweep timing pulse proper. 

2.6 Circuits for Radar Range and Bearing Measurement 

In this review of radar receiver design principles only the presentation of 
the received radar signal in a form convenient to the observer has been 
considered. To fully utilize the complete radar information available, 
determination of the complete coordinates is necessary with an exactness 
which is determined by the specific use of the data and by the capabilities 
of the radar system itself. This section will be devoted to a review of the 
methods employed to generate electronic markers necessary for the deter
mination' of range and azimuth and elevation angles. These markers in
clude both the fixed variety, whereby the approximate coordinates of a 
radar target can be determined by inspection, and steerable markers by 
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which means precise coordinate data necessary for most military applica
tions are determinable. As indicated previously, the optical filters commonly 
employed over the screen of the radar indicator often serve as a medium for 
display of range, azimuth or elevation coordinate markings: however, 
these methods are seldom completely satisfactory in military fire-control 
radar systems because of errors introduced by the ever-present size or posi
tion variations in the electronic display field. Their use has been strictly 
limite~ to search or reconnaisance radar systems. 

2.61 Electronic Bearing Marker Circuits 

The bearing marker methods reviewed here are applicable generally to 
both azimuth and elevation angle determination. A method of azimuth or 
elevation bearing determination which can be associated with a lobing 
antenna system and an A-type indicator has been mentioned previously. 
This method remains an extremely precise system which has the desirable 
advantage of simplicity. During the latter part of the war, automatic 
tracking was applied to this method where the actual comparison of the 
lobes of the selected target signals was carried out electronically and the 
resultant antenna steering information utilized as the final bearing data. In 
a strict sense, however, only an indication of error in antenna training is 
observable to the operator on the radar equipment proper. The exact 
bearing data must be obtained from a measurement of the position of the 
an tenna itself. 

In the case of the continuous scanning systems employing B, C, or PPI 
presentations, it is common practice to provide a steerable electronic marker 
which can be superimposed upon the display field and by which means rela
tively exact azimuth and elevation angles can be determined by target and 
marker coincidence. This electronic marker method has the advantage that 
it is subject to the same size and position display field distortion influences 
as the received pulse signal, thus eliminating this source of error. 

A circuit arrangement which has been employed in connection with a 
naval vessel radar search system to brighten a selected and variable range 
trace of the PPI indicator to serve as an electronic azimuth marker is given 
in Fig. 58. In this example the rotating antenna structure is equipped 
with a small permanent magnet pole piece whose cyclic excursions past a 
sealed magnetic reed relay cause a pair of contacts to close indicating coin
cidence. The relay structure is likewise mounted on a ring which can be 
rotated with respect to the scanning axis of the antenna. The relative bear
ing of a target is thus determinable by a knowledge of the angul~r position 
of the relay capsule with respect to the lubber line of the vessel. The cir
cuit of Fig. 58 produces one brightened range trace for each revolution of 
the antenna upon closure of the bearing marker relay contacts and is ar-
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ranged to be unaffected by any subsequent chatter or false switch closures. 
The pedestal generator which includes vacuum tubes VI and V2 which are 
normally operated below plate current cutoff produces upon closure of the 
bearing marker switch contact a rectangular negative pulse having a dura
tion of 10,000 microseconds. This pulse operation is independent of addi
tional chatter effects following the initial contact closure. The following 
single-cycle bearing mark multivibrator is normally held inoperative by the 
bias voltage developed on the cathode of V3. The grid of V3 is continu
ously excited with the range sweep start pulses of an amplitude insufficient 
to actuate this multivibrator circuit. The presence of the 10,000-micro
second pedestal is sufficient, however, to allow the folJowing range sweep 
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~--+------~---, 
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Fig. 58.-Electronic azimuth bearing marker circuit-simplified schematic. 

start pulse to operate the multivibrator. The output of this circuit is 
then a SSO-microsecond pulse which represents a time slightly longer than 
the maximum range to be dispJayed (60,(0) yards) but shorter than the 
period of the sweep repetition rate. This positive SSO-microsecond pulse 
is applied to the modulating grid of the PPI indicator tube through an 
adjustable trace brightness control element. 

Another convenient azimuth display method which has ,been extensively 
employed in naval and airborne radar systems involves the use of "tru; 
North" presentations. Here the PPI azimuth indication is presented 
terms of a compass reference, the actual instantaneous position of the r(1-
trace on the screen representing the compass direction of the antenna b 
In the indicator previously illustrated in Fig. 44 the compass inform, 
is introduced by means of a differential synchro inserted in the ant' 
indicator synchronizing connections whose angular displacement i' 
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portional to the instantaneous heading of the aircraft. In the SL radar 
indicator shown in Fig. 61 the compass information is introduced by means 
of a mechanical differential rotation of the indicator deflection coil propor
tional to the angular position of the compass repeater mechanism. 

2.62 Range Marker Circuits-Fixed Range Markers 

A simplified schematic diagram of a convenient fixed range mark gener
ator circuit which has been extensively employed on airborne radar search 
systems is given in Fig. 59. Here the radar system requires 1- and 5-
statute mile fixed range markers. The sweep start multivibrator pulse is 
applied to the grid of VI as shown. In the absence of a signal, this tube 

~LE :-375 VOLTS 

Ll (80.9 KC) C RANGE-MARKER 
1 SWITCH 

Fig. 59.-Fixed range marker circuit-simplified schematic. 
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operates at effectively zero bias, and because of the large plate current flow 
reduces the effective plate potential of V2 and the grid potential of V3 to a 
low value. Since the cathode of V3 is subject to a large positive potential, 
this tube is cut off and the oscillatory circuit shown is inoperative. Upon 
tpplication of the negative start pulse, VI is cut off for the duration of this 
,ulse and the attendant rise in the V3 grid potential permits the oscillator 

suit to function. The series resonant elements LI C1 and L2 C2 determine 
r~equency of oscillation ~y providing a high value of positive feedback at 
~ries resonant frequency. The output ofV3 which consists of approxi

nusoidal pulses is differentiated by means of the air-core transformer 
The differentiated pulses are then applied to a cathode follower 

-;r stage biased to cut off where the output is limited to the desired . 
. . ~ fixed range mark pulses for indicator display. By careful choice of 

elements and equipment arrangement, this simple circuit form has 
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produced an entirely satisfactory range marker signal for radar search 
systems. 

V ariabl~ Range Marker Circuits 

Variable range marker circuits are employed where more precise range 
information is required for missile control applications of radar. Here the 
observer may position the electronic range mark to obtain coincidence with 
the selected target, and from an associated calibration of this positioning 
control, determine the range coordinate. For search or reconnaissance 
purposes it is often desirable to determine range with somewhat more ac
curacy than is afforded by the display of fixed markers, and for this purpose, 

1 
.--------, ~J:~Q;: Mt-r~K 

INDICATOR) -

Fig. 60.-Variable range marker circuit of moderate precision-simplified schematic. 

several designs of moderate precision variable range marker circuits have 
been developed and employed during the past war period. 

Figure 60 illustrates the circuit operation of a variable range mark gen
erator of moderate precision. This circuit operation depends on a pulse 
obtained from the transmitting modulator to serve as the zero time or 
range reference. This is applied to a single-cycle multivibrator which pro
duces a rectangular pulse whose leading edge is coincident with the time of 
the synchronizing pulse and whose duration is somewhat greater than the 
maximum range measurement required. A saw-toothed voltage wave form 
is generated in the following RC wave generator by means similar to the 
sweep wave form generation described in a previous section of this paper. 
The coincidence circuit which follows consists of a vacuum tube biased be
low cut-off whose exact cut-off bias is determined by the range mark poten
tiometer setting. This coincidence circuit is thus inoperative until the 
saw-toothed input signal has reached the value of the cut-off voltage, at 
which time this circuit functions and produces a shftrp decrease in its plate 
potential. The effective time delay which is here produced with respect 
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to the time of the synchronizing pulse is observed to be a function of the 
rate of change of the saw-toothed wave form and the setting of the range con
trol potentiometer which may be calibrated directly in units of range to the 
target. The following range mark generator differentiates this coincidence 
circuit output wave form and furnishes the desired amplification. ' Zero 
range calibration is here provided by employing a sample of the zero time 
refcre:- ce pulse and introducing this voltage into the range control circuit. 

RANGE 
CALIBRATE 

Fig. 61.-Transmitter-receiver-indicator assembly as designed for SL-Naval Search 
Radar equipment. 

Figure 61 illustrates the transmitter-indicator assembly of the SL naval 
vessel search radar system. This system employs a PPI display with avail
able range sweeps of 5,25 and 60 nautical miles. The assembly shown to the 
right of the main unit contains a variable range marker circuit of the type 
just described. This range mark is positioned by means of the control 
located toward the top of this unit,and its calibration is observable through 
a window located on the top panel. Here a maximum measuring 'range in
terval of 40,000 yards is available. In this application, the RCelements of 
the wave generator are enclosed within an oven and maintained at a constant 
temperature by thermostatic means. The accuracy achieved in this ex
ample, without recourse to calibration means involving targets at known 
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range, is ± 200 yards at the maximum range with an accuracy of ± 100 
yards for targets within S nautical miles. 

For more precise determination of range than is afforded in the circuit 
just described, two methods have been extensively employed. The first 
method involves the production of a known time delay by actual measure
ment of the time of propagation of an acoustical wave through a liquid me
dium. Here the physical length of path is varied to produce the variable 
delay. The second method involves the phase shifting of a known precise 
sinusoidal frequency standard which bears a fixed phase relationship to the 
time of the outgoing radar pulse. 

The "liquid delay tank" variable range unit over-all operation may be 
observed by reference to Fig. 62. The zero time range reference is obtained 
in the form of a pulse coincident with the outgoing radar pulse. This pulse 
actuates the one-cycle multivibrator shown to produce a sharp high-ampli

SYNC 
PULSE 
INPUT 

DELAY TANK 

I 

Y 
Fig. 62.-Liquid delay tank type of precision variable range unit-block diagram of 

operation. 

tude output pulse, here relatively independent of amplitude and form char
acteristics of the synchronizing pulse and which is applied directly to the 
delay tank. This delay tank consists of a suitable container filled with a 
mixture of iron-free ethylene glycol and water so composed as to produce a 
zero temperature-velocity coefficient at 13soF, at which temperature the 
liquid is maintained by thermostatically controlled electrical heaters. In 
this temperature region the temperature-velocity characteristic is such as 
to produce a decrease of velocity of 0.1% for a temperature variation of 
14°F. Located at one end of this tank is a quartz crystal, approxi~ately i" 
square and 0.040" in thickness, mounted securely on a brass plate which 
serves as one electrode and which is immersed in the liquid. A similar 
crystal element is attached to a lead-screw carriage and located so that the 
face of this crystal is parallel to the fixed crystal. The distance between the 
crystal faces can be varied by rotation of the lead screw. The sharp voltage 
wave applied to the transmitting crystal causes it to oscillate in a damped 
vibration at its natural frequency for longitudinal waves which in this case 
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is of the order of 1.4 megacycles. The mounting plate and surrounding 
liquid serves to hIghly dampen this oscillation. A short vibrational wave 
train is projected through the liquid toward the receiving crystal. The 
amplitude of this disturbance is only slightly attenuated by viscous dissipa
tion for the maximum path length here employed. The large area of the 
crystal relative to the wave length results in a highly directive radiation and 
is reflected in a parallelism requirement for the crystal faces of the order of 
.01". 1.'he voltage developed across the receiving crystal upon application 
of this delayed acoustical wave consists of a main response followed by minor 
disturbances due to re-reflections cetween the crystals. 

Fig. 63.-Liquid delay tank type of precision variable range unit. 

The following amplifier shown in Fig. 62 is required to increase the .005-
volt received signal to approximately 20 volts. This gain supplied is con
trollable by means of an automatic gain control circuit so as to provide a 
relatively constant amplitude of the first response signal. The following 
trimmer circuit consists of a pentode operating below cutoff such that a 
signal of·at least 20 volts is required for plate current flow. Since the AGe 
circuit operates to adjust the gain of the amplifier to this condition, only the 
first and highest response peak is transmitted to the final range pulse multi
vibrator circuit where a sharp narrow rectangular pulse is produced to be 
employed in the following indicator circuit. 

Figure 63 is a photograph of the liquid-tank type of variable range unit as 
developed and manufactured early in the past war and employed extensively 
in naval fire-control radar systems. This unit includes provision for a 
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maximum range measurement of 40,000 yards with an accuracy of ± 40 
yards at this range under normal field operating conditions. . 

The use of the liquid range unit is practically restricted to ground and 
naval vessel application because of its weight and the problems of handling 
these critical liquids. Another variable range unit development was ini
tiated to meet the same accuracy requirements as above, but to be more suit
able for aircraft and other extreme ambient applications. The phase
shifting type of variable range unit whose operation is illustrated in Fig. 64 
was the result of this effort. 

The input start-stop single-cycle muItivibrator circuit produces a rectang
ular pulse output wave form whose leading edge is coincident with the time 
of the outgoing radar pulse and whose duration encompasses the maximum 
range time to be measured, in this example 270 microseconds. 

The timing wave generator and associated phase shifting circuit is shown 
schematically in Fig. 65. The resonant frequency of the oscillatory circuit 
is 81.955 kc which period represents an equivalent radar range interval of 
2000 yards. An initial d-c current of approximately 10 rna is present in the 
LI CI circuit in the absence of input start signals. Upon application of the 
negatively poled rectangular start-stop pulse VI and V2 are abruptly driven 
to cutoff and the energy associated with the magnetic field of LI produces 
local current flow and oscillation at a frequency determined by LI CI . 

The initial circuit conditions here are the same as the zero voltage condition 
for each cycle of a sustained oscillation and the behavior of the oscillatory 
system is the same as for the case of sustained oscillation. The absolute 
average potential of the oscillation is maintained constant regardless of 
the magnitude of the duty cycle. Positive feedback of the timing 
wave is included in the V3 cathode connection in such a manner that uni
form amplitude of the timing period throughout the active period results. 
The purpose of the remaining circuits shown in Fig. 65 consisting of V3 , 

V4 and V5 is to produce four output timing wave voItageswhose relative 
phases differ by 90°. These voltages are to be later combined in such a 
manner that continuous phase shift of the output timing wave results. 
Two quadrature voltages are here produced by the use of LR and CR net-

works so proportioned that wL2 = 1C = R2 at 81.955 kc. The desired 
w 2 

four timing wave outputs are produced by the use of the phase inverter 
stages V4 and V5 • 

The method here employed to combine four quadrature voltages to enable 
continuous relative phase shift of the resultant output is illustrated in Fig. 
66. This phase shifter capacitor consists of four quadrant shaped stator 
sectors which are equal in area and shape and which are mounted parallel 
to a ring stator as shown. A carefully shaped eccentric dielectric vane rotor 
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is provided whose ~otation between the stator elements affects each quad
rant stator capacitance in a like manner. As illustrated the resultant out
put voltage which appears from ,the ring stator to ground has a phase shift 
relative to any applied wave which varies .linearly with angular displace
men t of the condenser shaft. 

The function of the following amplifier shown in Fig. 64 is to provide a 
high-impedance termination for the phase-shifting condenser, and to pro
vide increased amplitude of the timing wave. The pulse generator which 
follows limits or clips the applied timing wave, and, differentiates the re-
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Fig. 65.-Timing wave generator circuit of phase shifter type range unit. 

sultant wave form. The output here consists of trains of alternate positive 
and negative timing pulses. 

The pulse selector component shown in Fig~ 61 enables obtaining delay 
intervals greater than 12.2 microseconds the value associated with 36Jo 

phase shift of the timing wave. An increasing exponential saw-toothed 
wave form is generated starting at zero time reference by an RC circuit 
having a time constant of the order of 800 microseconds. The timing pulses 
are applied additively with this exponential to the grid of a vacuum tube 
operating below cutoff, its exact value of bias being determined by the 
setting of a potentiometer control. At the time that the grid signal ampli
tude exceeds this critical cut-off bias value, this tube conducts abruptly as 
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shown and an output pulse is produced whose position on a time scale is 
determined by the additive phase shift of the timing wave and the setting of 
the pulse selector potentiometer. By mechanically gearing the potentiom
eter and phase-shifting condenser, the final rotation of the control shaft will 
result in an output pulse whose delay will increase uniformly and correspond 
to 2000 yards per revolution of the control. Further amplification is fur
nished in the output amplifier shown. 

Figure 67 illustrates the final equipment features of a phase-shifting- type 
of variable range unit as developed for naval vessel radar system application. 
It will be observed that this unit is mechanically interchangeable with the 
liquid range unit shown in Fig. 63. 
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Fig. 66.-Schematic outline of operation of phase shifter condenser. 

OUTPUT 

In this model, the parallel resonant timing wave oscillatory circuit is 
maintained at a constant temperature by employing an electrically heated 
oven. Measurements made on this design indicate that the range shift 
error to be expected for a "warm-up" period of 6 minutes was .C03% or 15 
yards at 45,000 yards range. After 6 minutes time, thermal equilibrium is 
reached and the total range error will be less than 20 yards at 45,000 yards 
range. The unit here illustrated has- been universally employed in the 
majority of naval vessel fire-control radar systems of the past war and these 
basic circuit principles have served for range measurement in other appli
cations including precision radar bombing. 

2.7 Automatic Frequency Control and Automatic Gain Control 

2.71 Automatic Frequency Control 

The automatic frequency control CAFe) of the local beating oscillator to 
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assure correct tuning of the radar receiver has become an extremely im.,; 
portant feature of the military radar system and the successful solution of 

Fig. 67.-Precision variable range unit of the continuous phase shifter type. 

this probJem has contributed greatly to the practical success of radar during 
World War II, by assuring consistent optimum system performance under 
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severe military field conditions. In the case of the usual radio-communi
cation system, some knowledge of character and extent of the information 
which is being transmitted is available to the receiving location which may 
serve to evaluate the receiver operating performance, but in the case of the 
military radar system such reference data is not always available. The 
usual military operating conditions for radar systems are extremely severe 
which, in general, ten,ds to degrade the performance. Mistuning of the 
radar receiver and the attendant reduction of the performance of the system 
must be immediately evident to the operator even under conditions where no 
radar signal returns are present. . 

During the first years of th~past war, this tuning problem was recognized 
and the initial attempts at solution involv~d the inclusion of receiver tuning 
indicators to serve as an indication of adjustment. As the radar systems 
became more complex and with the trend toward the use of higher trans
mission frequencies the necessity for completely automatic continuous 
tuning adjustment of the receiver became increasingly evident and the 
present types of automatic frequency control devices were developed. It 
has been determined that in .the specific case of airborne radar bombing 
equipment operating at 10,000 mc that the automatic frequency control of 
the r,eceiver tuning is an absolute necessity, since the radar operator cannot 
under the normal military operating conditions maintain the system per
formance in this regard to a small fraction of the optimum. 

Functions and Requirements 

The basic reference for a radar automatic frequency control system must 
be the transmitter frequency since it is required that the receiver be properly 
tuned under the condition where no radar return signals are available. 
Either the' frequency of the transmitter magnetron or the local beating 
oscillator frequency may be adjusted from an electrical error signal whose 
characteristics are related to the tuning point. Magnetrons whose fre
quen'cy was conveniently controllable by remote electrical means were not' 
then available so that the later method has been universally applied in mili
tary radar systems developed during the past war period. 

It is pertinent to review the nature and extent of the frequency instabHity 
of a radar system to derive the requirements to be imposed upon an AFC de
vice. The sources of frequency instability a~e associated with the trans
mitter as well as the receiver elements of a radar system. The magnetron 
frequency is determined in part by the physical dimensions of its oscillatory 
cavity structure, and as would be expected, ambient temperature and 
pressure conditions exert a decided influence. For example, a typical 
thermal coefficient of frequency for a magnetron may be as high as 200 kilo
cycles per degree Centigrade which over the range of ambient temperatures 
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to be considered important for military equipment may result in a frequency 
shift of 20 mc from the time the equipment is turned on until thermal equi
librium is established. The magnetron frequency is extremely sensitive 
to its terminating load impedance. This termination in a radar equipment 
is composed of the antenna, the interconnecting RF transmission line, and 
the duplexing devices. The typical radar antenna system employs rotating 
joints or connecting devices to enable transfer of RF power to the antenna 
proper while it is mechanically operated over its scanning cycle. These 
connections cannot be made to present an entirely uniform impedance over 
their entire mechanical operating range and thus introduce variable im
pedance irregularities to the magnetron generator. The frequency ()f these 
impedance variations may range from a fraction of. a cycle per second to 
perhaps 60 cps. The input impedance of the antenna proper is dependent 
on the extent and character of nearby obstructions in the radiation path. 
The characteri!5tics and form of the radome employed to protect the antenna 
contribute to the variable impedance characteristics of the antenna and 
thus influence the magnetron frequency. An additional instability in mag
netron operation which is introduced through power supply variations within 
the modulator and transmitter portion of the system must also be considered 
in the detailed design of the AFC system. 

The receiver itself is responsible for a major contribution to the frequency 
instability characteristics of the radar system. The local beat oscillator 
frequency is critically dependent on the physical dimensions of its oscillatory 
structure and on the supply voltages. The effects of temperature and at
mospheric pressure on the frequency of a reflex osci1lator of the types pre
viously described is considerable. For example, a thermal coefficient of 
0.25 mc per degree Centigrade, typical of the 10,000-mc tubes, wHl produce a 
total excursion of perhaps 25 mc over: the range of ambients experienced in 
military equipment. In the case of supply voltage variations, a 5-mc fre
quency shift will result for a 1 % change in anode and repeller potential for a 
typical 10,OOO-mc reflex oscillator. Another source of receiver frequency 
instability is associated with the shift of the IF amplifier frequency selectiv
ity characteristic with tube aging and operating conditions. 

If the operating requirements for an AFC system are now reviewed from 
a consideration of these factors, it wHl be observed that for a radar system 
operating at the higher frequencies a total effective frequency change of 
perhaps as much as 50 me may be encountered whose rate of change, in 
general, will be relatively slow and may be classified generally as effects 
due to "warm up". In addition fast variations of frequency will be present 
whose rates of frequency change may extend from 1 me per second per 
second to 1000 mc per second per second. At the lower radar frequencies 
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these frequency variations will be somewhat lower with an attendant reduc
tion of the range of operation required of the AFe circuit. 

APC Circuit Design Considerations 

To obtain a measure of the basic frequency reference for AFC purposes 
the direct approach is evident. A sufficiently attenuated. sample of the 
outgoing radar pulse may be obtained from the transmitter and after sepa-
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Fig. 68.-Radar AFC system-block diagram and circuit arrangement. 

rate conversion but, under the influence of the regular receiver beat oscil
lator, may be employed as a true sample of the outgoing signal as it ex~sts 
with the normal receiver IF channel. The separate AFC converter method 
has been employed in some military radar equipment but has the disad
vantage that additional conversion. components are required. A second 
method is more economical of equipment and has been extensively employed 
during the past war period, but this later type of AFC circuit has limitations 
which are imposed on it by the character of the IF signal as normally avail
able in a radar receiver. Figure 68a illustrated the essential elements of 
such an AFC system for a radar receiver. It will be here observed that a 
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sample of the IF signal after normal conversion and some amplification is 
applied to a frequency sensitive discriminator circuit and the resulting error 
signal is employed to readjust the beat oscillator frequency. The outgoing 
radar pulse is normally attenuated effectively by the TR circuit, and thus 
the remaining signal available for AFC purposes is due to inherent leakage 
of the TR elements. As previously indicated, the 'frequency spectrum of 
the output "spike" of the TR device extends over a wide frequency range, 
due primarily to the small finite delay in the breakdown of the TR tube.' 
The energy frequency distribution characteristic of this spike is to a large 
degree independent of the magnetron frequency and, therefore, must be 
considered as an undesirable masking signal and accordingly reduced to a 
noninterfering level. As previously indicated this is usually accomplished 
by disabling one or more of the IF amplifier input stages for a short time 
interval coincident with the outgoing radar pulse. 

\Vith a signal available which is related to the frequency of the outgoing 
pulse, the remainder of the AFC design is concerned with the utilization of 
this information to accomplish the automatic tuning of the radar receiver. 
To determine the frequency gain characteristic of the discriminator circuit 
it is pertinent to examine the frequency repeller potential relationship of the 
local beat oscillator. This relationship for a 2K25-type reflex oscillator 
operating at 10,000 me shown in Fig. 19 is approximately 2 me/volt and is 
representative of the tubes of this type. This quantity provides an indi
cation of the "loop gain" required for a satisfactory AFC circuit. 

Typical AFC Circuit Designs 

Figure 68b illustrates the essential elements of a radar AFC discriminator 
and amplifier circuit. This consists of an input circuit \~hich is required to 
furnish the' means for frequency measurement, rectifier elements to convert 
this frequency deviation information to a proportional voltage error signal, 
followed by an amplifier to increase the amplitude of this signal to the, re
quired level to adequately control the frequency of the local beat oscillator. 

The operation of the discriminator input circuit may be observed by refer
ence to the vector diagram of Fig. 69a. The input circuit, essentially a 
double-tuned transformer having a low value of mutual inductance, serves 
to couple the AFC rectifier to the preceding IF amplifier tube. The 
resonance frequency of both primary and secondary circuits is main
tained at the desired midband IF tuning point, in this example, 60 mc. The 
output of the balanced secondary winding of this input network is applied to 
a balanced rectifier shown in the vector diagram as EI and E/. In addition 
a portion of the IF signal voltage which appears across the primary winding 
is also applied to each element of the balanced rectifier. At resonance, the 
primary and secondary voltages assume a quadrature relationship as indi-
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cated. The vector relationships for frequencies above and below this reso
nance, as shown, result in an amplitude change across the rectifier circuit. 
Figure 69b illustrates a typical rectified voltage versus frequency character
istic of such an array. The location of the actual crossover zero voltage point 
is determined only by the resonance of the secondary circuit over the limited 
range under considerati;n here .. The primary resonance contributes essen
tially only to the symmetry of the voltage output versus frequency charac
teristic. The introduction of the time constant elements in the detector 
output circuit integrates the pulse output and are chosen with due regard 
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Fig. 69.-0peration of the AFC circuit-vector relationships in input circuit and out
put voltage vs. frequency characteristic. 

to the maximum frequency rate of change which this circuit must control. 
The d-c amplifier shown is normally biased to operate at maximum gain 
consistent with stability, to produce the maximum sensitivity to frequency 
change and to accordingly achieve the least threshold deviation from the 
ideal tuning condition. Provision for disabling the AFC circuit is included 
to enable initial manual adjustment of the beat oscillator repeller potential. 
With the circuit shown here, failure of the AFC circuit proper will result in 
the return of the repeller potential to that value originally selected by initial 
tuning and further manual control may be used. 

It is often convenjent to describe the effectiveness of an AFC circuit in 
terms of its "pull in" range and its "hold in" characteristics. "Pull in" 
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will be defined as the ability of the AFC circuit to restore proper tuning con
ditions with sudden application of the signal. The "hold in" characteristic 
of the AFC system will be defined as the ability of the circuit to maintain 
proper tuning conditions as slow changes oc'cur in the frequency of the con
trol signal. In the ANI APS-4 airborne radar equipment previously re
ferred to, which employs an AFC circuit similar to the form here described, 
the "pull in" range is approximately ± 5 mc from the 60-mc midband value 
and the "hold in" range includes the entire tuning range of the reflex oscil
lator employed which is of the order of ± 40 mc. This example will main
tain the tuning within 0.5 mc of the desired tuning point over the range of 
conditions encountered in wartime aircraft applications. 

In some applications use has been made of a frequency scanning process 
whereby the AFC output voltage, in the absence of a suitable controlling 
signal within the IF band, is caused to vary periodically in a saw-tooth 
fashion thus causing the local beat oscillator frequency to vary, sweeping 
across the complete tuning range of the receiver. When the desired signal 
frequency is produced the AFC then functions in the normal manner. 
This form of circuit was employed in certain radar equipments developed 
during the early part of the war and a somewhat similar oscillatory AFC 
circuit has been employed in connection with later developed thermally 
tuned reflex oscillators and reported elsewhere.13 

An automatic frequency control unit designed in connection with the 
ANI APQ-7 radar bombing equipment which operates at 10,000 mc is illus
trated in Fig. 70 and Fig. 71. The basic operation of this equipment ex
ample is similar to the d-c amplifier type previously described but includes 
certain modifications important for this particular application. In this cir
cuit the plate potential of the first IF stage of the AFC unit is obtained as a 
positive pulse from the transmitting modulator thus enabling the AFC cir
cuit only during the short interval of time encompassing the outgoing radar 
pulse. This arrangement assures that no detuning of the receiver will result 
from 'spurious or nearby signals after the radar pulse has been transmitted. 
The rectifier elements here consist of triodes operating near plate current 
cut-off which results in improved linearity of detection. The d-c amplifier 
portion of this AFC circuit is arranged somewhat differently from the example 
previously discussed, including in this case balancing controls to account for 
tube and circuit variations. At the condition of resonance, in this case 60 
mc, the voltages applied to each grid of the amplifier are equal and the net 
repeJIer potential is determined entirely by the manual control value. 
The overall output range of voltage for this circuit is ± 20 volts, which in 
this application represents a ± 40-mc frequency change for the associated 

13 "Considerations in the Design of Centimeter-Wave Radar Receivers", Stewart E. 
Miller, Proc. I. R. E., Vol. 35, No.4, April, 1947. 
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reflex oscillator. Variations in the amplitude of the controlling signal are 
of less importance by virtue of the biasing action of this d-c amplifier circuit. 
The performance of this design includes maintenance of the tuning point of 
this receiver to within ± 0.25 me of the center of the IF band which in this 
case is 60 mc. 

2.72 Automatic Gain Control 

Automatic gain control (AGe) of a selected radar signal is often required 
in military radar systems employed for fire control or aircraft interception 
purposes. In the case of the common search radar system, AGe is seldom 
required. The radar receiver AGe function is quite similar to that required 
of this circuit in the usual radio communication system, i.e., automatic am-

Fig. 71.-AFC component design as employed in AN/APQ-7 airborne radar system. 

plitude stabilization of the desired signal. For the radar receiver case, 
however, the desired signal must be selected on a time interval basis. 

In the usual type of automatic tracking radar system, the target is selected 
by manual alignment of a range and/or bearing "gate". This gating process 
is essentially a modulation process by which the complete received radar 
pulse signals are modulated with a rectangular pulse synchronized with 
the outgoing radar pulse. The modulating pulse or gate has a finite ampli
tude only over the time interval under observation. In this manner all 
received information, except that occurring during the selected time interval, 
is effectively rejected and the automatic gain control circuit operation is 
entirely defined by the data present during this time interval. 

The remainder of the automatic gain control circuit is concerned with 
the measurement of the amplitude of the selected signal, usually by a peak 
voltage measurement, the averaging of this measurement over a convenient 
time interval, and the production of a suitable gain control voltage to be im
pressed upon the radar receiver IF or video amplifier circuit.. The detailed 
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AGe circuit design is dependent to a major extent upon the dynamic 
characteristics of the associated automatic tracking device. The subject 
of automatic tracking design principles cannot be reviewed here and accord
ingly more detailed AGe design consideration must also await inclusion in 
such a future report. 

2.8 Radar Receiver Power Supplies 

The remaining components of the radar receiver to be here reviewed con
sist of the power supplies necessary to produce the various d-c potentials as 
required for the operation of the electronic components of the receiver. The 
principal design problems associated with these components arise from the 
relatively poor stability characteris~ics of the prime sources of power avail
able at the military scene and the rather severe output voltage requirements 
to adequately serve the precision nature of radar reception, display, and 
measurement. The supply voltages necessary for a military radar receiver 
range from low bias potentials upward to 5000 volts for cathode-ray tubes 
and TR application with both polarities often required. 

2.81 Primary Power Sources 

The characteristics of the primary source of power available for the mili
tary radar system are dependent on'the area of use of the equipment. In 
the case of mobile ground radar installations, the gasoline engine driven 
generator represents the typical primary power source. In the case of large 
mobile radar systems it is customary to employ 115-volt-60-cycle primary 
power, while in certain more portable designs 115-volt-400-cycle primary 
power has proven satisfactory. The frequency and output voltage of a 
gasoline engine driven alternator cannot be maintained within the narrow 
limits desired by the radar receiver and here the major burden of precise 
voltage regulation must be carried by the electronic regulated power supply 
within the radar receiver. 

For naval vessel radar installations 115-230-volt-60-cycle primary power 
is commonly available on the larger vessels. For PT and similar smaller 
craft, certain radar installations have been employed operating from 24-48 
volts direct current with motor generator sets supplying 60-cycle or 400-cycle 
power for the radar system. In the case of undersea craft, the storage 
battery is employed as a primary source of power and motor generator sets 
are employed to obtain 115 volts, 60 cycles in most instances. 

The primary source of power for aircraft radar purposes is either a low 
voltage (27 volts) d-c generator driven by the aircraft engine or an alter
nator similarly driven. If d-c power is available, an additional motor gen
erator set may be employed to furnish the 115-volt-400 to 800-cycle power 
for the radar. e~uipment use. Voltage regulators of the carbon pile compres-
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sion or electronic types are usually employed here, resulting in a nominal ± 
. 3% voltage stabilization. The extreme variable electrical loads imposed 

upon the aircraft power system by electrically opera ted gun turrets and 
other combat equipment result in increased emphasis being placed on ade
quate regulation capabilities of the radar receiver power supplies. In 
addition, the ever-present requirement of minimum weight for aircraft 
equipment results in motor generator designs employing a minimum of 
magnetic material and usually results in a variat.ion in output voltage wave 
shape with load. This factor must also be considered in the detailed 
design of the aircraft radar receiver power supplies. 

During the initial airborne radar development program, the power 
frequencies in common use were 400 cps and 800 cps. The British use of 
direct coupled aircraft engine driven alternators produced variable fre
quency output voltages ranging from 12CO-2400 cps dependent on the en
gine speed. In connection with the electronic warfare standardization pro
gram for equipment to be used jointly by our allies, the aircraft radar system 
was required to operate oyer the entire range of power frequencies extending 
from 400 cps to 2400 cps. All of the airborne radar equipment developed 
during the later half of World War II was designed to meet these variable 
power frequency requirements. 

2.82 Low Voltage Power Supplies 

The electronic regulated power supply has been universally employed to 
furnish the stable low voltages as required by the radar receiver. Here the 
output voltages required extend from 50 volts to 600 volts with maximum 
direct. current required extending upward to 500 mao 

The basic electrical circuit arrangement of such a power supply is shown 
in Fig. 72. In this circuit, the regulating element consists of a vadable 
series impedance, furnished in the form of a vacuum tube and resistance 
combination, whose magnitude may be controlled electrically from an error 
signal associated with the output voltage of the power supply and a reference 
voltage. The control circuit consists of a bridge network which includes a 
constant voltage gas-discharge tube as one element. A d-c amplifier is 
connected across the output terminals of this bridge circuit and serves to 
amplify the error signal for use in the regulating element. If the output 
voltage of the power supply varies from the desired value for any cause, the 
error signal appears at the output terminals of the bridge circuit, due to the 
effective unbalance of this circuit at all voltage levels except the reference 
value. The error signal after sufficient amplification is impressed upon the 
grid of the series regulating tube with a polarity such that a corrective 
impedance variation results. The degree of regulation obtainable is a func
tion of the loop gain provided and the absolute stability of the output voltage 
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is determined primarily by the constancy of the reference voltage derived 
by the use of the gas-discharge tube. By incorporating wide frequency 
band characteristics to the loop' gain dements, the maximum rate of change 
of regulation can be extended, and this circuit becomes very effective in re
ducing the fundamental and harmonics of the primary supply voltage. The 
effective impedance of a radar receiver power supply of this type is of the 
order of one ohm, a factor of extreme importance in reducing the unwanted 
interaction between the various receiver components by coupling due to 
this common impedance. Other variations in circuit arrangement for 
regulated power supplies are occasionally employed, the most common of 
which involves the use of a vacuum tube as a shunt regulating element as 
contrasted \vith the series arrangement shown here. In certain low-current 

SERIES 
REGULATION TUBE 

Fig. n.-Simplified. circuit schematic of low-voltage power supply-Series regulation 
type. 

applications the use of gas-discharge tubes of constant voltage characteris
tics are occasionally employed in a shunt circuit configuration. 

Figure 73 illustrates the equipment arrangement of a radar receiver power 
supply as employed for an airborne radar bombing system. In this example 
is included one non-regulated and three regulated rectifier power supplies 
with output voltages of +600, +300, + 120 and -300 volts available for the 
radar receiver. The forced ventilation feature shown here is required to 
prevent extreme temperature rise of the components under high altitude 
conditions in the presence of considerable heat dissipation by the rectifier 
and series regulating circuits. Each power supply is designed as a separable 
sub chassis within the over-all enclosure to provide for ease in manufacture 
and testing of the unit. The weight of this complete unit as installed in a 
military aircnLft is approximately 50 pounds. 
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Fig. 73.-Low-voltage power supply for AN/APQ-7 airborne radar system-Mechani
cal features. 

Fig. 74.-Low-voltage power supply for ANI APQ-S low altitude radar bombing equip
ment. 

Figure 74 indicates the mechanical design features of a typical airborne 
radar receiver power supply of the series regulated type as employed in the 
ANI APQ-S radar bombing equipment: This example illustrates the em
phasis which is placed on compactness and lightweight construction of air
borne' radar components. 
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To obtain the maximum dependable performance from the various power 
transformers and coils employed in the radar receiver power supplies under 
the severe military field conditions, a considerable development program 
was carried on throughout the past war. At the beginning of this program 
the only available method of insuring adequate transformer winding insula
tion under extreme humidity conditions involved the sealing of the structure 
in a metal container. For aircraft service, where weight is of prime con
cern, this added weight could not be tolerated so that here an open type of 
structure was extensively employed, with the protection to the winding 
being furnished in the form of several coats of varnish followed by an enamel 
overcoat. With the increased emphasis on high-altitude operation of mili
tary aircraft and the rapid temperature and pressure changes involved, a 
development program was instituted to improve the open-type transformer 
sealing process. The result of this program has produced the Flexsea~ 
process whereby the service life of this type of power transformer has been 
increased as much as ten times that obtained with the varnish process for
merly employed. This process involves a multiple-dip varnish coating 
method where the varnish is thickened by the addition of talc, a very 
fine low-gravity wettable inert filler. This process results in the formation 
of a relatively thick plastic shell which completely surrounds the trans
former structure. One of the features of this process is found in its sim
plicity, whereby no special equipment was required to carry out the pro
cedure, an important factor during a wartime production program. Figure 
75 illustrates a number of typical open-type power transformers which 
were employed on various military radar projects, all of which incorporate 
the Flexseal treatment for improved service life. 

2.83 High Voltage Power Supplies 

The high voltage, as required for radar receiver cathode-ray tube indicator 
purposes, varies from 2000 volts to 5000 volts, and for the TR tube keep
alive potentials of the order of 1000 volts must be provided. In these cases, 
however, the d-c current requirements are quite small and generally no 
regulation means are required for stabilization of the voltage, the stability 
of the primary source of power usually being sufficient. 

The design problems encountered in this type of power supply are con
cerned primarily with the requirements of reliability of operation under 
severe military operating conditions, and further require that only cirGuit 
elements having well-defined factors of safety be employed in such appli
cations. 

Figure 76 illustrates a number of typical high-voltage transformer designs 
which have been employed in military radar systems during the past war 
period. Both air insulated and oil immersed types of structures are shown. 
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Fig. 75.-Flexseal treated open-core type power transformers as developed for air
borne radar application. 

Fig. 76.-Power transformer designs for high voltage radar power supply applica
tion~Air-insulated and oil-filled types are included. 

The use of air insulation in a high-voltage transformer results in a relatively 
low coupling coefficient between primary and secondary windings and 
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accordingly restricts the range of power frequencies over which satisfactory 
regulation and operation can be expected. With the emphasis on power 
supply frequencies extending from 400 cps to 2400 cps tor aircraft purposes, 
this air insulated type of structure was abandoned in favor of oil immersed 
types. The primary disadvantage of the oil immersed type of transformer 
is the increased weight of the unit. 

A high-voltage power supply design as produced for airborne radar system 
application is shown in Fig. 77. In this example +4900 volts is supplied 
for cathode-ray tube indicator purposes and -1000 volts is available for the 
TR tube keep-alive circuit. This unit employs an air insulated type of 

Fig. n.-High-voltage power supply for airborne radar receiver application-pressur
ized type. 

high-voltage transformer and by the use of a hermetically sealed enclosure 
operated at sea-level atmospheric pressure, satisfactory performance at high 
altitudes is realized. 

CONCLUSION 

The complete technical story of radar is of a magnitude comparable toa 
detailed report of the military campaigns of this past global war. During 
this period, the Bell Telephone Laboratories developed for manufacture more 
than 70 specialized radar systems for the Armed Services. It has been 
possible here only to review the major technical considerations which in-
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fluence design of a military radar receiver and to present a few radar circuit 
and equipment illustrations of the specialized technology that has resulted. 
It is a tribute to the ingenuity and industry of the workers in the radar field 
that this technology, developed under extremely accelerated and difficult 
conditions, will have a permanent value in future communication systems 
design. 

The material used in this paper represents the concrete contributions of 
countless individual workers within and without the Bell Telephone Labora
tories. The equipment products illustrated are the product of concentrated 
effort on the part of the staff of the Western Electric Company who pro
duced these specialized and complex radar systems in quantities and within 
schedules necessary for the successful prosecution of the war. It is regret
table that it is -an impossible task to assign individual credit for these spe
cific military radar contributions. 



High-Vacuum Oxide-Cathode Pulse Modulator Tubes 

By c. E. FAY 

INTRODUCTION 

IN PRACTICALLY all pulsed oscillators such as those used in radar, 
some means must be provided to apply the pulse voltage to the oscil

lator circuit. In many early radars, a high-vacuum modulator was used 
for this purpose. The pulse was generated at low power level and then 
amplified by means of one or more stages employing high vacuum tubes. 
The final stage was required to block, or cut off the d-c supply voltage with 
no pulse applied, and to permit as much as possible of the d-c voltage to 
appear on the oscillator during the pulse. Since most radar oscillators 
operate at pulse voltages of from 5 to 20 kv and require currents of several 
amperes during the pulse, the requirements of the modulator tubes are quite 
severe. Standard transmitting! tubes were used at first, the higher power 
tubes having the necessary voltage rating and having in general a fair 
amount of cathode emission. Tubes were operated in parallel to provide 
the required amount of current. Practically all of these tubes were of the 
thoriated tungsten filament type. For example an early army radar, the 
SCR268,2 employed 8 tubes in parallel having a total filament power of 
1040 watts to provide a pulse current of about 10 amperes. The use of 
such equipment in portable or airborne service would be obviously imprac
tical because of the large power consumption, bulk, and weight. In an 
attempt to provide tubes more suited to this type of service, those described 
in this paper were developed. 

TUBE REQUIREMENTS 

The function of the high-vacuum modulator tube essentially is to act as a 
switch to turn the pulse on and off at the transmitter in response to a con
trol signal. The best device for this purpose will be the one which requires 
the least signal power for control and which allows the transfer of power with 
the least loss, from the transmitter power source to the oscillator. 

If the oscillator must be supplied with a pulse of voltage Ep and current 
I p,* or power Eplp, then the voltage which must be supplied by the trans
mitter power supply will be Eb = Ep + ep, Fig. 1, if ep represents the voltage 

* It is assumed here that the pulse is rectangular in shape. This is usually the desired 
shape and is fairly well approximated in most cases. 

818 
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drop in the modulator tubes necessary to allow current Jp to pass. The 

plate efficiency of the modulatorJs then simply !: and the power di~sipated 
in the modulator tube plate is Jpep during a pulse. The average power dis
sipated in the plate is then Jpep multiplied by pulse length and by pulse 
frequency. The heat storage capability of the plate is ordinarily great 
enough that the average power is all that needs consideration. 

The conditions imposed on the modulator tube are somewhat analogous 
to those of a class C amplifier at low frequency. The main difference is 
that the angle of operation is very small, and there is usually no appreciable 
backswing of plate voltage since the load is essentially a resistance. Typical 
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Fig. I-Current and voltage relations in a pulse modulator tube. 

modulator circuits are shown in Fig. 2. It is sometimes found desirable to 
employ a shunt inductance across the oscillator in the interest of a sharp 
cutoff of the pulse on the oscillator, particularly where capacitances to 
ground of various circuit components are appreciable. This results in an 
additional current demand on the modulator tube since the current through 
the inductance must also be supplied. The oscillator is often coupled to 
the modulator circuit by means of a transformer in order that desirable im
pedances are realized in each circuit. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

It was apparent on first consideration of the high-vacuiIm modulator 
problem that use of oxide coated cathodes would be of enormous advantage 
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in keeping power requirements down. Heretofore the use of oxide cathodes 
in high voltage power tubes had been found very difficult, particularly 
where filamentary cathodes were employed. Any spark or momentary 
discharge in operation usually resulted in the burning out of the relatively 
fragile filaments. This result was caused mainly by the fact that a con
siderable amount of energy was of necessity available from the power supply 
equipment. However, in pulse service it is possible to limit the amount of 
energy available so that a momentary tube breakdown will not result in 
damage to a reasonably rugged equipotential cathode. Also, in the interest 

CURRENT-LIMITING 
IMPEDANCE 

Lb Rb 

SIGNAL 

MODULATOR 

(aJ SERIES MODULATOR CIRCUIT 

STORAGE 
CAPACITOR 

(b) SHUNT- MODULATOR CIRCUIT 

Fig. 2-Typical pulse modulator circuits. 

of conserving control power it is desirable to build high perveance tubes 
which require very close control-grid to cathode spacings. This is much 
more easily accomplished with rigid cathode structures rather than fila
mentary cathodes, especially for service conditions under which extreme 
shock and vibration may be encountered. 

Conservation of drive power requires that the modulator tube have high 
power-gain. This is most easily provided in the tetrode which provides a 
high over-all. amplification factor with reasonable drive characteristics. 
Lining up the control-grid and screen-grid wires is of course advantageous 
in the interest of minimizing screen dissipation and getting the largest 
possible portion of the cathode current to the plate. The control-grid to 
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plate capacitance is of little importance as long as it does not store much 
energy, there being little chance for oscillation in such a circuit. While it is 
desirable to operate with as Iowa minimum plate voltage as possible, it is of 
little additional advantage to bring the plate voltage below the screen volt
age if the screen voltage is about 1000 volts and the supply voltage 15 kv. 
It was therefore thought permissible to increase plate to screen spacing 
beyond the optimum for best characteristics in the interest of high voltage 
and screen dissipation ratings. 

The insulation in the tube between plate and other electrodes must be 
capable of withstanding the full supply voltage plus a comfortable margin. 
This dictates that if internal insulators are used they must have long path 
and that the bulb must have sufficient length to prevent flash-over ex
ternally. 

THE 701A VACUUM TUBE 

At the time of this development a tube was very urgently needed for a 
Navy radar application.3 Since speed was of prime importance it was de
cided to take parts of a standard oxide-cathode beam-power tetrode, 
Western Electric 350A, and mount them in a structure capable of with
standing the required voltage; 12 kv in this case. Accordingly a cruciform 
structure was designed in which four sets of 350A electrodes were mounted 
on ceramic members attached to a molded glass dish-stem as shown in 
Figure 3. The four c~thodes have a total coated area of approximately 14 
square centimeters. A molybdenum plate of crllciform section mounted 
from a lead-in at the top of the bulb was used. This construction elimi
nated internal insulators between plate and grids other than the bulb. 
The control-grid of the 350A is normally gold- plated to inhibit primary 
emission. This feature was retained in the 701A and the screen-grid also 
gold plated. The plate to screen-grid spacing was increased over, that 
normally used in the 350A in order to allow somewhat better cooling of the 
grids and to allow greater clearance for high voltage reasons. This made the 
characteristics depart from good "beam tube" performance but at the high 
voltage condition of operation this was of little consequence. Character
istic curves of the 701A indic~ting performance under both high voltage 
and low voltage conditions are shown in Fig. 4. Since no experience was 
available at the time of this development to indicate what currents could 
safely be drawn from the cathodes under pulse conditions, the matter of 
rating these tubes was mainly guesswork since time was not available to 
await the outcome ·of life tests under various conditions. The ratings put 
on the 701A are as shown in Table I. 

For the immediate application in hand, which required 12 ampere pulses 
at about 10 kv, it was decided to specify two 701A tubes operating in paral-
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Fig. 3-The 701A vacuum tube. 
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leI. The pulse in this case was trapezoidal having a base width of about 
4,u seconds and a top width of about 1.75,u seconds; repetition rate was 1600 
per second. When th~ tubes were operated under these conditions there 
was customarily some sparking within the tube in the first few minutes and 
then it apparently "aged in," and operated satisfactorily. At the rated 
heater voltage, the cathodes operated at about 800°C (brightness). This 
temperature would normally provide a cathode life of more than 1000 hours. 
Life tests in the laboratory indicated satisfactory performance for about 
2000 hours. Reports from the Navy were difficult to obtain but those 
which were obtained indicated similar results. End of life was caused by 
both loss of cathode emission and by primary grid emission. Mechanically 
the tube proved to be reasonably rugged for normal service. However, 
shocks sustained in shipment of tubes caused mechanical misalignment in 

Tube Heater Heater 
Voltage Current 

--- -- ---
Volts Amperes 

701A 8 7.5 
715A 27 2.15 
715B 26 2.10 
5D21 26 2.10 
426XQ 8 7.5 

TABLE I 
TABLE OF RATINGS OF OXIDE-CATHODE 

PULSE MODULATOR TUBES 

Max. 
Peak Peak Peak Plate Screen Duty 

Plate Screen Plate Dissi- Dissi- Cycle for 
Voltage Voltage Current pation pation Peak 

Plate 
Current 

---- --- ----
KV KV Amperes Watts Watts 

12.5 1.2 10 100 15 0.005 
14 1.2 10 60 8 0.002 
15 1. 25 15 60 8 0.001 
20 1.25 15 60 8 0.001 
25 1.5 20 150 15 0.001 

Capacitances 

Cin I Cout I Cgp 

mmf 

56 11.5 3.2 
35 7 1.2 
35 7 1.2 
35 7 1.2 
46 7.5 0.6 

some cases, indicating a need for a more rugged structure for use in the 
armed services. 

THE 715A TUBE 

The advent of airborne radar made the development of high power light~ 
weight transmitters an urgent requirement. In this case long life was some
what subordinate to lightweight and small dimensions. Ruggedness was 
also a requirement. The electronic properties of the 701A tube were well 
suited for airborne radar but the large bulk was an extreme disadvantage. 
Work was begun on a tube using the same cathodes as the 701A but having 
a simpler and more rugged mechanical structure. Out of this evolved the 
715A t~be. In this tube the cathodes were placed side by side and en
veloped by a single control-grid, screen-grid and plate. In order to provide 
the necessary ruggedness and to keep the grids cool, heavier grid wires 
were used and they were wound on very heavy supports of high heat-
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conductivity -material. Both grids were gold plated as in the 701A. All 
electrodes were mounted between two specially shaped ceramic insulators 
which provided a relatively long path between plate and grids. This 

. structure is shown in Fig. 5. Heat radiating fins were attached to the ends 

Fig. 5-The 715A vacuum tube. 

of the. control-grid and screen-grid supports. The plate is molybdenum 
with zirconium coating on its outside surface. This coating was employed 
to increase the thermal emissivity of the plate in the interest of a low operat
ing temperature'. It also serves to absorb some gas. The cathode, heater 
and grid terminals of the tube were brought out in the moulded-glass 4-Pin 
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Fig. 6-Characteristics of the 715A vacuum tube. 

base, and the plate terminal out the top of the bulb. This provided a 
very rigid structure which could stand extreme shock and vibration condi-
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tions. Although this structure sacrificed something in electronic perform
ance over the 701A it still was quite satisfactory as a pulse modulator. 
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FIG. 6 (Continued) 

The characteristics of the 71SA tube applicable to both high voltage and 
low voltage operation are shown in Fig. 6. It was found that in spite of 
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the internal ceramic insulators, satisfactory operation could be obtained at 
voltages as high as 15 kv. Since the 715A was designed primarily for air
borne applications it was found desirable to design the heater to operate 
directly from the aircraft's storage battery which was a 24 volt battery. 

Fig. 7-The 715B vacuum tube. 

It was also desirable that the equipment be operable when the charging 
generator was not running, at which point the voltage might be as low as 22 
volts, and also when the generator was charging and the voltage as high as 
28.5 volts. This required a :ompromise in the design of the heater which 
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resulted in operation of the cathode at somewhat higher than normal tem
perature under rated conditions. The ratings of the 715A tube are given in 
Table 1. 

Fig. 8-The SD21 vacuum tube. 

THE 715B TUBE 

Some applications developed which required a peak pulse current slightly 
greater and of longer duration than that for which the 715A was rated. 
Meanwhile more experience with the 715A and improvements in processing 
techniques indicated that a higher peak current rating was justifiable pro
viding the grid temperatures were not increased. 
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The 715B tube is essentially the same structure as the 715A except that 
larger radiating fins are attached to the ends of the grid' support wires. 
Figure 7 shows the structure of the 715B tube. The characteristics were 
identical but the ratings were changed, as indicated in Table I. The life 
obtained in laboratory life tests under rated conditions averaged between 
500 and 1000 hours. Failure was usually caused by grid emission or loss of 
cathode emission. 
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Fig. 9-Non-linear coil modulator circuit with illustration of the current and voltage 
relations in the SD21 vacuum tube. 

THE 5D21 TUBE 

In response to the demand for further improvement of this structure in its 
ability to withstand higher voltage, the 5D21 tube was developed, Fig. 8. 
It is of the same family as the 715A and 715B. It was found that higher 
voltages could be used if the grid cooling radiators were removed from the 
top end of the tube. The cooling of the grid was maintained by providing 
copper wire connections from the bottom ends of the grid support wires to 
the base seals. This and the use of a specially designed plate terminal cap 
enabled the voltage rating to be raised to 20 KV. 
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Fig. 10-The experimental 426XQ vacuum tube. 

The 5D21 tube also found application as the control tube in non-linear 
coil type modulators.4 Here the function of the tube was to permit passage 
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of a moderately high current through an inductance and then suddenly to cut 
off the current and withstand the resulting voltage which built up across the 
circuit. A schematic of this type of circuit is shown in Fig. 9. In this cir
cuit the tube is required to pass about two amperes peak plate current 
which builds up over a period of about 150 microseconds. The d-c. volt
age under these conditions is about 1000 to 4000 volts and the screen volt
age may be obtained from the same source through series resistance. The 
grid is driven only slightly positive. Screen-grid dissipation is one of the 
limiting factors in this type operation. Primary emission from the screen 
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grid, being present when the plate rises to its very high potential, tends to 
discharge the circuit prematurely, the energy wasted appearing as heat at 
the plate. 

THE 426XQ TUBE 

Since th~re was considerable demand for tubes capable of operating at 
voltages as high as 25 KV, a tube was developed to operate at this voltage. 
The limit of the 5D21-715B type structure seemed to have been reached at 
about 20 KV. It was also desirable to increase the current rating of the 
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tube since in a laboratory test equipment a pulse power of 1.5 to 2 megawatts 
was needed. The laboratory number 426XQ tube shown in Fig. 10 was the 
result. Four of these tubes in parallel were capable of providing pulses of 
about 1.75 megawatts. In the 426XQ tube, the bulb used on the 701A 
was employed and the plate supported entirely from its terminal in this 
bulb. The same four cathodes were used, but were spaced farther apart 
than in the 71S-type tube. Two separate control-grids and two screen
grids were used, each pair encompassing two cathodes. This allowed a 
reduction of dissipation per grid compared to the 71S-type, otherwise simi
lar techniques were employed. The characteristics are shown in Fig. 11. 

The tentative ratings applied to the 426XQ are given in Table 1. The 
allowable peak plate current was increased for this tube because' the tech
nique of processing had improved so that a higher level of cathode activity 
was consistently realized. A1.so the greater spacing between cathodes and 
use of two sets of grids resulted in better grid cooling. The tube was not 
used in any radar equipment, because by the time it W<,LS available the trend 
in radar equipment was toward small, compact apparatus in which spark 
gap and transmission line modulators5 found considerable application. 
The 426XQ proved very satisfactory in laboratory test equipment. One 
set of these tubes operated for somewhat more than 2000 hours. 

THE CHIEF PROBLEMS 

The difficulties experienced with this series of oxide-cathode pulse modu
lator tubes can be divided into three general classifications, namely: spark
ing, cathode emission, and grid emission. 

The sparking in these tubes can roughly be divided into two types, 
which may be called inter-electrode sparking and cathode sparking. Inter
electrode sparking is a discharge between two electrodes of the tube caused 
by the momentary breakdown of the insulation between them or by a gas 
discharge. If the breakdown of insulation is caused by light deposited films, 
the resultant discharge usually causes removal of the film and cures the 
trouble automatically, provided no other damage is done to the tube. Gas 
discharges from isolated pockets may be initiated by the high fields or by 
bombardment by stray electrons. If these pockets are not numerous they 
are usually' dissipated after a few minutes of tube operation such that fur
ther sparking is very intermittent and probably not of sufficient intensity 
to interfere with operation. The gas so released is ordinarily' taken up by 
the getter in the tube so that operation is not subsequently impaired. 

Cathode sparking may be caused by positive ion bombardment of the 
cathode or by poor adherence of cathode material when subject to electro-

. I 
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static fields. This type of sparking usually does not clear up and when it 
becomes serious the tube must be replaced.6 It can be aggravated by spark
ing in the oscillator part of the radar system. There is some evidence to 
indicate that very high rates of rise of the pulse current drawn from the 
cathode may tend to produce cathode sparking. At rates of rise in excess. 
of about 50 amperes per microsecond per square centimeter of cathode area 
a tendency for increased sparking has been noticed. 

Cathode emission, here as in any other tube, is governed by cathode 
temperature and other considerations such as quantity and kind of gas in 
the tube, the core material, coating material, and techniques of processing. 
No attempt will be made to consider these factors in this paper as they are 
sufficiently complex that no very clear cut dissertation can be given. Stand
ard core materials and coatings were employed with good results. It was 
found that the double carbonates (Ba, Sr) were less subject to sparking than 
the triple carbonates (Ba, Sr, Ca). The deanliness and previous treatment 
of the other parts of the tube seemed to be the major factor in detelmining 
the level of emission obtained. 

Primary grid emission, or thermionic emission from the control-grid and 
screen-grid, was one of the most difficult problems in the development and 
production of these tubes. Many trials were made using different materials 
and coatings on the grids, but from all considerations gold was found to be 
the most satisfactory. The grids in all the tubes described here are gold 
plated or gold clad molybdenum. It is not considered that the use of 
molybdenum for the core material is necessary, it being used here mainly 
because it seemed to be the most economical material that had sufficient 
stiffness to maintain grid alignment. Materials that tend to alloy with 
gold easily are not suitable as it was found th"at gold alloys were not as good 
as pure gold on the grid surface. The limitation involved in the use of gold 
is that the temperature of the grid must be kept low enough that evapora
tion of gold is not serious. This temperature limit is probably about 700DC. 
If gold is evaporated, the grid soon loses its coating and primary emission 
builds up rapidly. Also, the cathode emission seems to be poisoned by the 
gold vapor.7 
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Polyrod Antennas 

By G. E. MUELLER and W. A. TYRRELL 

The polyrod, a new form of microwave endfire antenna, is described. This 
consists of a properly shaped dielectric rod protruding from a metal waveguide. 
For applications requiring moderate gain, it possesses desirable electrical and 
mechanical properties. It is useful as a unit antenna in broadside arrays on 
account of its low crosstalk into adjacent polyrods. This paper describes work 
done from 1941 to 1944 at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel, N. J. 
Important individual contributions are acknowledged in some of the footnotes. 
A report of this development has been withheld from earlier publication for 
reasons of military security. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A UNIFORM rod (or "wire") of dielectric material without metallic 
boundaries is a well-known type of single conductor transmission 

line. In this kind of waveguide, a portion of the energy travels along in 
the space outside the rod. At discontinuities, including those caused by 
proximity to other objects, radiation takes place. For this reason, the di
electric waveguide has not become generally useful as a transmission medium, 
this need having been satisfied by the hollow metal pipe. The tendency 
toward radiation inherent in the dielectric guide is turned to advantage, 
however, in a new form of radio antenna. Here the objective is to encourage 
radiation from all parts of the dielectric rod. In progressing along the rod, 
therefore, power is gradually transferred from within the dielectric to the 
space outside. At a point where the transfer has been effectively com
pleted, the rod can be terminated abruptly. By proper design, this radiat
ing structure is an endfire antenn~. Since it has been most often fabricated 
from polystyrene, it has become known as the polyrod antenna. It is 
especially useful for microwaves. 

We must now review and examine certain features of dielectric rod trans
mission and of endfire antenna theory, for their bearing on polyrod design 
and performance. 

2. DIELECTRIC WIRE TRANSMISSION l 

A dielectric rod can be energized with an infinite variety of transmission 
modes. These are in general hybrid waves2 possessing transverse and longi
tudinal components of both E and H. We shall here be concerned only 

1 Hondros and Debye, Ann. dey Pltys., Vol. 32, pp. 465-476; J. R. Carson, S. P. Mead 
and S. A. Schelkunoff, B.S.TJ., Vol. 15, pp. 310-333, 1936; G. C. Southworth, B.S.TJ., 
Vol. 15, pp. 284-309, 1936; S. A. Schelkunoff, "E~ectromagnetic Waves," pp. 425-428, 
D. Van Nostrand, New York, 1943. 

2 Except in the case of circular symmetry. Cf. Schelkunoff, loco cit., pp. 154, 425.' 
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with the lowest mode,3 that which is the counterpart of the dominant wave4 

in a metal pipe. If a dielectric-filled metal guide is excited at the dominant 
mode, and if the metal shield is abruptly terminated, the wave energy will 
continue on in the unsheathed dielectric rod and will be confined almost 
exclusively to the lowest hybrid mode. This is, i..-:deed, the most common 

" way of exciti~g the dielectric wire. 
The extent to which the power is concentrated within the dielectric 

is a function of the rod diameter and dielectric constant. This is ShPWIl5 

in Fig. 1. If the curves for the two different dielectric constants are re-

plotted against the effective diameter; D ~;, they become more nearly 
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Fig. I-Ratio of power inside Wi to power outside Wo for a cylindrical 
dielectric wire. 

coincident. A universal curve cannot be given, however, because the field
retaining effect of a dielectric-air interface increases with increasing dielec
tric constant. 

The phase velocity within the rod is also a function of the diameter and 

dielectric constant, as shown5 by Fig. 2. When ~ is very small compared 

with unity, the rod exerts negligible guiding action, and the transmission 
is close to that in free space. For rods of large diameter, the power is con-

3 Unlike all other modes in a' dielectric wire and all modes in a conducting pipe, the 
lowest dielectric wire mode theoretically has its cutoff at zero frequency. Cf. Schelkunoff, 
loco cit., p. 428. 

4 That is, the TEll mode in circular pipe or the TE10 mode in rectangular pipe. 
s Figs. 1 and 2 are based onca1culations by Dr. Marion C. Gray. 
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fined almost entirely within the rod, and the phase velocity approaches that 
in an unbounded medium of the same dielectric constant. By choosing 

intermediate values of P. , ~ can be varied between these limits. 
}.. c 

3. ENDFIRE ANTENNAS 

We consider a linear array of isotropic radiators, infinite in number but 
so closely spaced as to occupy a finite length. We assume that the radia
tors are uniformly excited from a feed line, a transmission line parallel to 
the array phasing the various elements according to phase velocity on the 
line. The radiation pattern is given by6 
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where r = relative field strength 
e = angle with respect to the array axis 
p = length of array in free space wavelengths 

(1) 

1.8 2.0 

27r{3 = phase shift in radians in the feed line from one end of array to 
the other end. 

The pattern is symmetdcal about the array axis. 
Plotted from (1), Fig. 3 shows the pattern of a six wavelength radiator, 

p = 6, for selected values of {3. When {3 = 'p (= 6 in this case), phase 
velocity along the feed line is equal to free space velocity, and the resulting 
pattern is endfire. With {3 = p + 0.5 (= 6.5) the pattern remains endfire 
and the major lobe becomes sharper. For {3 < p and {3 > p + 0.5 (as shown 
by (3 = 5.0, 5.5, 7.0) the pattern deteriorates into a forward conical beam. 

6 R. M. Foster, B. S. T; J., Vol. 5, p. 307, 1926. 
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The gain of a uniformly excited endfire antenna7 with f3 = p is 4p. For 
f3 ~. p, the gain can be written 
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Fig. 3-Directional patterns of a six wavelength (p = 6) continuous array. -

The factor A is given graphically in Fig. 4 as a function of 27r(f3 - p), the 
phase lag.s The highest gain occurs for a phase lag of approximately 7r 

radians relative to free space transmission, that is, 'for f3 = p + 0.5, in con
fOfffiity with the patterns of Fig. 3. For a short radiator, A is about 2; 
with increasing antenna length, A approaches 1.8. 

7 Schelkunoff, loco cit. p. 347. 
8 Fig. 4 and equation (5) were supplied by Dr. H. T. Friis. 
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The width of the major lobe is given by 

B 
Beam Width = VP' (3) 

The constant B depends on /3 - p and on the manner in which beam width 
is defined. For width in degrees between half power points, and with 
/3 - p = 0.5 for maximum gain, B is computed from (1) to be about 60. 
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Fig. 4-Gain factor A as a function of phase lag in endfire arrays: 

If a sinusoidal variation in excitation voltage along the radiator is super
posed on the constant amplitude assumed for (1), we get 

r = I a sin 7r(p cos 0 - /3) + (1 _ a) cos 7r(p cosO - (3) I (4) 
7r(p cos 0 - (3) 1 - 4(p cos 0 - (3)'Z 

where a is defined in Fig. 5. This figure gives patterns of a six wavelength 
radiator according to (4) for various values of a. Here {3 is fixed at 6.5 
for maximum gain. Tapering symmetrically away from the center de
creases the minor lobes. The gain is also decreased, but to a lesser extent. 
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Exponential tapering comes about from heat losses and radiation losses 
in the feed line. With attenuation a per wavelength, (1) becomes8 
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Fig. 5-Effect of sinusoidal tapering of power upon directional characteristic of a six 
wavelength continuous array. 

Feed line attenuation increases slightly the minor lobe amplitudes and fills 
in the nulls. Exponential tapering caused by radiation can be reduced or 
eliminated if the coupling of the radiating elements to the feed line is gradu
ally increased along the line. 

4. THE POL YROD ANTENNA 

It has been found experiment.any that a suitably proportioned dielectric 
rod can act as an efficient endfire radiator. A complete understanding of 

8.Loc. cit. 
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its operation involves the solution of Maxwell's equations subject to the 
boundary conditions appropriate to the configura tion. An analysis of this 
sort is not available because of its mathematical complexity. However, a 
satisfactory explanation of polyrod operation, especially for engineering 
purposes, can be obtained by establishing analogies with array theory, 
coupled with existing knowledge about transmission in uniform dielectric 
wires. In this treatment by analogy, we remain essentially ignorant of the 
local fields in the vicinity of the dielectric, the role played by the discon
tinuities at both ends of the antenna, and other detailed features. We do 
have, however, a working theory which predicts closely the features of the 
radiation as observed at a distance. Under these circumstances, insistence 
upon a rigorous field solution has not so far appeared necessary. 
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Fig. 6-Data on polyrods of uniform rectangular cross-section tA by tAo 

Experimental data have been obtained at frequencies in the vicinity of 
3000 megacycles except for Fig. 9, representing work at 9000 megacycles. 
For the sake of generality, these results are presented in dimensions of "A: 
the free space wavelength. In all cases, polyrods have been energized from 
a dielectric filled metal guide whose conducting sheath is abruptly termi
nated, the dielectric continuing on as the radiator. 

The earliest form of polyrod9 was a polystyrene rod of uniform rectangular 
cross-section, about l"A by !"A. Figure 6 shows the gains and directional 
patterns measured for such rods in three different lengths. In a plane 
normal to the axis, the radiation is approximately isotropic. The observed 
gains are proportional to length. They are greater than 4p by a factor of 

9 The earliest work on polyrods was done in 1941 by Dr. G. C. Southworth. Cf. his 
U. S. Patent 2,206,923 issued in 1940. 
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about 1.4. Phase velocity in these rods was not measured and is not 
available from theory. Referring to Fig. 4, however, we must assume at 
least 0.47T' radians of phase retardation to explain the increased gain. When 
the pattern for the 6A rod is compared with the sharpest pattern ({3 = 6.5) 
in Fig. 3, the observed characteristic is sharper than expected even with a 
phase retardation of 7T'. The amplitudes of minor lobes are in good agree
ment. Attenuation, as revealed by the amplitudes at minima in the 
patterns, is apparently appreciable but not serious. 

The principal defect of the uniform polyrod is the strong minor lobes. 
This is remedied by tapering the amplitude of radiation symmetrically 
about the midpoint, as suggested in Fig. 5. To obtain such tapering let 
us start at the waveguide end with a relatively thick rod. From Fig. 1, 
this tends to retain a larger fraction of the power and should therefore not 
radiate so strongly. Let us decrease the cross-section gradually in pro
gressing along the rod, thus increasing the power radiated. Upon reaching 
a point near the center, we find the power in the rod already considerably 
diminished by the radiation which has already taken place. Beyond this 
point, gradually decreasing radiation is automatically secured with a uni
form cross-section as a result of previous radiation. 

This line of reasoning, calling for a polyrod tapered down in cross-section 
only in the first half of its length, is verified experimentally. Since detailed 
field analysis is not available for the polyrod, the most favorable proportions 
have been found empirically. Three examples will be described. 

Figure 7 shows a 6A rectangular polyrod linearly tapered for a little more 
than half its length from a base .!A square to a rectangular section lA by !A. 
the remainder being uniform. The tapering is confined to the magnetic 
plane. Measured phase velocity and directional pattern are included in 
Fig. 7. By reference to Fig. 5, the observed minor lobe amplitudes cor
respond to a value of a somewhat less than 0.5. The gain, considerably 
improved over the uniform rod, implies from (2) a value of 1.86 for A in 
remarkable agreement with Fig. 4. 

Figure 8 shows data on a 6A cylindrical polyrod linearly tapered for about 
half its length from a diameter of 0.5A to 0.3A with the remainder uniform. 
The pattern is very similar to that of the preceding example; the gain is 
slightly reduced, and A = 1.66. From Fig. 1, e = 2.5, about half the 

power is internal for ~ = 0.5, while less than one-tenth is internal for 0.3. 

Agreement between Figs. 2 and 8 for phase velocity is fairly good. 
Figure 9 gives information10 about an 8.65A radiator which resembles the 

10 Supplied by Mr. C. B. H. Feldman. 
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conical-cylindrical design of Fig. 8, but which is longer and is tapered for 
slightly less than half its length. The minor lobes (solid curve) arealllower 
than 0.125, a marked improvement over Fig. 8. From the measured gain, 
A is 1.82. 

Regardless of whether the cross-section is square, rectangular, or round, 
radiation is nearly isotropic about the axis:'ofithe polyrod. For the patterns 
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Fig. 7-Data on a 6A tapered rectangular polyrod. 

in Fig. 6-9, beam widths in degrees between half-power points correspond 
to values of B in (3) between about 50 and 60. 

The characteristics of polyrods can thus be correlated with array theory 
for isotropic radiators continuously distributed along- an axis. There are, 
to be sure, minor discrepancies which might become more serious in a dif
ferent range of polyrod proportions. For the lengths and cross-sections 
tested, however, equations (1) to (5) describe polytod performance very 
satisfactorily for engineering purposes. 
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5. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONAL DETAILS 

Figure 10 shows a production model of a polyrod for 3000 megacycles, 
with means for matching it to a rectangular waveguide.H A two-iris 
transformer is used with a resulting width of 4% between the 1 db standing 
wave points. The clamping illustrated is designed to maintain a firm grip 
on the rod despite tendencies of the polystyrene to cold flow. 

Another type of coupling is indicated in Fig. 11. Here the polyrod is 
still fed from a waveguide but this is in turn transformed to a coaxial line. 
The composite can thus be regarded as a coaxial to polyrod coupling. The 
coaxial line taps at point b onto the short-circuited antenna a-b-c at a point 

------------~ 
Fig. 11-Coaxial feed for polyrod. 

POLYSTYRENE 
ROD 

chosen to match the characteristic impedance of the coaxial line. The back 
end of the waveguide is short circuited'by a metal cap a quarter wavelength 
behind the transverse wire antenna. A movable coaxial plunger provides 
tuning. This arrangement has a bandwidth of 1% to the 1 db standing 
wave points. 

The frequency response of a polyrod is inherently broad. The directive 
pattern varies slowly with both phase velocity and amplitude distribution 
along the axis. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, these quantities are slowly vary
ing functions of A over a considerable range of polyrod proportions. At 

11 Developed by Mr. D. H. Ring. 
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present, the usable bandwidth is therefore limited primarily by the frequency 
response of the coupling arrangements from polyrod to waveguide or coaxial 
line. 

We have been exclusively concerned so far with plane polarized radiation. 
A circularly symmetrical polyrod such as in Fig. 8 can be used equally well 
to radiate circularly polarized waves. To do this, the polyrod is fed from 
a waveguide in which circulary polarized dominant waves are generated by 
means of a 90° phase shift section.I2 

The effect of dielectric loss upon polyrod performance is shown in Fig. 12, 
to be compared with Fig. 7. The power factors are: Styramic, 0.0005; 
hard rubber, 0.003; acetate butyrate, 0.020; polystyrene, 0.0002. Mate
rials having power factors less than 0.001 are satisfactory for polyrod an
tennas. 

Figure 13 shows the crosstalk between adjacent polyrods, that is, the 
power received in one radiator when the other is energized.· For polyrods 
pointing in the same direction, separations greater than a wavelength insure 
low mutual coupling. This makes the polyrod attractive as the element 
in broadside arrays. Proximity to other un driven polyrods affects the gain 
and directional pattern to a greater extent, as shown in Fig. 9. 

More generally, the performance of a polyrod is affected by proximity 
to any metallic or dielectric objects. The gain and pattern must be deter
mined empirically for each new configuration. It has been found that a 
metal rod can be placed parallel to a polyrod without seriously affecting its 
behavior so long as a separation of a wavelength or more is maintained. 
Sheets of dielectric material can be brought even closer without adverse 
effect so long as large surfaces are not in direct contact with the polyrod. 
These and other experiences suggest that the polyrod is relatively unaffected 
by nearby objects. 

Tests have been made of the effect of fresh and salt water in the form of 
a spray or solid stream playing on a polyrod. Provided that puddles do not 
form on the surface, as can happen with rectangular polyrods, the effect is 
a decrease of 1 to 2 db in gain under the worst conditions. 

In conclusion, for microwave applications involving moderate gains of 
15 to 20 db, the polyrod assumes a convenient physical form and displays 
high electrical efficiency. It is less subject to disturbance by nearby ob
jects than might be expected. It is especially useful as an element in broad
side arrays. As an example of such arrays, Fig. 14 shows a 42 rod steerable 
beam antenna used in an important type of Navy fire control radar. 

12 For a discussion of this subject, cf. A. G. Fox, "An Adjustable Waveguide Phase 
Changer," to be published in Proc. I. R. E. 



Targets for Microwave Radar Navigation 

By SLOAN D. ROBERTSON 

The effective echoing areas of certain radar targets can be calculated by the 
methods of geometrical optics. Other more complicated structures have been 
investigated experimentally. This paper considers a number of targets of practi
cal interest with particular emphasis on trihedral and biconical comer reflectors. 
The possibility is indicated of using especially designed targets of high efficiency 
as aids to radar navigation. 

INTRODUCTION 

I T NOW seems likely that radar, developed during the war, will find in
creasing application as a navigational aid for aircraft and surface vessels. 

In fact there are good reasons for expecting that peace-time radar can be 
made even more efficient than its war-time prototype. 

There are two ways of improving radar performance. One may concen
trate on the radar set proper with the objeCt of increasing either the power of 
the transmitter or the sensitivity of the receiver. Or, one may take steps to 
improve the echoing efficiency of the targets. The latter was, of course, not 
possible during the war since most of the targets of interest were controlled 
by the enemy. It is a purpose of the present paper to consider the design 
of various targets of high echoing efficiency and wide angular response which 
may be placed at strategic points as aids to radar navigation. The ideal 
reflector to serve as a "beacon" or "buoy" for guiding radar-equipped air
craft or ships would present a highly effective area to incident radiation over 
a full 3600 in azimuth, and would also be operative over a fairly broad verti
cal angle. The value of a particular target for navigational purposes may 
therefore be considered in terms of, two factors: effective area, and angular 
response. 

The echo received by a radar from a particular target can be calculated 
by the formula:1 

2 2 
WR = TV ARAeJJ 

T X4 d4 
(1) 

where lV R = echo power available at the terminals of the radar antenna. 
W T = power launched by radar. 
A R = effective area of radar antenna assuming that the same an

tenna is used both for transmission and reception. 

1 This equation follows directly from Equation (1) of a paper by H. T. Friis, "A Note 
on a Simple Transmission Formula," Froc. I.R.E., Vol. 34, pp. 254-256, May 1946. The 
radar transmission formula is obtained by applying Friis' formula twice; first to the trans
mission from the radar to the target, then to the transmission from the target to the radar. 
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A elf = effective area of target.2 

").. = wavelength. 
d = distance between radar and target. 

The above formula applies to the case where free-space propagation prevails; 
that is, where multiple path or anomalous transmission effects are absent. 

It is apparent from the formula that, at a given wavelength and range, the 
received echo power can be increased by increasing the transmitted power, 
the size of the antenna, or the effective area of the target. The present paper 
will consider only the latter. 

In some cases the effective area of a target can be calculated from simple 
geometrical optics. For the more complicated structures it is always pos
sible to measure the effective area by comparing the signal reflected by the 
object in question to the signal reflected from a simple target of known 
effective area. 

FLAT PLATES 

The simplest target for which the effective area can be calculated is a fiat 
metal plate oriented so as to be perpendicular to the incident radiation. It 
can be demonstrated that a flat plate with all linear dimensions large in pro
portion to the wavelength of the incident radiation has an effective area 
which is substantially equal to its geometrical area. Diffraction effects at 
the edges of such a plate are small in comparison with the energy reflected 
from the central portion of the plate. 

Flat plates, however, have the serious disadvantage that, in order to create 
strong echoes, they must be maintained accurately perpendicular to the 
incident rays. At other angles of incidence the echoes fall off rapidly. For 
this reason flat plates are of limited value as targets for use in navigation. 

DIHEDRAL CORNER REFLECTORS 

A dihedral corner reflector consists of two perpendicular, plane conducting 
surfaces which are usually arranged so that they intersect along a common 
line. Figure 1 shows a typical dihedral reflector. The dihedral reflector 
has the important property that a ray which enters the corner will experience 
a reflection from each of the surfaces and will return in the direction from 
which it came, provided of course that the entering ray lies in a plane which 
is perpendicular to the line of intersection of the planes which form the 

2 The term "effective area" as used in this paper refers to the equivalent flat plate area 
of a target. The echoing effectiveness of a target may alternatively be expressed in terms 
of the cross section of an equivalent isotropic reflector as described by Schneider, "Radar," 
Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 34, p. 529, August 1946. The alternative unit is called the "scattering 
cross section" and is frequently denoted by the symbol u, although Schneider uses S. The 
two quantities are related by the equation u = 411" A2eff/X2. Both units are useful. For 
most of the targets considered in the present paper, Aelf does not vary with X and is there-
fore preferable. . 
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corner. The latter restriction constitutes the principal objecti~n to the 
practical use of dihedrals. The path of a typical ray is shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. i-Dihedral comer reflector. 

Fig. 2-Variation of effective area of a dihedral with aspect angle. 

The effective area of a dihedral reflector depends upon both the size of the 
reflector and the orientation of the reflector with respect to the incident rays. 
Figure 2 shows how the effective area varies as the dihedral is rotated about 
the line of intersection of the two planes. The effective areas for the differ
ent orientations are shown by the shaded regions in the lower part of the 
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figure. For a reflector. having the dimensions shown in, the figure the 
effective area for different angles of incidence f) ca1,1 be calculated by the for
mula. 

Aeff =2 a b sin (45 0 
- f)) 

where f) is ahvays considered positive and less than 45°. 
Figure 3 shows the polarization of the reflected ray for differently polarized 

incident rays. For our purpose, the incident rays may be assumed to enter 
the left side of the reflector sho'wn in the figure and the reflected rays may be 
assumed to emerge from the right. It is apparent that if the incident ray 
is polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the line of intersection of the 
two surfaces-the reflected ray will be polarized in the same plane as the inci-

Fig. 3-Polarization effect in a dihedral reflector. 

dent ray. If the incident ray is polarized at an angle of 45° to the line of 
intersection, the reflected ray will be polarized perpendicularly to the. 
incident ray. In the latter case the signal received back at the radar will 
not ordinarily be accepted by the same antenna which launched the incident 
radiation. 

TRIHEDRAL CORNER REFLECTOR 

Assume that three reflecting surfaces AOB, AOC, and BOC are placed so 
as to form the right-angled corner illustrated in Fig. 4. In general, electro
magnetic "laves, upon striking an interior surface of the device, will undergo 
a reflection from each of the three planes and return in a direction parallel to 
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and with the same polarization as the incident ray. The path of a typical 
ray is shown by line 1, 2, 3, the particular ray chosen having entered the 
reflector along a line perpendicular to the plane of the paper. Points 1 and 
3 represent the initial and final points of reflection, respectively, whereas 
point 2 represents the intermediate reflection poiJ?t. 

Two important conclusions can be drawn from a careful inspection of the 
path 1, 2,3; namely, the projections of points 1 and 3 are diametrically oppo
site on a circle drawn about point 0 as a center, and points 1 and 3 appear 
to be images of point 2; i.e., the ingoing ray at 1 appears to be directed toward 
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Fig. 4-Trihedral corner reflector showing the paths of typical rays. 

the image of point 2 in plane AOB, and the outcoming ray at 3 appears to 
come from the image of point 2 in plane AOC. 

Not all rays falling upon a corner reflector of finite dimensions will be re
flected in the direction of the source. For example, a ray striking point 4 in 
Fig. 4 may be reflected successively at points 4 and 5, but if the planeBOC 
is not sufficiently extended it will not undergo the necessary third reflection 
required to return the ray in the incident direction. 

The portion of the projected cross-section of a corner reflector which is 
able to return incident radiation to the source is called the "effective area." 
It is, of course, a function of the aspect, that is to say, the angle at which the 
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reflector is being viewed, as well as the geometrical configuration of the 
reflector. For some of the simpler configurations the effective area can be 
readily determined by the following procedure. 

Project the aperture of the reflector through the apex 0 to form the image 
(A' B' C' of Fig. 4); then project the aperture and its image upon a plane 
perpendicular to the incident rays. The area common to the projections of 
the aperture and its image is equal to the effective area. The effective area 
of the triangular reflector of Fig. 4 is, therefore, represented by the hexagon 
abc d e f. Only those rays, perpendicular to the plane of the paper) which 

4 A 

C~--------+-~~~~~~~/r-----------~B 

'0' (' \ ;!..", ,/' 
D" \ " /-3 RD IMAGE 

\ / /' 

~ ........... \ //'/ 
~ 

Fig.5-Determination of effective area of trihedral comer reflector. 

fall inside the hexagon will be returned. Exactly the same procedure is used 
in determining the effective area for other aspect angles. 

The above rule must, however, be applied with caution. Situations arise 
in which rays falling upon the area determined by this method do not return 
to the source. Figure 5 shows a reflector in which this difficulty is encoun
tered. This reflector differs from the previous reflector in that it has a notch 
cut in one of the reflecting surfaces. The projection of the aperture upon the 
plane of the paper is indicated by the solid line; that of its image by the 
dotted line. According to the rule of the preceding paragraph, one would 
expect the effective area to be defined by the total shaded area of the figure. 



Such, however, is :not:the cas,e.,., It was ,stated earlier that .th~, ~ngoing"rays 
appear to be directed' toward the images of the; in tt:jrmedia t~ :r:efLecting 
points. This requires that the images of the interIl1edifl.te;f~fLectingpoints 
fall inside of the effec~ive area. In Fig. 5, the images o'f th~ potch fall Inside 
of what would otherwise be the effective area. Since the notcl?-is incapable 
of serving as an intermediate reflector, the more lightly shaded areas are 
excluded from the effective area. In the absence of the notch, a ray entering 
at 1 would be reflected at 2 and emerge at 3. In the presence of the notch, 
however, it, passes through plane AOe and escapes in the direction of 4. 

Therefore, in order to determine the effective area of a corner reflector of 
arbitrary shape and aspect, one must take account of three loci of points 
defined by the aperture as follows: 

1) The aperture itself 
2) The locus of points determined by taking the direct mirror image of 

each point of the aperture with respect to each of the two surfaces of the 
trihedral not containing the point. For example, point D of Fig. 5 will have 
the images D' and D" with reference to planes AOB and BOC, respectively. 
The complete locus of'.points determined in this way is represented by the 
dot-dash line of Fig. 5. 

3) Locus of points on aperture after each has been assumed to have been 
projected through the vertex. , This image is pictured by the dotted lines of 
Fig. 5. 

These three images of the· aperture can, for simplicity, be referred 
to as the first, second, and third images, respectively. The effective area 
is the area common to the projections of the first, second, and third images 
of the aperture upon a plane passing through the apex of the reflector and 
perpendicular to the incident rays. For a given aperture and aspect, a cor
ner reflector can theoretically be replaced by a flat plate located at the apex. 
The size and shape of the flat plate will vary with the aspect as well as with 
the configuration of the aperture. The above procedure has been of consid
erable aid in studying reflectors having apertures of arbitrary shape. 

Although the graphical analysis just given is sufficient to enable one to 
compute the effective area of a reflector for any aspect angle, it is frequently 
more conveneint to determine the complete response pattern of a refleCtor 
experimentally. Most of the experimental results reported in this paper 
were obtained with a L25 centimeter radar arranged as shown in Fig. 6. 
Echo levels were measured on the screen of a type-A indicator using a cali
brated intermediate frequency attenuator'to restore the signal to an arb i
trary' reference level: It is believed that the levels measured in this way are 
accurate to within ± ! decibel. The coordinate system used in recording 
and presenting the data is given in Fig. 7. The reflector was mounted on. a 
turntable which could be rotated about horizontal and vertical axes.', . 
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Curves for the response patterns of a corner reflectorof triangular aperture 
are shown in Fig. 8. These curves were obtained with a reflector constructed 
of silver-painted plywood whose aperture was in the form of a 24-inch 
equilateral triangle. It had been previously determined that, with suitable 
paints, reflectors of this construction behaved exactly as though they were 
made :of sheet metal. 

Depending upon its angle of arrival, a ray may be'reflected by a corner 
reflector in one of four ways. If the a~gle is too oblique, the ray may not 
be returned in the direction of the source at all. If the incoming ray is 

ANTENNA 

TARGET __________ -----------~ 

l~:;~~~==:~~/~~//PT;~;);:1 
~--------------------------- 1000 FEET --------------------------~ 

Fig. 6-Arrangement of apparatus for measuring effective areas of targets. 

SYMMETRIC AXIS 
OF CORNER REFLECTOR 

I 

Fig. 7-Coordinate system used in presenting data. 

exactly perpendicular to one of the three reflecting planes, it will be returned 
to its source after only one reflection. Should the ray arrive in a direction 
exactly parallel to one of the three planes, it will again be returned in the 
direction of its source but in this case it is reflected twice as in a dihedral. 
This particular mode ·of reflection is illustrated by .the shar~ peaks at the 
,extremities of th~ curves in Fig. 8. For all remaining angles of approach the 
ray will be retur~ed' after three reflections in the manner already described. 
The central regions of the curves represent this typ~ of reflection which is of 
principal interest in practice. I'", ' :' 
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The effective area of the triangular trihedral reflector along the symmetric 
axis (0 = 0, ¢ = 0) can be computed from the geometry of Fig. 4. 

Aeff = 0.289 £2 (3) 

where t is the length of one side of the aperture such as CB. The effective 
area at other aspect angles can be computed by relating the echo level at the 
aspect in question with that along the symmetric axis. 
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Fig. 8-Echo-response patterns of a triangular trihedral reflector. 

, It should be pointed out that the effective area for trihedral reflections is 
independent of wavelength ,vhere the reflector is large enough so that 
geometrical optics prevail. If the wavelength is increased, however, the 
sharp dihedral peaks at the edges of the pattern will be broader. 

In the case of the triangular corner reflector the response levels for aspect 
angles of 30°, as measured from the symmetric axis, are down by 10 decibels. 
For many applications a flatter response pattern.is desirable. 
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The present investigation led to the discovery that the response pattern 
of a corner reflector can be modified by a suitable alteration of the geometri
cal configuration of the aperture. There is even the suggestion that the 
response can, to a certain degree, be made to conform to a somewhat arbi
trary pattern within a region extending to approximately 30° from the princi
pal axis. The procedure for accomplishing this has, so far, been one of trial 
and error since the difficulties of a general mathematical solution appear to be 

Fig. 9-Compensated corner reflector. 

Fig. lO-Dimensions of face of compensated reflector. 

insurmountable, at least in a practical sense. For practical purposes, how
ever, it is comparatively easy to conduct a few graphical experiments in order 
to design a reflector having the desired response pattern. 

Figures 9a and 9b show two views of a modified corner reflector .which was 
designed to have a relatively flat response characteristic out to angles of 30° 
from the central axis. Each of the three sides of the reflector, instead of 
being triangular as formerly, has the contour shown in Fig. 10. The 
shaded regions of Fig. 10 represent the surface which has been added. 
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In Fig. 9a, one is assurlied to be looking into the reflector along the sym
metric axis. The effective area is represented by the shaded hexagon. 
Evidently, the effective area of the modified reflector is identical to the 
effective area of the original triangular reflector ABC. Therefore, for this 
particular aspect, the effective area has not been changed by the addition 
of the material at the corners. 

Figure 9b is a view of the reflector at () = 30°, ¢ = 0°. Again, the· shaded 
region represents the effective area, and the parallelogram abcd is the effec
tive area of the reflector before modification. The' modification has evi
dently introduced a substantial gain in effective area for this aspect. A 
graphical comparison of the effective areas of Figs. 9a and 9b shows them 
to be of comparable magnitude. 

With the dimensions defined as in Fig. 10, a corner reflector was con
structed with a= b= 17". The response curves of this reflector are plotted 
in Fig. 11, along with the curves of the ordinary triangular reflector. A 
substantial improvement in response is exhIbited by the compensated re
flector. In the region extending out to 30° from the axis, the response level 
varies by no more than a couple of decibels. The response appears to rise 
slightly in the vicinity of 20°. This could, perhaps, be red~ced by a more 
appropriate shaping of the sides of the reflector. 

The variation of the response curve with the ratio ~ has been studied 
briefly. It appears that a value of ~ = 1 is about right, for the 30° contour 
to equal the axial response. If ~ < 1, the reflector will only be partially 
corrected; if ~ > 1, it will be overly corrected. In the uncorrected reflector 
with triangular aperture, ~ = O. 

If bja =;= 00, that is, if a = 0, one would expect to obtain a response curve 
having a minimum value on the axis and rising to a maximum on either side. 
A reflector having these properties· is illustrated in Figs. 12a and 12b. 
Again Fig. 12a is the axial aspect, whereas Fig. 12b is the 30° aspect. In 
the former, the effective area should be zero; in the latter, it has the value 
represented by the shaded portion. A reflector of this kind, in which b = 
34" and a = 0, was constructed and tested. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 13. The minimum is, perhaps, not as low in value as expected 
because of residual reflections from the support upon which the reflector ,vas 
mounted. As expected, however, the curve passes from a minimum on the 
axis to maxima on either side. 

The above examples serve to illustrate some of the results which can be 
realized with trihedral reflectors. We have seen that the response character
istic can be controlled by appropriate modifications of the geometrical con
figuration of the aperture. 

Experimen ts were performed in order to determine the reduction in echo 
caused by.errors in the internal angles at the corner. 
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-- COMPENSATED REFLECTOR ---- TRIANGULAR REFLECTOR 
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Fig. ll-Response of compensated reflector compared with that of triangular reflector. 

In the first set of experiments only one of the internal angles was altered 
from its nominal value of 90°. Figure 14 shows the apparatus used in the 
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Fig. 12-Modified reflector having minimum response on axis. 
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experiment. The 24-inch reflector was constructed of silver-painted ply
wood and hinged along the intersection of the two upper surfaces so that the 
angle a could be varied at will. A series of response pa tterns were taken for 
various values of a. These are shown in the lower part of Fig. 14. It will 
be observed that one effect of changing a is to lower the echo level. This 
appears, however, to be accompanied by a somewhat flatter response curve. 
The radar used in this experiment had a wavelength of 1.25 centimeters. 
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Fig. 14-Effect of an error in one of the corner angles of a trihe~ral upon its performance. 

A second series of experiments was conducted in which all three internal 
angles were varied simultaneously. The curves shown in the upper half of 
Fig. 15 show the axial echo level for various sizes of reflector as a function 
of the internal angles a. It will be noted that for the .24-inch reflector an 
angular error of ! degree results in an echo-level reduction of two decibels, 
while the same angular error in the 91 inch reflector produces only a negli
gible reduction. The lower part of the figure shows some response patterns 
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taken'with a 24-inch triangular reflector for several values:of a. A wave...; 
length of 1.25 centimeters was used in obtaining both sets of curves. Later, 
similar'measurements were made at a wavelength of·3.2ceritimeters .. It 
*as found that the loss of signal is a~function of the linear error of theapet
furein wavelengths rather than the angular error in'degrees. Thus a giveti 
angular error in a 9i-inch reflector at' a~avelength of 1.25 centimeters will 
produce the same loss in signal as the same angular error in a 24-inch reflector 
operating at a wavelength of 3.2 centimeters. 
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S~HERES AND CYLINDERS 

Formulas for tpe effective, areas of spheres and cylinders which have 
dimensions large in comparison with a wavelength have been supplied by 
J. F. Carlson and s. A. Goudsmit of the RaCliation Laboratory.3 The 
effective area of a sphere of radius R is given by ," , 

wh~\e A is the wavelength. 

A = RA 
2 

,(4) 

, For a cylinder of radius R and height L, both large with respect to a wave
length, theeffective'area for rays perpendictilar to the axis of the cylinder is 

I , ,[, 'A = L ~RA' , '.,; " 

3Unpublished Report 

, ,2 ' {5) 
" 'I 
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It will be of interest to corilparethe: sphere and :the. cylinder.with . corner 
reflectors·.a~d flat plates. The response pa,ttern df a sphere is ideal in Jhat it 
is uniform in all directions. Unfortunately its effective area. is small in com.., 
paris on with that of corner reflectors or flat plates having the same cross
sectional area. The cylinder has a symmetrical response pattern in the plane 

WAVELENGTH, A 
= IOCM 

CORNER 
REFLECTOR 

r .... I]~FT CYLINDER 
:?~ ~. 
"0°: 

."""" ,,-,: 

6.1FT ! e//-' 

Fig. 16-A comparison of several representative targ~ts ha~ing equal effective.areas. 
I I ' • 

perpendicular to the axis but is very sharp in the. plane of. the 'axis. The 
effective area of a cylinder is intermediate betweeli' that of a corner reflector 
anda sphere. Figure 16 is a scale view of a flat plate', a corner reflector, a 
cylinder, and a sphere all having an effective area of one square foot at a 
wavelength of 10 centimeters. For shorter wavelengths the flat plate and 
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. the corner reflector would remain the same size, whereas the cylinder and 
the sphere would have to be larger in order to maintain the same effective 
areas. ' At a wavelength of 1 centimeter the sphere would have to have a 
radius of about 60 feet. 
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Fig. 17-Properties of the biconical comer reflector. 

BICONICAL CORNER REFLECTOR 

50 

A reflector, combining the 3600 horizontal response characteristic of the 
cylinder with a vertical response like that of the corner reflector, was evolved 
and is illustrated in Fig. 17. As shown here, the device consists of two coni
cal surfaces placed in juxtaposition such that the genera trices of one cone 
intersect those of the other at right angles. The operation of the reflector is 
somewhat like that of a dihedral corner reflector in that a ray, upon striking 
one of the cones, is reflected to the other and then returns in the direction of 
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the source. The "Biconical" reflector may perhaps be likened to a cylinder 
which automatically orients itself so that the impinging rays are always 
perpendicular to the axis. 

A biconical reflector was constructed of sheet metal having the dimensions 
indicated in Fig. 17. The vertical response pattern was measured and is 
plotted in the lower portion of the figure. Because of the circular symmetry 
of the reflector, the vertical response curve shown will be equally valid for all 
angles of azimuth. At cJ> = 0° the reflector exhibited an effective area of 
0.16 square feet. The measurements were made at a wavelength of 1.25 
centimeters. 

In the above experiment the incident radiation was polarized in the plane 
of the axis of the cones. In another test with the polarization perpendicular 
to the axis the received echo was reduced by four decibels. This effect is not 
as yet entirely explained. It probably results from a depolarizing effect 
similar to that encountered in the dihedral corner reflector, complicated 
however by the curvature of the cones. 

Only a limited amount of data is available for predicting the effective area 
of a biconical reflector over a wide range of sizes and wavelengths. The 
available data indicate that to a rough approximation and for a given polari
zation the effective area varies directly as the square root of the wavelength 
and as the three-halves power of the diameter of the cones, assuming that 
the height of the reflector is approximately equal to the diameter. 



Tables of Phase Associated with a Semi-Infinite Unit 
Slope of Attenuation 

By D. E. THOMAS 

This paper pnSsents tables of the phase associated with a semi-infinite unit slope 
of attenuation. The phase is given in degrees to .001 degree with an accuracy of 
± .001 degree and in radians to .00001 radian with an accuracy of ± .000015 
radian. The method of constructing the tables and a brief analysis of the errors 
are given. An appendix, which gives a detailed explanation with specific exam
ples of the use of the tables in determining the phase associated with a given 
attenuation characteristic or the reactance associated with a given resistance 
characteristic by means of the straight line approXimation method given in Bode's 
"Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design," is included for the benefit of 
those who are not already acquainted with this method. The Appendix also 
presents an example of a non-minimum phase network1 in which the minimum 
phase determined from the attenuation characteristic fails to predict the true 
phase of the network. 

T.· HE method described by Bode2 for the determination of the phase 
. . associated with a given attenuation characteristic or the reactance 
associated with a given resistance characteristic has proved to be an ex
tremely useful laboratory and design tool. In this method the attenuation 
(or real) characteristic, plotted versus the log of frequency, is approximated 
by a series of straight lines. The phase (or imaginary component) is then 
determined by summing up the ·individual contributions of each elementary 
straight line segment to the total phase (or imaginary component). 

The most elementary straight line characteristic which can be used to 
construct a given straight line approximation is that in which the attenua
tion plotted against the log of frequency is constant on one side of a 
prescribed frequency, Jo, and has a constant slope thereafter. Such a 
characteristic has been called by Bode a "semi-infinite constant slope" 
characteristic.3 A semi-infinite unit slope of attenuation or one in which 
the attenuation changes 6 db per octave, or 20 db per decade is shown in 
Fig. 1. The phase associated with this attenuation characteristic is plotted 
in Fig. 2.4 The independent variable was chosen asJ/Jo for values ofJ less 
thanfo and Jo/J for values ofJ greaterthanJo to keep it finite for all values 
of J and in order to show the phase plotted exactly as it is given in the tables 
to follow. The 'phase associated with a semi-infinite constant slope of 

1 For a complete discussion of minimum phase see Hendrik W. Bode, "Network Analysis 
and Feedback Amplifier Design," D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, N. Y., 
1945. 

2 Ibid Chap. XV, page 344. 
3 Ibid Chap. XIV, page 316. 
4 Ibid Chap. XIV page 317. 
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attenuation of the same character as the semi-infinite unit slope of attenua
tion of Fig. 1 but of slope k, is k times the phase given in Fig. 2. 
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Bode points out,5 however, that the building up of the complete im
aginary characteristic from a single primitive curve, namely a semi-infinite 
real slope, suffers from the disadvantage that the phase contributions of the 
individual slopes may be rathe~ large positive and negative quantities, 
even though the net phase shift is fairly small. In order to avoid this dis
advantage, Bode recommends that the individual finite line segments which 
constitute the straight line approximation to the real characteristic be 
regarded as the elementary characteristics used in the summation of the 
total phase. He then gives a series of charts, plotted as a function of f / f 0, 

of the phase associated with a finite line segment having a 1 db change in 
attenuation and with a ratio of the geometric mean frequency (10) of the 
two terminal frequencies of the finite line segment to the lower terminal 
frequency as a parameter (ratio designated a). 

However, problems have arisen where, even with the finite line segment 
phase charts, the phase contributions of the various elements were suffi
ciently large and nearly equal positive and negative quantities that diffi
culties in interpolation between the curves for the various values of a, given 
on the charts, resulted in a sufficient lack of precision that the quantity 
being sought was lost. 

Because of the usefulness of the method in question, and with its applica
tion to a wider variety of problems, means of increasing its over-all precision 
and simplification of computation have constantly been sought. It had 
occurred to several engineers independently that a table of phase versus 
frequency for a semi-infinite unit slope of attenuation would prove extremely 
useful. The phase in radians at frequency fe, associated with a semi
infinite unit slope of attenuation commencing at frequency fo, is given by 
Bode as6 

B(x,) = ~ (x, + ; + ?s + ... ) (1) 

where: 

ie We 
Xc = - = -, Xe < 1. 

io Wo 

The computation time required to determine the phase at a given frequency 
by summation of the above series is such, that the work required to get the 
phase at a sufficient number of points and to a sufficient number of sig
nificant figures to prepare an adequate table proved to be sufficient to dis
courage this procedure. 

5 Ibid: Chap. XV page 338. 
6 Ibid: Chap. XV, page 343. 
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The derivative of (1) above, however, proves to be quite simple and easy 
to evaluate. It is given by Bode as: 

dB = ~ log 11 + Xc I (2) 
dxc 7I"Xc 1 - Xc 

= ~ (1 + x! + x! + ... ), Xc < 1. 
71" 3 5 

(2a) 

It therefore seemed that since the phase had already been computed by the 
Mathematical Research Group of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., at a 

w 
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RATIO (x=fo = ~o) 
Fig. 3-Element of Fig. 2 for fifo < 1 expanded qualitatively. 

considerable number of points, using the infinite series expansion of (1) 
above the function in the regions between known values of phase could be 
constructed by assuming the intervening curve of phase as a function of 

X = f. to be a series of straight lines having the slope given by (2) above 

over intervals ~x of x made sufficiently small that the resultant straight 
line approximation would approach the true phase curve to the desired 
degree of accuracy for the table contemplated. 
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In order to evaluate the errors involved in such a procedure let us refer 
to Fig. 3 where a segment of the desired phase function to be constructed is 
qualitatively represented on a large scale. It is assumed that the phase at 
Xc, B(xc), is known and that it is desired to determine the error olB in phase 
computed for Xc + .1x when it is assumed that the phase curve is a straight 

line from B(x,) at x" to x, + nx having a slope, ~: (x, + n;), the slope 

LlX 
of the true phase curve at X = Xc + 2. 
Then: 

dB ( .1x) olB = B(xc + .1x) - B(xc) - dx Xc +y .1x 

= ~ .1x + Xc .1x+ xc.1x + .1x + Xc .1x + 2xc .1x 
[ 

2 2 34 32 

7r 3 3 12 5 5 

+ 3xc .1x, + xcLlX + LlX + ... 2 3 4 5 ] 

10 10 80 

= ~ [.1X I: x!n-2 + .1x2 I: nx!n-l 
7r n=l 2n - 1 n=l 2n + 1 

(3) 

+ .1x3 I: n(2n - 1)x~n-2 + ... J. 
n=l 4(2n + 1) 
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Since LlX will be small compared to unity and since an error function is 
being computed it is permissible to take only the 1st term of the difference 
between the true phase and the computed phase, i.e. the LlX~ term, and drop 
all higher order terms of LlX. 
Then: 

olB == ~ [ LlX3 'f n(2n - 1)x~n-2 _ LlX3 'f n(2n - 1)X~n-2J 
7T' n=l 3 (2n + 1) n=l 4(21t + 1) 

= LlX3 ~ n (21t - 1 )x~n-2 
67T';d 2n + 1 . 

(4) 

The equation (4) above for olB gives only the error for a single increment 
LlX of x = fifo. If the phase is known at x = Xa and x = Xb and it is desired 
to determine the phase at points between x = Xa and x = x b then since olB 
always has the same sign the errors due to successive increments of x will be 
cumulative and the total error at x = x b will be n times the average of the 
olB errors of each increment of LlX between Xa and Xb where It is the total 
number of equi-increments of x taken between Xa and Xb. However, since 
the individual olB errors decrease as the cube of LlX, the individual errors 
will decrease as the cube of the number of increments taken between the 
two frequencies at which the phase is known, whereas the cumulative olB 
error will increase only in proportion to the first power of n. Therefore, 
the net result will be a vanishing of the cumulative error inversely as the 
square of the number of frequency increments taken to approximate the 
curve in the interval in question. It therefore follows that the accuracy 
of the proposed method of building up the function, in so far as the. phase 
at the terminals of the straight line segments is concerned, is limited only 
by the number of increments of frequency selected for the summation. 

In order to determine the actual magnitude of errors to be expected olB 
was computed for Xc = .4 and LlX = .02 and found to be only .000015 degree. 
Since the total num ber of :02 intervals needed to be used between previously 
computed values of B is 5, the total cumulative error in this region for 
increments of this magnitude will not be greater than .0001 degree, which 
is entirely satisfactory, since the accuracy being sought is ± .0005 degree in 
B. For Xc = .9 and LlX = ".005 the olB error proves to be only .00001 degree 
and since in this region the value of B has already been determined at .01 
intervals by the more accurate series expansion technique referred to above, 
only two increments are necessary between known values of B and therefore 
the olB error is sufficiently small. 

Having determined the order of magnitude of intervals necessary to keep 
olB errors small, let us examine the errors due to the departure of the straight 
line approximation from the true curve in the interval between Xc and Xc + 
Ax. Since olB will be very small it is anticipated that the maximum value 
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of 02B (see Fig. 3) will occur in the vicinity of Xc + AX. 02B at this point 
. 2 

may be determined as shown below. 

(5) 

where: 

B (x, + ~x) - B(x,) ~ ~[~x ~ 2(2~n: 1) + ~X2 ~ 4(;:;:'1) + ... ] 

- Xc + - - = - AX L: + AX L: + ... dB ( AX) Ax 2 [ n=OO x~n-2 2 n=oo nx~n-l ] 
dx 2 2 7r n=l 2(2n - 1) n=l 2(2n + 1) . 

Again retaining only the first term of the error function and dropping all 
higher order terms of Ax 

02 B == ~ [AX2 I: nx~n-l _ AX2 I: nx~n-l ] 
7r n=l 4(2n + 1) n=l 2 (2n + 1) 

AX2 n=oo 2 n-l 

=_U_L:~ 
27r n=l 2n + 1· 

(6) 

02B proves to be negative and considerably larger than olB for the same 
magnitude of interval. Therefore the computed B will always exceed the 
true phase in the interval Xc to Xc + Ax except above a value of X very near 
to Xc + Ax where. the straight line approximation crosses the true phase 
curve. When Xc = .35 and Ax = .02, 02B is found to be - .0005 degree 
from (6) above, and for Xc = .91 and Ax = .005, 02B is also found to be 
- .0005 degree. The 02B errors are therefore found to be much more im
portant than the olB errors. 02B errors are not accumulative, however, 
and therefore increments of Ax of the above order of magnitude prove to be 
sufficiently small to give the accuracy being sought, namely ± .0005 
degree in B. 

An evaluation of the olB and 02B errors for values of Xc greater than .9 
is difficult due to the slowness of convergence of the series giving these errors. 
For values' of Xc between .9 and unity, however, the frequency of known 
values of B determined from (1) above and available as check points is suffi
cient to check the adequacy 6f intervals insofar as olB errors are concerned. 
Furthermore an analysis similar to that given above for the determination 
of the olB and 02B errors shows that an interpolation of the slopes computed 
for construction of the tables in question, to give the intervening slopes 
necessary to cut the increments of Ax in half will give check points at Xc + 
~x frequencie~, with a olB error (xc + ~x is then the termination of a straight 
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line segment since the Ax interval has been halved) of comparable order of 
magnitude to the olB error for the original interval selected and therefore 
smal1 in comparison to the 02B error for the original Ax interval. This 
technique was therefore used in checking the adequacy of the intervals in 
so far as 02B errors are concerned in the region Xc = .9 to Xc = 1.0. 

Using the procedure outlined above the phase associated with the semi
irifinite unit slope of attenuation of Fig. 1 was computed for values of f less 
thanfo and is given as a function offlfo in Table I in degrees and in Table 
III in radians. For values off greater thanfo the phase was computed as a 
function of fo/f utilizing the odd symmetry behavior of the phase char
acteristic of Fig. 2 on opposite sides of f /fo = 1, and this phase is tabulated 
in Table II in degrees and in Table IV in radians. For the other type of 
semi-infinite unit slope of attenuation in which the attenuation slope is 
constant and equal to unity at all frequencies below fo and the attenuation 
is constant for ,all frequencies above fo (with the constant slope of attenua
tionintersecting the fo axis at the same point as the constant attenuation 
line) the same tables can be used by reading the values of phase for fifo < 1 
from thefolftables and the values of phase forfolf< lfrom the fifo tables. 

The interval? over which the straight line approximation to the true phase 
was assumed are given below: 

Llx Xc 

.02 from .00 to .40 

.01 " .40 " .70 

.005 .70 .92 

.002 .92 .98 

.001 .98 .996 

.0005 .996 .998 

.0002 .998 .999 

.0001 .999 .9998 

.00005 .9998 1.0000 

The points at which the cumulative sum of the straight line increments 
of phase was corrected to the phase as determined from (1) above are listed 
below: 

Every .1 from .00 
" .05 " .40 

.02 .80 

.01 .90 
and at .996, .998, .999, and 1.000 

to 
" 
" 

.40 

.80 

.90 

.99 

A study of the errors based on the error analysis discussed above indicates 
that the computed values of B in degrees are accurate to ± .0005 degree and 
since there is an additional possibility of ± .0005 degree error in dropping 
all figures beyond the third decimal place, the over-all reliability of the degree 
tables is ± .001 degree. Similarly the computed values of B in radians are 
accurate to ± .00001 radian and since there is an additional possibility of 
± .000005 radian error in dropping all figures beyond the fifth decimal 
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place, the over-all reliability of the radian tables is ± .000015 radian. 
Since the function tabulated was constructed by a series of straight line 
approximations to the true phase, interpolation to get the phase for values 
of 1110 or loll between those given in the tables in problems where this is 
necessary, will result in the same accuracy as that given for the tabulated 
values. 

Murlan S. Corrington7 of Radio Corporation of America has computed 
the phase in radians for the semi-infinite unit slope of attenuation of Fig. 1 
for approximately 100 values of 1110 using equations 15-9 and 15-11 of 
Bode's "Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design" and has given a 
table of these values to five decimal places. Where the values of Table III 
differ from Corrington's values, his value is given as a superscript. Since 
his approach is the more exact one, it is assumed that where a difference 
exists, his value is correct. The differences have a maximum value of one 
figure in the fifth decimal place which is consistent with the accuracy of 
± .000015 radian given for Table III. However, linear interpolation of 
Corrington's values to get the function to three figures inJIJo, which preci
sion inJllo is really needed to utilize five figure accuracy in B, will result 
in errors considerably larger than those of Table III for the higher values of 

1110. 
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APPENDIX 

USE OF TABLES I TO IV IN DETERMINING PHASE FROM ATTENUATION OR 

REACTANCE FROM RESISTANCE 

The first step in determining the phase associated with a given attenua
tion characteristic using the tables described in the basic paper is to plot 
the attenuation as a function of log frequency to a suitable scale. Such an 
attenuation characteristic is illustrated in Fig. 4a. The attenuation char
acteristic is then approximated by a series of straight lines such as are shown 
in dotted form~ The number of straight lines used will depend upon the 
accuracy desired in the resultant phase. As a rule, an approximation to the 
attenuation which does not depart by more than ± .5 db will give a resultant 
phase which does not depart by more than ± 3° from the true phase. 

If we now examine the straight line attenuation approximation of Fig.4a, 

21X 
tanh-1 t 

7 Murlan S. Corrington, "Table of the Integral - --- dt" R.C.A. Review 
7r 0 t 

September, 1946, page 432. 
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we see that it can be constructed by adding a number of semi-infinite con
stant slopes of attenuation as shown in Fig. 4b. The first of these v{ill be a 
semi-infinite slope of magnitude kl commencing at the first critical frequency 
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Fig. 4-(a) Straight line approximation to attenuation characteristic. (b) Individual 
semi-infinite constant slopes of attenuation which add to produce the straight'line approxi
mation of Fig. 4(a). 

10. The second will be a semi-infinite slope of magnitude - kl commencing 
at the critical frequency it which must be added to correct for the fact that 
the first straight line of slope +k1 does not extend to infinity, but terminates 
at the critical frequency it, where the straight line approximation assumes a 
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new slope. In order to achieve this new slope a semi-infinite slope of mag
nitude k2, commencing at frequency h, must be added. This process is 
continued up the frequency scale until the entire straight line approxima
tion is constructed. 

The total phase 8(j) at a particular frequency 1 is then given by the sum 
of the phase at frequency 1 associated with each of the semi-infinite constant 
slopes of attenuation which together make up the straight line ap
proxmation. 
Thus: 

8(0 = k180 - k1(h + k281 - k282 + kl)z - k383 + k483 - k484 

or for the general straight line approximation having slopes 

where: 
8n is the phase at frequency 1 associated with the semi-infinite unit slope 

of attenuation commencing at frequency It, and extending to 1 = 00 

and is read from Tables I or III for 1 < In and Tables II or IV for 
1 > In, 

and 
kn is the slope of the straight line approximation between 1 n-l and In 

given by: 

An - A n- 1 

20 log 1:1 
where: 

A n is the attenuation at frequency In on the straight line approximation. 
Note that in Fig. 4a the attenuation is constant from zero frequency to 

the first critical frequency 10. In many problems, there is a constant slope 
below frequency h to frequency zero. In that event, the initial critical 
frequency,lo, will be zero, and 80 will be 90°. (10/1 = 0 at all finite fre
quencies.) When this occurs, kl must be determined by choosing a finite 
frequency 1~ and taking the ratio of attenuation change between 1~ and 11 
to 20 log of the ratio of h to 1~. Similarly, the attenuation is constant in 
the illustration from the top critical frequency h to infinity, whereas in 
many problems the attenuation will have a constant slope extending from 
the top critical frequency to infinity. In these cases, the top critical fre
quency will be infinity and the final angle en wHl, of course, be zero. Here 
again the final slope k n must be determined over a finite portion of this 
infinite slope. 
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It will also be noted that in the illustration given the characteristic is 
approximated, commencing at zero frequency, by a series of semi-infinite 
slopes, each of which is a constant times the characteristic of Fig. 1 of the 
basic paper, for which Tables I to IV were computed. The characteristic 
could have been approximated just as well with a series of semi-infinite 
constant slopes, commencing atl = 00 and going down in frequency, each 
having a flat attenuation above a critical frequency 1 n and constant slope 
at frequencies below. In summing the phase for such an approximation 
Tables I to IV may be used by reading the angles for l11n from the loll 
tables and vice versa as indicated in the basic paper. 

As an illustration of the above procedure, consider the determination of 
the phase associated with the characteristic given by 20 log I Z I shown in 
Fig. 5. The characteristic is first approximated by a series of straight lines 
as shown in dotted form. The critical frequencies and values of A = 20 
log I Z I at these critical frequencies are then read from the straight line 
approximationS and the slopes of the various straight line segments deter
mined as illustrated in Table V. 

Having determined the slopes of the various segments of the straight line 
approximation, the phase at any desired frequency is summed as illustrated 
in Table VI where the phase for 1 = 1.5 is summed. 

The mesh computed value of (J for the network in question is plotted in 
Fig. 6 and it will be noted that the phase summation of Table VI checks the 
true value to within the accuracy to which the phase can be read from the 
curve. The identical procedure is followed in determining the phase at 
any other frequency. As an illustration of the accuracy of the method, the 
phase was determined at a considerable number of frequencies and the results 
shown as individual points in Fig. 6. The straight line approximation to 
20 log I Z I of Fig. 5 was of the order of ± .25 db and, in accordance with the 
estimated accuracy of the method given above, the maximum departure of 
the phase summation from the true phase is approximately ± 1.5°. 

A much simpler approximation than that of Fig. 5 may be used without a 
great loss in accuracy. For instance, a five-line approximation determined 
by the critical frequencies of Table VII will match 20 log I Z I to within 
approximately ± .5 db and therefore should give a phase summation 
within ± 3° of the true phase. The phase was actually summed at 12 fre
quencies chosen at random for this five-line approximation and the maxi
mum departure of the summed phase from the true phase was 3.2°. With 
experience in use of the method, simpler approximations can be used and 
the phase determined more accurately than the limits of accuracy of the 
summation at individual frequencies by plotting the individual summations 

8 The original plot was expanded and had much greater scale detail than can be shown 
with clarity on a single page plate. 



TABLE I-DEGREES PHASE (±.001°) FOR SEMI-INFINITE ATTENUATIOl-< SLOI'E k = If <10 

fifo 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-- ---- ----------------

.00 .000 .036 .073 .109 .146 .182 .219 .255 .292 .328 

.01 .365 .401 .438 .474 .511 .547 .584 .620 .657 .693 

.02 .730 .766 .803 .839 .875 .912 .948 .985 1.021 1.058 

.03 1.094 1.131 1.167 1.204 1.240 1.277 1.313 1.350 1.386 1.423 

.04 1.459 1.496 1.532 1.569 1.605 1.642 1.678 1. 715 1.. 751 1.788 

.05 1.824 1.861 1.897 1.934 1.970 2.007 2.043 2.080 2.116 2.153 

.06 2.189 2.226 2.262 2.299 2.335 2.372 2.409 2.445 2.482 2.518 

.07 2.555 2.591 2.628 2.664 2.701 2.737 2.774 2.810 2.847 2.884 

.08 2.920 2.957 2.993 3.030 3.066 3.103 3.140 3.176 3.213 3.249 

.09 3.286 3.322 3.359 3.396 3.432 3.469 3.505 3.542 3.578 3.615 

.10 3.652 3.688 3.725 3.762 3.798 3.835 3.871 3.908 3.945 3.981 

.11 4.018 4.054 4.091 4.128 4.164 4.201 4.238 4.274 4.311 4.347 

.12 4.384 4.421 4.457 4.494 4.531 4.568 4.604 4.641 4.678 4.714 

.13 4.751 4.788 4.824 4.861 4.898 4.934 4.971 5.008 5.044 5.081 

.14 5.118 5.155 5.191 5.228 5.265 5.302 5.338 5.375 5.412 5.449 

.15 5.485 5.522 5.559 5.596 5.632 5.669 5.706 5.743 5.779 5.816 

.16 5'.853 5.890 5.927 5.963 6.000 6.037 6.074 6.111 6.148 6.184 

.17 6.221 6.258 6.295 6.332 6.369 6.405 6.442 6.479 6.516 6.553 

.18 6.590 6.626 6.663 6.700 6.737 6.774 6.811 6.848 6.885 6.922 

.19 6.959 6.996 7.033 7.070 7.106 7.143 7.180 7.217 7.254 7.291 

.20 7.328 7.365 7.402 7.439 7.476 7.513 7.550 7.587 7.624 7.661 

.21 7.698 7.735 7.772 7.809 7.846 7.883 7.920 7.957 7.994 8.032 

.22 8.069 8.106 8.143 8.180 8.217 8.254 8.291 8.329 8.366 8.403 

.23 8.440 8.477 8.514 8.551 8.589 8.626 8.663 8.700 8.737 8.774 

.24 8.811 8.849 8.886 8.923 8.960 8.998 9.035 9.072 9.109 9.147 

:25 9.184 9.221 9.259 9.296 9.333 9.370 9.408 9.445 9.482 9.519 
.26 9.557 9.594 9.631 9.669 9.706 9.744 9.781 9.818 9.856 9.893 
.27 9.931 9.968 10.006 10.043 10.080 10.118 10.155 10.193 10.230 10.267 
.28 10.305 10.342 10.380 10.417 10.455 10.492 10.530 10.568 10.605 10.643 
.29 10.680 10.718 10.755 10.793 10.830 10.868 10.906 10.943 10.981 11.018 

.30 11.056 11.094 11.131 11.169 11. 207 11.244 11.282 11.320 11.358 11.395 

.31 11.433 11.471 11.508 11.546 11.584 11. 622 11. 659 11.697 11. 735 11.772 

.32 11.810 11.848 11.886 11.924 11. 962 12.000 12.037 12.075 12.113 12.151 

.33 12.189 12.227 12.265 12.303 12.341 12.379 12.416 12.454 12.492 12.530 

.34 12.568 12.606 12.644 12.682 12.720 12.758 i2.797 12.835 12.873 12.911 

.35 12.9-19 12.987 13.025 13.063 13.101 13.139 13.177 13.215 13.254 13.292 

.36 13.330 13.368 13.406 13.445 13.483 13.521 13.559 13.598 13.636 13.674 

.37 13.713 13.751 13.789 13.827 13.866 13.904 13.942 13.981 14.019 14.057 

.38 14.096 14.134 14.173 14.211 14.250 14.288 14.327 14.365 14.404 14.442 

.39 14.481 14.519 14.558 14.596 14.635 14.673 14.712 14.750 14.789 14.827 

.40 14.866 14.905 14.943 14.982 15.021 15.059 15.098 15.137 15.175 15.214 

.41 15.253 15.292 15.330 15.369 15.408 15.447 15.486 15.525 15.563 15.602 

.42 15.641 15.680 15.719 15.758 15.797 15.836 15.875 15.914 15.953 15.991 

.43 16.030 16.070 16.109 16.148 16.187 16.226 16.265 16.304 16.343 16.382 

.44 16.421 16.460 16.500 16.539 16.578 16.617 16.657 16.696 16.735 16.774 

.45 16.813 16.853 16.892 16.931 16.971 17.010 17.050 17.089 17.128 17.168 

.46 17.207 17.247 17.2a,6 17.326 17.365 17.405 17.444 17.484 17.523 17.563 

.47 17.602 17.642 17.681 17.721 17.761 17.800 17.840 17.880 17.919 17.959 

.48 17.999 18.039 18.078 18.118 18.158 18.198 18.238 18.277 18.317 18.357 

.49 18.397 18.437 18.477 18.517 18.557 18.597 18.637 18.677 18.717 18.757 

.50 18.797 18.837 18.877 18.917 18.958 18.998 19.038 19.078 19.118 19.158 

.51 19.198 19.239 19.279 19.320 19.360 19.400 19.441 19.481 19.521 19.562 

.52 19.602 19.642 19.683 19.723 19.764 19.804 19.845 19.885 19.926 19.967 

.53 20.007 20.048 20.088 20.129 20.170 20.211 20.251 20.292 20.333 20.373 

.54 20.414 20.455 20.496 20.537 20.578 20.619 20.660 20.701 20.741 20.782 
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TABLE I -Continued 

fifo 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

-- ---- ---- ---- --------
.55 20.823 20.864 20.906 20.947 20.988 21.029 21.070 21.111 21.152 21.193 
.56 21.234 21.276 21.317 21.358 21.400 21.441 21.482 21.524 21.565 21.606 
.57 21.648 21.689 21.731 21. 772 21.814 21.855 21.897 21.939 21.980 22.022 
.58 22.063 22.105 22.147 22.189 22.230 22.272 22.314 22.356 22.397 22.439 
.59 22.481 22.523 22.565 22.607 22.649 22.691 22.733 22.775 22.817 22.859 

.60 22.901 22.943 22.986 23.028 23.070 23.112 23.155 23.197 23.239 23.281 

.61 23.324 23.366 23.409 23.451 23.494 23.536 23.579 23.621 23.664 23.706 

.62 23.749 23.792 23.834 23.877 23.920 23.963 24.006 24.048 24.091 24.134 

.63 24.177 24.220 24.263 24.306 24.349 24.392 24.435 24.478 24.521 24.564 

.64 24.607 24.651 24.694 24.738 24.781 24.824 24.868 24.911 24.954 24.998 

.65 25;041 25.085 25.128 25.172 25.216 25.259 25.303 25.347 25.390 25.434 

.66 25.478 25.522 25.566 25.610 25.654 25.698 25.742 25.786 25.830 25.873 

.67 25.917 25.962 26.006 26.050 26.095 26.139 26.183 26.228 26.272 26.316 

.68 26.361 26.405 26.450 26.494 26.539 26.584 26.628 26.673 26.718 26.762 

.69 26.807 26.852 26.897 26.942 26.987 27.032 27.077 27.122 27.167 27.212 

.70 27.257 27.302 27.348 27.393 27.438 27.484 27.529 27.574 27.620 27.665 

.71 27.711 27.757 27.802 27.848 27.894 27.939 27.985 28.031 28.077 28.123 

.,12 28.169 28.215 28.261 28.307 28.353 28.399 28.445 28.492 28.538 28.584 

.73 28.631 28.677 28.724 28.770 28.817 28.863 28.910 28.957 29.003 29.050 

.74 29.097 29.144 29.191 29.238 29.285 29.332 29.379 29.426 29.473 29.521 

.75 29.568 29.615 29.663 29.710 29.757 29.805 29.853 29.900 29.948 29.996 

.76 30.043 30.091 30.139 30.187 30.235 30.283 30.331 30.379 30.428 30.476 

.77 30.524 30.572 30.621 30.669 30.718 30.766 30.815 30.864 30.913 30.961 

.78 31.010 31.059 31.108 31.157 31.206 31.255 31.305 31.354 31.403 31.453 

.79 31.502 31. 551 31.601 31.651 31. 700 31.750 31.800 31.850 31.900 31.950 

.80 32.000 32.050 32.100 32.150 32.201 32.251 32.301 32.352 32.403 32.453 

.81 32.504 32.555 32.606 32.657 32.707 32.758 32.810 32.861 32.912 32.963 

.82 33.015 33.066 33.118 33.170 33.221 33.273 33.325 33.377 33.429 33.481 

.83 33.533 33.586 33.638 33.690 33.743 33.795 33.848 33.901 33.954 34.006 

.84 34.059 34.113 34.166 34.219 34.272 34.325 34.379 34.433 34.486 34.540 

.85 34.594 34.648 34.702 34.756 34.810 34.865 34.919 34.974 35.028 35.083 

.86 35.138 35.193 35.248 35.303 35.358 35.413 35.469 35.524 35.580 35.636 

.87 35.691 35.747 35.804 35.860 35.916 35.972 36.029 36.086 36.142 36.199 

.88 36.256 36.313 36.370 36.428 36.485 36.542 36.600 36.658 36.716 36.774 

.89 36.832 36.891 36.949 37.008 37.067 37.125 37.184 37.244 37.303 37.362 

.90 37.422 37.482 37.542 37.602 37.662 37.722 37.783 37.844 37.904 37.965 

.91 38.026 38.088 38.149 38.211 38.273 38.334 38.397 38.459 38.522 38.584 

.92 38.647 38.710 38.773 38.837 38.901 38.965 39.029 39.093 39.157 39.222 

.93 39.287 39.352 39.418 39.483 39.549 39.615 39.681 39.748 39.815 39.882 

.94 39.949 40.017 40.085 40.153 40.221 40.290 40.359 40.428 40.497 40.567 

.95 40.638 40.708 40.779 40.850 40.921 40.993 41. 066 41.138 41. 211 41.285 

.96 41.358 41.432 41.507 41.582 41.657 41. 733 41.809 41.887 41.964 42.042 

.97 42.120 42.19,9 42.278 42.359 42.439 42.521 42.603 42.686 42.769 42.854 

.98 42.938 43.024 43.111 43.199 43.288 43.378 43.469 43.561 43.655 43.750 
~99 43.846 43.945 44.045 44.148 44.253 44.361 44.473 (refer to table below) . 

.9960 44.473 .9984 44.763 .9992 44.871 

.9965 44.530 .9985 44.776 .9993 44.886 

.9970 44.589 .9986 44.789 .9994 44.900 

.9975 44.649 .9987 44.802 .9995 44.915 

.9980 44.711 .9988 44.816 .9996 44.931 

.9981 44.724 .9989 44.829 .9997 44.946 

.9982 44.737 .9990 44.843 .9998 44.963 

.9983 44.750 .9991 44.857 .9999 44.980 
1.0000 45.000 
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TABLE II-DEGREES PHASE (±.001°) FOR SEMI-INFINITE ATTENUATION SLOPE k = 1 
1 >10 

1 0/1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
------------ -- ------

.00 90.000 89.964 89.927 89.891 89.854 89.818 89.781 89.745 89.708 89.672 

.01 89.635 89.599 89.562 89.526 89.489 89.453 89.416 89.380 89.343 89.307 

.02 89.270 89.234 89.197 89.161 89.125 89.088 89.052 89.015 88.979 88.942 

.03 88.906 88.869 88.833 88.796 88.760 88.723 88.687 88.650 88.614 88.577 

.04 88.541 88.504 88.468 88.431 88.395 88.358 88.322 88.285 88.249 88.212 

.05 88.176 88.139 88.103 88.066 88.030 87.993 87.957 87.920 87.884 87.847 

.06 87.811 87.774 87.738 87.701 87.665 87.628 87.591 87.555 87.518 87.482 

.07 87.445 87.409 87.372 87.336 87.299 87.263 87.226 87.190 87.153 87.116 

.08 87.080 87.043 87.007 86.970 86.934 86.897 86.860 86.824 86.787 86.751 

.09 86.714 86.678 86.641 86.604 86.568 86.531 86.495 86.458 86.422 86.385 

.10 86.348 86.312 86.275 86.238 86.202 86.165 86.129 86.092 86.055 86.019 

.11 85.982 85.946 85.909 85.872 85.836 85.799 85.762 85.726 85.689 85.653 

.12 85.616 85.579 85.543 85.506 85.469 85.432 85.396 85.359 85.322 85.286 

.13 85.249 85.212 85.176 85.139 85.102 85.066 85.029 84.992 84.956 84.919 

.14 84.882 84.845 84.809 84.772 84.735 84.698 84.662 84.625 84.588 84.551 

.15 84.515 84.478 84.441 84.404 84.368 84.331 84.294 84.257 84.221 84.184 

.16 84.147 84.110 84.073 84.037 84.000 83.963 83.926 83.889 83.852 83.816 

.17 83.779 83.742 83.705 83.668 83.631 83.595 83.558 83.521 83.484 83.447 

.18 83.410 83.374 83.337 83.300 83.263 83.226 83.189 83.152 83.115 83.078 

.19 83.041 83.004 82.967 82.930 82.894 82.857 82.820 82.783 82.746 82.709 

.20 82.672 82.635 82.598 82.561 82.524 82.487 82.450 82.413 82.376 82.339 

.21 82.302 82.265 82.228 82.191 82.154 82.117 82.080 82.043 82.006 81.968 

.22 81.931 81.894 81.857 81.820 81.783 81. 746 81.709 81.671 81.634 81.597 

.23 81.560 81.523 81.486 81.449 81.411 81.374 81.337 81.300 81.263 81.226 

.24 81.189 81.151 81.114 81.077 81.040 81.002 80.965 80.928 80.891 80.853 

.25 80.816 80.779 80.741 80.704 80.667 80.630 80.592 80.555 80.518 80.481 

.26 80.443 80.406 80.369 80.331 80.294 80.256 80.219 80.182 80.144 80.107 

.27 80.069 80.032 79.994 79.957 79.920 79.882 79.845 79.807 79.770 79.733 

.28 79.695 79.658 79.620 79.583 79.545 79.508 79.470 79.432 79.395 79.357 

.29 79.320 79.282 79.245 79.207 79.170 79.132 79.094 79.057 79.019 78.982 

.30 78.944 78.906 78.869 78.831 78.793 78.756 78.718 78.680 78.642 78.605 

.31 78.567 78.529 78.492 78.454 78.416 78.378 78.341 78.303 78.265 78.228 

.32 78.190 78.152 78.114 78.076 78.038 78.000 77 .963 77.925 77 .887 77·.849 

.33 77 .811 77.773 77.735 77.697 77 .659 77 .621 77 .584 77 .546 77 .508 77 .470 

.34 77 .432 77 .394 77 .356 77.318 77 .280 77.242 77.203 77.165 77 .127 77 .089 

.35 77.051 77 .013 76.975 76.937 76.899 76.861 76.823 76.785 76.746 76.708 

.36 76.670 76.632 76.594 76.555 76.517 76.479 76.441 76.402 76.364 76.326 

.37 76.287 76.249 76.211 76.173 76.134 76.096 76.058 76.019 75.981 75.943 

.38 75.904 75.866 75.827 75.789 75.750 75.712 75.673 75.635 75.596 75.558 

.39 75.519 75.481 75.442 75.404 75.365 75.327 75.288 75.250 75.211 75.173 

.40 75.134 75.095 75.057 75.018 74.979 74.941 74.902 74.863 74.825 74.786 

.41 74.747 74.708 74.670 74.631 74.592 74.553 74.514 74.475 74.437 74.398 

.42 74.359 74.320 74.281 74.242 74.203 74.164 74.125 74.086 74.047 74.009 

.43 73.970 73.930 73.891 73.852 73.813 73.774 73.735 73.696 73.657 73.618 

.44 73.579 73.540 73.500 73.461 73.422 73.383 73.343 73.304 73.265 73.226 

.45 73.187 73.147 73.108 73.069 73.029 72.990 72.950 72.911 72.872 72.832 

.46 72.793 72.753 72.714 72.674 72.635 72.595 72.556 72.516 72.477 72 .437 

.47 72.398 72.358 72.319 72.279 72.239 72.200 72.160 72.120 72 .D81 72.041 

.48 72.001 71.961 71.922 71.882 71.842 71.802 71.762 71. 723 71.683 71.643 

.49 71.603 71.563 71.523 71.483 71.443 71.403 71.363 71.323 71.283 71.243 

.50 71.203 71.163 71.123 71.083 71.042 71.002 70.962 70.922 70.882 70.842 

.51 70.802 70.761 70.721 70.680 70.640 70.600 70.559 70.519 70.479 70.438 

.52 70.398 70.358 70.317 70.277 70.236 70.196 70.155 70.115 70.074 70.033 

.53 69.993 69.952 69.912 69.871 69.830 69.789 69.749 69.708 69.667 69.627 

.54 69.586 69.545 69.504 69.463 69.422 69.381 69.340 69.299 69.259 69.218 
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TABLE II -Continued 

off 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 

-- ---- ------------ --
.55 69.177 69.136 69.094 69.053 69.012 68.971 68.930 68.889 68.848 68.807 
.56 68.766 68.724 68.683 68.642 68.600 68.559 68.518 68.476 68.435 68.394 
.57 68.352 68.311 68.269 68.228 68.186 68.145 68.103 68.061 68.020 67.978 
.58 67.937 67.895 67.853 67.811 67.770 67.728 67.686 67.644 67.603 67.561 
.59 67.519 67.477 67.435 67.393 67.351 67.309 67.267 67.225 67.183 67.141 

.60 67.099 67.057 67.014 66.972 66.930 66.888 66.845 66.803 66.761 66.719 

.61 66.676 66.634 66.591 66.549 66.506 66.464 66.421 66.379 66.336 66.294 

.62 66.251 66.208 66.166 66.123 66.080 66.037 65.994 65.952 65.909 65.866 

.63 65.823 65.780 65.737 65.694 65.651 65.608 65.565 65.522 65.479 65.436 

.64 65.393 65.349 65.306 65.262 65.219 65.176 65.132 65.089 65.046 65.002 

.65 64.959 64.915 64.872 64.828 64.784 64.741 64.697 64.653 64.610 64.566 

.66 64.522 64.478 64.434 64.390 64.346 64.302 64.258 64.214 64.170 64.127 

.67 64.083 64.038 63.994 63.950 63.905 63.861 63.817 63.772 63.728 63.684 

.68 63.639 63.595 63.550 63.506 63.461 63.416 63.372 63.327 63.282 63.238 

.69 63.193 63.148 63.103 63.058 63.013 62.968 62.923 62.878 62.833 62.788 

.70 62.743 62.698 62.652 62.607 62.562 62.516 62.471 62.426 62.380 62.335 

.71 62.289 62.243 62.198 62.152 62.106 62.061 62.015 61.969 61.923 61.877 

.72 61.831 61.785 61. 739 61.693 61. 647 61.601 61.555 61.508 61.462 61.416 

.73 61.369 61.323 61.276 61.230 61.183 61.137 61.090 61.043 60.997 60.950 

.74 60.903 60.856 60.809 60.762 60.715 60.668 60.621 60.574 60.527 60.479 

.75 60.432 60.385 60.337 60.290 60.243 60.195 60.147 60.100 60.052 60.004 

.76 59.957 59.909 59.861 59.813 59.765 59.717 59.669 59.621 59.572 59.524 

.77 59.476 59.428 59.379 59.331 59 . .282 59.234 59.185 59.136 59.087 59.039 

.78 58.990 58.941 58.892 58.843 58.794 58.745 58.695 58.646 58.597 58.547 

.79 58.498 58.449 58.399 58.349 58.300 58.250 58.200 58.150 58.100 58.050 

.80 58.000 57.950 57.900 57.850 ' 57.799 57.749 57.699 57.648 57.597 57.547 

.81 57.496 57.445 57.394 57.343 57.293 57.242 57.190 57.139 57.088 57.037 

.82 56.985 56.934 56.882 56.830 56.779 56.727 56.675 56.623 56.571 56.519 

.83 56.467 56.414 56.362 56.310 56.257 56.205 56.152 56.099 56.046 55.994 

.84 55.941 55.887 55.834 55.781 55.728 55.675 55.621 55.567 55.514 55.460 

.85 55.406 55.352 55.298 55.244 55.190 55.135 55.081 55.026 54.972 54.917 

.86 54.862 54.807 54.752 54.697 54.642 54.587 54.531 54.476 54.420 54.364 

.87 54.309 54.253 54.196 54.140 54.084 54.028 53.971 53.914 53.858 53.801 

.88 53.744 53.687 53.630 53.572 53.515 53.458 53.400 53.342 53.284 53.226 

.89 53.168 53.109 53.051 52.992 52.933 52.875 52.816 52.756 52.697 52.638 

.90 52.578 52.518 52.458 52.398 52.338 52.278 52.217 52.156 52.096 52.035 

.91 51. 974 51.912 51. 851 51. 789 51. 727 51.666 51.603 51. 541 51.478 51.416 

.92 51.353 51.290 51.227 51.163 51.099 51.035 50.971 50.907 50.843 50.778 

.93 50.713 50.648 50.582 50.517 50.451 50.385 50.319 50.252 50.185 50.118 

.94 50.051 49.983 49.915 49.847 49.779 49.710 49.641 49.572 49.503 49.433 

.95 49.362 49.292 49.221 49.150 49.079 49.007 48.934 48.862 48.789 48.715 

.96 48.642 48.568 48.493 48.418 48.343 48.267 48.191 48.113 48:036 47.958 

.97 47.880 47.801 47.722 47.641 47.561 47.479 47.397 47.314 47.231 47.146 

.98 47.062 46.976 46.889 46.801 46.712 46.622 46.531 46.439 46.345 46.250 

.99 46.154 46.055 45.955 45.852 45.747 45.639 45.527 (refer to tabJe below) 

.9960 45.527 .9984 45.237 .9992 45.129 

.9965 45.470 .9985 45.224 .9993 45.114 

.9970 45.411 .9986 45.211 .9994 45.100 

.9975 45.351 .9987 45.198 .9995 45.085 

.9980 45.289 .9988 45.184 .9996 45.069 

.9981 45.276 .9989 45.171" '.9997 45.054 

.9982 45.263 .9990 45.157 .9998 45.037 

.9983 45.250 .9991 45.143 .9999 45.020 
1.0000 45.000 
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TABLE III-RADIANS PHASE (±.000015) FOR SEMI-INFINITE ATTENUATION SLOPE k = 11<10 

fifo 0 1 2 3 
4 I ' 6 7 8 9 

------
.00 0.00000 0.00064 0.00127 0.00191 0.002550.00318 0.00382 0.00446 0.00509 0.00573 
.01 0.00637 0.00700 0.00764 0.00828 0.00891 0.00955 0.01019 0.01082 0.01146 0.01210 
.02 0.01273 0.01337 0.01401 0.01464 0.01528 0.01592 0.01655 0.01719 0.01783 0.01846 
.03 0.01910 0.01974 0.02037 0.02101 0.02165 0.02228 0.02292 0.02356 0.02419 0.02483 
.04 0.02547 0.02611 0.02674 0.02738 0.02802 0.02865 0.02929 0.02993 0.03057 0.03120 

.05 0.03184 0.03248 0.03311 0.03375 0.03439 0.03503 0.03566 0.03630 0.03694 0.03757 

.06 0.03821 0.03885 0.03949 0.04012 0.04076 0.04140 0.04204 0.04267 0.04331 0.04395 

.07 0.04459 0.04523 0.04586 0.04650 0.04714 0.04778 0.04841 0.04905 0.04969 0.05033 

.08 0.05097 0.05160 0.05224 0.05288 0.05352 0.05416 0.05479 0.05543 0.05607 0.05671 

.09 0.05735 0.05799 0.05862 0.05926 0.05990 0.06054 0.06118 0.06182 0.06245 0.06309 

.10 0.06373 0.06437 0.06501 0.06565 0.06629 0.06693 0.06757 0.06821 0.06885 0.06949 

.11 0.070132 0.07076 0.07140 0.07204 0.07268 0.07332 0.07396 0.07460 0.07524 0.07588 

.12 0.07652 0.07716 0.07780 0.07844 0.07908 0.07972 0.08036 0.08100 0.08164 0.08228 

.13 0.08292 0.08356 0.08420 0.08484 0.08548 0.08612 0.08676 0.08740 0.08804 0.08868 

.14 0.08932 0.08996 0.09061 0.09125 0.09189 0.09253 0.09317 0.09381 0.09445 0.09509 

.15 0.095743 0.09638 0.09702 0.09766 0.09830 0.09894 0.09959 0.10023 0.10087 0.10151 

.16 0.10215 0.10279 0.10344 0.10408 0.10472 0.10537 0.10601 0.10665 0.10729 0.10794 

.17 0.10858 0.10922 0.10987 0.11051 0.11115 0.11179 0.11244 0.11308 0.11372 0.11437 

.18 0.11501 0.11565 0.11630 0.11694 0.11759 0.11823 0.11888 0.11952 0.12016 0.12081 

.19 0.12145 0.12210 0.12274 0.12339 0.12403 0.12468 0.12532 0.12596 0.12661 0.12725 

.20 0.12790 0.12854 0.12919 0.12984 0.13048 0.13113 0.13178 0.13242 0.13307 0.13371 

.21 0.13436 0.13501 0.13565 0.13630 0.13695 0.13759 0.13824 0.13888 0.13953 0.14018 

.22 0.14082 0.14147 0.14212 0.14277 0.14342 0.14406 0.14471 0.14536 0.14601 0.14666 

.23 0.14730 0.14795 0.14860 0.14925 0.14990 0.15055 0.15119 0.15184 0.15249 0.15314 

.24 0.15379 0.15444 0.15509 0.15574 0.15639 0.15704 0.15769 0.15834 0.15899 0.15964 

.25 0.16029 0.16094 0.16159 0.16224 0.16289 0.16354 0.16419 0.16484 0.16549 0.16615 

.26 0.16680 0.16745 0.16810 0.16875 0.16941 0.17006 0.17071 0.17137 0.17202 0.17267 

.27 0.17332 0.17398 0.17463 0.17528 0.17593 0.17659 0.17724 0.17789 0.17855 0.17920 

.28 0.17985 0.18051 0.18116 0.18182 0.18247 0.18313 0.18378 0.18444 0.18509 0.18575 

.29 0.186410 0.18706 0.18772 0.18837 0.18903 0.18968 0.19034 0.19099 0.19165 0.19230 

.30 0.19296 . 0.19362 0.19428 0.19493 0.19559 0.19625 0.19691 0.19757 0.19823 0.19888 

.31 0.19954 0.20020 0.20086 0.20152 0.20218 0.20283 0.20349 0.20415 0.20481 0.20547 

.32 0.20613 0.20679 0.20745 0.20811 0.20877 0.20943 0.21009 0.21076 0.21142 0.21208 

.33 0.212743 0.21340 0.21406 0.21472 0.21538 0.21605 0.21671 0.21737 0.21803 0.21869 

.34 0.21935 0.22002 0.22068 0.22135 0.22201 0.22268 0.22334 0.22401 0.22467 0.22534 

.35 0.22650909 0.22666 0.22733 0.22799 0.22866 0.22932 0.22999 0.23065 0.23132 0.23198 

.36 0.23265 0.23332 0.23398 0.23465 0.23532 0.23599 0.23666 0.23732 0.23799 0.23866 

.37 0.239332 0.24000 0.24067 0.24134 0.24200 0.24267 0.24334 0.24401 0.24468 0.24534 

.38 0.24601 0.24669 0.24736 0.24803 0.24870 0.24937 0.25005 0.25072 0.25139 0.25206 

.39 0.252743 0.25341 0.25408 0.25475 0.25542 0.25610 0.25677 0.25744 0.25811 0.25879 

.40 0.25946 0.26013 0.26081 0.26148 0.26216 0.26284 0.26351 0.26419 0.26486 0.26554 

.41 0.26621 0.26689 0.26757 0.26824 0.26892 0.26960 0.27028 0.27095 0.27163 0.27231 

.42 0.27299 0.27367 0.27435 0.27503 0.27571 0.27639 0.27706 0.27774 0.27842 0.27910 

.43 0.27978 0.28047 0.28115 0.28183 0.28251 0.28319 0.28388 0.28456 0.28524 0.28592 

.44 0 .. 286601 0.28729 0.28797 0.28866 0.28934 0.29003 0.29071 0.29140 0.29208 0.29276 

.45 0.29345 0.29414 0.29482 0.29551 0.29620 0.29688 0.29757 0.29826 0.29894 0.29963 

.46 0.30032 0.30101 0.30170 0.30239 0.30308 0.30377 0.30446 0.30515 0.30584 0.30652 

.47 0.307212 0.30791 0.30860 0.30929 0.30998 0.31068 0.31137 0.31206 0.31275 0.31344 

.48 0.31414 0.31483 0.31553 0.31622 0.31692 0.31761 0.31831 0.31900 0.31970 0.32039 

.49 0.32109 0.32179 0.32248 0.32318 0.32388 0.32458 0.32527 0.32597 0.32667 0.32737 

.50 0.32807 0.32877 0.32947 0.33017 0.33087 0.33157 0.33227 0.33297 0.33368 0.33438 

.51 0.33508 0.33578 0.33648 0.33719 0.33789 0.33860 0.33930 0.34000 0.34071 0.34141 

.52 0.34212 0.34282 0.34353 0.34424 0.34495 0.34565 0.34636 0.34707 0.34777 0.34848 

.53 0.34919 0.34990 0.35061 0.35132 0.35203 0.35274 0.35345 0.35416 0.35487 0.35558 

.54 0.35629 0.35701 0.35772 0.35844 0.35915 0.35986 0.36058 0.36129 0.36201 0.36272 

Superscripts-Carrington's values. 
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TABLE III-Con#llued 

fifo 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 

- -- --- ---- --- --------
.55 0.36343 0.36415 0.36487 0.36559 0.36631 0.36702 0.36774 0.36846 0.36918 0.36989 
.56 0.37061 0.37133 0.37205 0.37277 0.37350 0.37422 0.37494 0.37566 0.37638 0.37710 
.57 0.37782 0.37855 0.37927 0.38000 0.38072 0.38145 0.38217 0.38290 0.38362 0.38435 
.58 0.38507 0.38580 0.38653 0.38726 0.38799 0.38872 0.38945 0.39018 0.39091 0.39164 
.59 0.39237 0.39310 0.39383 0.39457 0.39530 0.39603 0.39677 0.39750 0.39823 0.39897 

.60 0.39970 0.40044 0.40117 0.40191 0.40265 0.40339 0.40413 0.40486 0.40560 0.40634 

.61 0.40708 0.40782 0.40856 0.40930 0.41004 0.41079 0.41153 0.41227 0.41301 0.41375 

.62 0.41450 0.41524 0.41599 0.41674 0.41748 0.41823 0.41898 0.41972 0.42047 0.42122 

.63 0.42197 0.42272 0.42347 0.42422 0.42497 0.42572 0.42647 0.42723 0.42798 0.42873 

.64 0.42948 0.43024 0.43100 0.43175 0.43251 0.43327 0.43402 0.43478 0.43554 0.43629 

.65 0.43705 0.43781 0.43857 0.43934 0.44010 0.44086 0.44162 0.44238 0.44315 0.44391 

.66 0.44467 0.44544 0.44620 0.44697 0.44774 0.44851 0.44921 0.45004 0.45081 0.45158 

.67 0.45234 0.45312 0.45389 0.45466 0.45544 0.45621 0.45698 0.45776 0.45853 0.45930 

.68 0.46008 0.46086 0.46164 0.46242 0.46319 0.46397 0.46475 0.46553 0.46631 0.46709 

.69 0.46787 0.46866 0.46944 0.47023 0.47101 0.47180 0.47258 0.47337 0.47415 0.47494 

.70 0.47573 0.47652 0.47731 0.47810 0.47889 0.47968 0.48047 0.48127 0.48206 0.48285 

.71 0.48365 0.48444 0.48524 0.48604 0.48684 0.48763 0.48843 0.48923 0.49004 0.49084 

.72 0.49164 0.49244 0.49325 0.-19405 0.49485 0.49566 0.49647 0.49727 0.49808 0.49889 

.73 0.49970 0.50051 0.50132 0.50213 0.50295 0.50376 0.50457 0.50539 0.50621 0.50702 

.74 0.50784 0.50866 0.50948 0.51030 0.51112 0.51194 0.51276 0.51358 0.51441 0.51523 

.75 0.51605 0.51688 0.51771 0.51854 0.51937 0.52019 0.52103 0.52186 0.52269 0.52352 

.76 0.52436 0.52519 0.52603 0.52686 0.52770 0.52854 0.52938 0.53022 0.53106 0.53190 

.77 0.532745 0.53359 0.53444 0.53528 0.53613 0.53697 0.53783 0.53868 0.53953 0.54038 

.78 0.54123 0.54208 0.54294 0.54380 0.54465 0.54551 0.54637 0.54723 0.54809 0.54895 

.79 0.54981 0.55068 0.55154 0.55241 0.55327 0.55414 0.55501 0.55588 0.55676 0.55763 

.80 0.55850 0.55938 0.56025 0.56113 0.56201 0.56288 0.56377 0.56465 0.56553 0.56642 

.81 0.56730 0.56819 0.56908 0.56996 0.57085 0.57174 0.57264 0.57353 0.57443 0.57532 

.82 0.57622 0.57712 0.57802 0.57892 0.57982 0.58072 0.58163 0.58254 0.58345 0.58436 

.83 0.58526 0.58618 0.58709 0.58801 0.58892 0.58984 0.59076 0.59168 0.59260 0.59353 

.84 0.59445 0.59538 0.59631 0.59723 0.59816 0.59909 0.60003 0.60097 0~60190 0.60284 

.85 0.60378 0.60472 0.60567 0.60661 0.60756 0.60850 0.60945 0.61041 0.61136 0.61231 

.86 0.61327 0.61423 0.61519 0.61615 0.61711 0.61808 0.61905 0.62002 0.62099 0.62196 

.87 0.62293 0.62391 0.62489 0.62587 0.62685 0.62783 0.62882 0.62981 0.63080 0.63179 

.88 0.63278 0.63378 0.63478 0.63578 0.63678 0.63779 0.63880 0.63981 0.64082 0.64183 

.89 0.64284 0.64387 0.64489 0.64591 0.64693 0.64796 0.64899 0.65003 0.65106 0.65210 

.90 0.65313 0.65418 0.65523 0.65628 0.65733 0.65837 0.65943 0.66050 0.66156 0.66262 

.91 0.66368 0.66476 0.66583 0.66691 0.66798 0.66906 0.67015 0.67124 0.67233 0.67343 

.92 0.67452 0.67562 0.67672 0.67783 0.67894 0.68006 0.68118 0.68230 0.68342 0.68456 

.93 0.68569 0.68683 0.68797 0.68911 0.69026 0.69141 0.69257 0.69373 0.69490 0.69607 

.94 0.69724 0.69843 0.69961 0.70080 0.70199 0.70319 0.70439 0.70560 0.70681 0.70804 

.95 0.70926 0.71049 0.71172 0.71297 0.71421 0.71547 0.71673 0.71800 0.71927 0.72055 

.96 0.72183 0.72313 0.72443 0.72574 0.72706 0.72838 0.72971 0.73106 0.73240 0.73377 

.97 0.73513 0.73651 0.73790 0.73930 0.74070 0.74213 0.74356 0.74501 0.74646 0.74794 

.98 0.74942 0.75092 0.75243 0.75397 0.75552 0.757098 0.75867 0.76028 0.76192 0.76358 

.99 0.76527 0.76698 0.768743 0.77053 0.77236 0.77425 0.77620 (refer to table below) 

.9960 0.77620 .9984 0.78125 .9992 0.78315 

.9965 0.77720 .9985 0.78148 .9993 0.78340 

.9970 0.77822 .9986 0.78171 .9994 0.78366 

.9975 0.77928 .9987 0.78195 .9995 0.78392 

.9980 0.78036 .9988 0.78218 .9996 0.78419 

.9981 0.78058 .9989 0.78242 .9997 0.78446 

.9982 0.78080 .9990 0.78266 .9998 0.78475 

.9983 0.78103 .9991 0.78290 .9999 0.78505 
1.0000 0.78540 
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TABLE· IV-RADIANS PHASE (±.0600iS) FOR SEMI-iNFINITE ATTENi:TA'l'10N SLOPE k = 1 
. . f > fo 

I 

f~/j 0 1 2 3 ·1 5 6 7 8 9 : 

- -------- -- ----------
.00 1.57080 1.57016 1.56952 1.56889 1.56825 1.56761 1.56698 1.56634 1.56570 1.56507 
.01 1.56443 1.56379 1.56316 1.56252 1.56188 1.56125 1.56061 1.55997 1.55934 1.55870 
.02 1.55806 1.55743 1.55679 1.55615 1.55552 1.55488 1.55424 1.55361 1.55297 1.55233 
.03 1.55170 1. 55106 1.55042 1.54979 1.54915 1.54851 1.54787 1.54724 1.54660 1.545Q6 
.04 1.54533 1.54469 1.54405 1.54342 1.54278 1.54214 1.54150 1.54087 1.54023 1.53959 

.05 1.53896 1.53832 1.53768 1.53704 1.53641 1.53577 1.53513 1.53450 1.53386 1.53322 

.06 1.53258 1.53195 1. 53131 1.53067 1.53003 1.52940 1.52876 1.52812 1.52748 1.52685 

.07 1.52621 1.52557 1.52493 1.52430 1.52366 1.52302 1.52238 1.52174 1.52111 1.52047 

.08 1.51983 1.51919 1.51855 1.51792 1.51728 1.51664 1.51600 1.51536 1.51472 1.51409 

.09 1.51345 1.51281 1. 51217 1.51153 1.51089 1.51026 1.50962 1.50898 1.50834 1.50770 

.10 1.50706 1.50642 1.50578 1.50515 1.50451 1.50387 1.50323 1.50259 1.50195 1.50131 

.11 1.50067 1.50003 1.49939 1.49875 1.49811 1.49748 1.49684 1.49620 1.49556 1.49492 

.12 1.49428 1.49364 1.49300 1.49236 1.49172 1.49108 1.49044 1.48980 1.48916 1.48852 

.13 1.48788 1.48724 1.48660 1.48596 1.48532 1.48468 1.48404 1.48339 1.48275 1.48211 

.14 1.48147 1.48083 1.48019 1.47955 1.47891 l.47827 1.47763 1.47698 1.47634 1.47570 

.15 1.47506 1.47442 1.47378 1.47314 1.47249 1.47185 1.47121 1.47057 1.46993 1.46929 

.16 1.46864 1.46800 1.46736 1.46672 1.46607 1.46543 1.46479 1.46414 1.46350 1.46286 

.17 1.46222 1.46157 1.46093 1.46029 1.45964 1.45900 1.45836 1.45772 1.45707 1.45643 

.18 1.45579 1.45514 1.45450 1.45385 1.45321 1.45257 1.45192 1.45128 1.45063 1.44999 

.19 1.44934 1.44870 1.44805 1.44741 1.44677 1.44612 1.44548 1.44483 1.44419 1.44354 

.20 1.44290 1.44225 1.44161 1.44096 1.44031 1.43967 1.43902 1.43837 1.43773 1.43708 

.21 1.43644 1.43579 1.43514 1.43450 1.43385 1.43320 1.43256 1.43191 1.43127 1.43062 

.22 1.42997 1.42933 1.42868 1.42803 1.42738 1.42673 1.42608 1.42544 1.42479 1.42414 

.23 1.42349 1.42284 1.42219 1.42155 1.42090 1.42025 1.41960 1.41895 1.41831 1.41766 

.24 1.41701 1.41636 1.41571 1.41506 1.41441 1.41376 1.41311 1.41246 1.41181 1.41116 

.25 1.41050 1.40985 1.40920 1.40855 1.40790 1.40725 1.40660 1.40595 1.40530 1.40465 

.26 1.40400 1.40335 1.40270 1.40204 1.40139 1.40074 1.40008 1.39943 1.39878 1.39813 

.27 1.39747 1.39682 1.39617 1.39551 1.39486 1.39421 1.39356 1.39290 1.39225 1.39160 

.28 1.39094 1.39029 1.38963 1.38898 1.38832 1.38767 1.38701 1.38636 1.38570 1.38505 

.29 1.38439 1.38374 1.38308 1.38242 1.38177 1.38111 1.38046 1.37980 1.37915 1.37849 

.30 1.37784 1.37718 1.37652 1.37586 1.37520 1.37455 1.37389 1.37323 1.37257 1.37191 

.31 1.37125 1.37060 1.36994 1.36928 1.36862 1.36796 1.36730 1.36665 1.36599 1.36533 

.32 1.36467 1.36401 1.36335 1.36269 1.36203 1.36136 1.36070 1.36004 1.35938 1.35872 

.33 1.35806 1.35740 1.35673 1.35607 1.35541 1.35475 1.35409 1.35343 1.35277 1.35210 

.34 1.35144 1.35078 1.35011 1.34945 1.34878 1.34812 1. 34745 1.34679 1.34613 1.34546 

.35 1.34480 1.34413 1.34347 1.34280 1.34214 1. 34147 1.34081 1.34014 1.33948 1.33881 

.·36 1.33815 1.33748 1.33681 1.33614 1.33548 1.33481 1.33414 1.33347 1.33280 1.33213 

.37 1.33147 1.33080 1.33013 1.32946 1.32879 1.32812 1.32746 1.32679 1.32612 1.32545 

.38 1.32478 1.32411 1.32344 1.32277 1.32209 1.32142 1.32075 1.32008 1.31941 1.31873 

.39 1.31806 1.31739 1.31672 1.31604 1.31537 1.31470 1.31403 1.31336 1.31268 1.31201 

.40 1.31134 1.31066 1.30999 1.3093i 1.30864 1.30796 1.30729 1.30661 1.30594 1.30526 

.41 1.30458 1.30391 1.30323 1.30255 1.30187 1.30120 1.30052 1.29984 1.29916 1.29849 

.42 1.29781 1.29713 1.29645 1.29577 1.29509 1.29441 1.29373 1.29305 1.29237 1.29169 

.43 1.29101 1.29033 1.28965 1.28897 1.28828 1.28760 1.28692 1.28624 1.28556 1.28487 

.44 1.28419 1.28351 1.28282 1.28214 1.28145 1.28077 1.28008 1.27940 1.27872 1.27803 

.45 1.27735 1.27666 1.27597 1.27529 1.27460 1.27391 1.27323 1.27254 1.27185 1.27116 

.46 1.27048 1.26979 1.26910 1.26841 1.26772 1.26703 1.26634 1.26565 1.26496 1.26427 

.47 1.26358 1.26289 1.26220 1.26150 1.26081 1.26012 1.25943 1.25874 1.25804 1.25735 

.48 1.25666 1.25596 1.25527 1.25457 1.25388 1.25318 1.25249 1.25179 1.25110 1.2504 

.49 1.24971 1.24901 1.24831 1. 24762 1.24692 1.24622 1.24552 1.24482 1.24413 1.24343 
o 

.50 1.24273 1.24203 1.24133 1.24063 1.23992 1.23922 1.23852 1.23782 1.23712 1.23642 

.51 1.23572 1.23502 1.23431 1.23361 1.23290 1.23220 1.23150 1.23079 1.23009 1.22938 

.52 1.22868 1.22797 1.22726 1.22656 1.22585 1.22514 1.22444 1.22373 1.22302 1.22231 

.53 1. 22161 1.22090 1.22019 1.21948 1.21876 1.21805 1.21734 1.21663 1.21592 1.21521 

.54 1.21450 1.21379 1.21307 1.21236 1.21165 1.21093 1.21022 1.20950 1.20879 1.20808 
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TABLE IV-Continued 
~ 

0/1 f 0 1 2 " 4 5 6 ' 7 8 9 

------------------ --
.55 1.20736 1.20664 1.20593 1.20521 1.20449 1. 20377 1.20306 1.20234 1.20162 1.20090 
:56 1.20019 1.19946 1.19874 1.19802 1.19730 1.19658 1.19586 1.19514 1.19442 1.19369 
,57 1.19297 1.19225 1.19152 1.19080 1.19007 1.18935 1.18862 1.18790 1.18717 1.18645 
.58 1.18572 1.18499 1.18426 1.18353 1.18280 1.18208 1.18135 1.18062 1.17989 1.17916 
.59 1.17843 1.17770 1.17696 1.17623 1.17550 1.17476 1.17403 1.17330 1.17256 1.17183 

.60 1. 17110 1.17036 1.16962 1.16888 1.16815 1.16741 1.16667 1.16593 1.16519 1.16446 

.61 1.16372 1.16298 1.16224 1.16149 1.16075 1.16001 1.15927 1.15853 1.15778 1.15704 

.62 1.15630 1.15555 1.15481 1.15406 1.15331 1.15257 1.15182 1.15107 1.15032 1.14958 

.63 1.14883 1.14808 1.14733 1.14658 1.14582 1.14507 1.14432 1.14357 1.14282 1.14207 

.64 1.14131 1.14056 1.13980 1.13904 1.13829 1.13753 1.13677 1.13602 1.13526 1.13450 

.65 1.13375 1.13298 1.13222 1.13146 1.13070 1.12994 1.12917 1.12841 1.12765 1.12689 

.66 1.12613 1.12536 1.12459 1.12382 1.12306 1.12229 1.12152 1.12075 1.11999 1.11922 

.67 1.11845 1.1'1768 1.11690 1.11613 1.11536 1.11459 1.11381 1.11304 1.11227 1.11149 

.68 1.11072 1.10994 1.10916 1.10838 1.10760 1.10682 1.10604 1.10526 1.10448 1.10371 

.69 1.10293 1.10214 1.10135 1.10057 1.09978 1.09900 1.09821 1.09743 1.09664 1.09586 

.70 1.09507 1.09428 1.09349 1.09270 1.09191 1.09112 1.09032 1.08953 1.08874 1.08794 

.71 1.08715 1.08635 1.08556 1.08476 1.08396 1.08316 1.08236 1.08156 1.08076 1.07996 

.72 1.07916 1.07836 1.07755 1.07675 1.07594 1.07514 1.07433 1.07352 1.07271 1.07191 

.73 1.07110 1.07029 1.06947 1.06866 1.06785 1.06704 1.06622 1.06541 1.06459 1.06378 

.74 1.06296 1.06214 1.06132 1.06050 1.05968 1.05886 1.05804 1.05721 1.05639 1.05557 

.75 1.05474 1.05391 1.05309 1.05226 1.05143 1.05060 1.04977 1.04894 1.04811 1.04727 

.76 1.04644 1.04560 1.04477 1.04393 1.04309 1.04226 1.04142 1.04058 1.03973 1.03889 

.77 1.03805 1.03721 1.03636 1.03551 1.03467 1.03382 1.03297 1.03212 1.03127 1.03042 

.78 1.02957 1.02871 1.02786 1.02700 1.02615 1.02529 1.02443 1.02357 1.02271 1.02185 

.79 1.02099 1.02012 1.01925 1.01839 1.01752 1.01666 1.01578 1.01491 1.01404 1.01317 

.80 1.01230 1.01142 1.01054 1.00967 1.00879 1.00791 1.00703 1.00615 1.00526 1.00438 

.81 1.00350 1.00261 1.00172 1.00083 .99994 .99905 .99816 .99726 .99637 .99547 

.82 .99458 .99368 .99278 .99188 .99097 .99007 .98916 .98826 .98735 .98644 

.83 .98553 .98462 .98370 .98279 .98187 .98096 .98004 .97912 .97819 .97727 

.84 .97635 .97542 .97449 .97356 .97263 .97170 .97077 .96983 .96889 .96796 

.85 .96702 .9G607 .96513 .96418 .96324 .96229 .96134 .96039 .95944 .95848 

.86 .95753 :95657 .95561 .95464 .95368 .95272 .95175 .95078 .94981 .94884 

.87 .94787 .94689 .94591 .94493 .94395 .94297 .94198 .94099 .93999 .93900 

.88 .93801 .93701 .93601 .93501 .93401 .93301 .93200 .93099 .92998 .92896 

.89 .92795 .92693 .92591 .92488 .92386 .92284 .92180 .92077 .91973 .91870 

.90 .91766 .91662 .91557 .91452 .91347 .91242 .91136 .91030 .90924 .90818 

.91 .90712 .90604 .90496 .90389 .90281 .90174 .90064 .89955 .89846 .89737 

.92 .89628 .89518 .89407 .89296 .89185 .89074 .88962 .88850 .88737 .. 88624 

.93 .88511 .88397 ' .88283 .88168 .88054 .87938 .87823 .87706 .87590 .87473 

.94 .87355 .87237 .87119 .87000 .86881 .86761 i .8p6M .86519 .86398 .86276 

.95 .86154 .86031 .S5907 .85783 .85658 .85533 .85407 .85280 .85153 .85025 

.96 .84896 .84766 .84637 .84505 .84374 .84241 .84108 .83974 .83839 .83703 

.97 .83567 .83428 .83290 .83150 .83009 .82867 .82724 .82579 .82434 .82286 

.98 .82138 .81988 .81836 .81683 .81528 .81371 .81212 .81051 .80888 .80722 

.99 .80553 .80381 .80206 .80027 .79844 .79655 .79460 (refer to table below) 

.9960 0.79460 .9984 0.78954 .9992 0.78765 

.9965 0.79360 .9985 0.78931 .9993 0.78739 

.9970 0.79257 .9986, ,0.78908 .9994 0.78714 

.9975 0.79152 .9987 0.78885 .9995 0.78688 

.9980 0.79044 .9988 0.78862 .9996 0.78661 

.9981 0.79022 .9989 0.78838 .9997 0.78633 

.9982 0.78999 .9990 0.78814 .9998 0.78605 

.9983 0.78977 .9991 0.78789 .9999 0·; 78575 
1.0000 0.78540 
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of phase versus frequency and drawing a smooth curve weighting the points 
in accordance with the errors known by experience to occur for various types 
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Fig. 5-20 log 1 Z I. 

of departures of the straight line approximation from the exact char
acteristic. 

Although the degree and db relationship is applicable to attenuation and 
phase computations, nepers and radians are proper theoretical units which 
can be used in other problems9• For instance, Tables III and IV give the 

9 Bode, "Network Analysis and Feedback Amplifier Design," Chapter XV, page 340. 



TABLES OF PHASE 891 

reaciance in ohms associated with a semi-infinite unit slope of resistance 
where a unit slope of resistance is one in which a one-ohm change in resistance 

TABLE V 
TABULATION OF GRITICAL POINTS AND DETERMINATION OF SLOPES OF STRAIGHT LINES 

ApPROXIMATING CHARACTERISTIC OF FIG. 5 

n in An An - An-l 20 log In kn n-1 

0 .13 0 - - -
1 .433 -1.40 -1.40 10.45 - .134 
2 1.19 -5.55 -4.15 8.78 -.473 
3 1.38 -5.55 .00 1.287 0 
4 1.62 -4.30 +1.25 1.393 +.897 
5 1.96 -.45 ,+3.85 1.655 +2.326 
6 2.20 -.45 .00 1.003 0 
7 3.00 -6.70 -6.25 2.694 -2.320 
8 5.00 -13.40 -6.70 4.437 -1.510 
9 20.0 -26.00 -12.60 12.04 -1.046 

10' 40.0 -32.0 -6.0 6.02 
10 00 -1.0 

Note thatf'lO = 40.0 is chosen to get k10 over a finite section of the semi-infinite slope 
extending to f = 00. 

TABLE VI 
SUMMATION OF PHASE ASSOCIATED WITH 20 LOG 'Z, OF FIG. 5 AT f = 1.5 

n in from In i On On-I-On kn from kn(On-l - On) 
Table V j i" Degrees Degrees Table V Degrees. 

------

0 .13 .087 86.824 
1 .433 .289 79.357 7.467 -.134 -1.00 
2 1.19 .793 58.349 21.008 - .473 -9.94 
3 1.38 .920 51.353 6.996 0 
4 1.62 .926 39.029 12.324 +.897 +11.05 
5 1.96 .765 30.283 8.746 +2.326 +20.34 
6 2,20 .682 26.450 3.833 0 
7 3.00 .5 18.797 7.653 -2.320 -17.75 
8 5.00 .3 11.056 7.741 -1.510 -11.69 
9 20.0 .075 2.737 8.319 -1.046 -8.70 

10 00 0 .000 2.737 -1.00 -2.74 

2; kn (On_l - On) = - 20.43 
o (j = 1.5) = -20.40 

Note that forfo to fa the ratio off tofn must be takenfn/fto be less than unity and On 
is therefore read from Table II, whereas for f4 toflO the ratio must be takenf/fn and On is 
therefore read from Table 1. 

occurs between frequencies which are in the ratio e = 2.7183. The same 
technique described above for the determination of the phase associated 
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TABLE VII 
CRITICAL POINTS FOR FIVE LINE ApPROXIMATION TO CHARACTERISTIC OF FIG. 5 

o 
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Fig. 6-Phase associated with 20 log I Z I of Fig. 5. 
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with a given attenuation characteristic may therefore be used to determine 
the reactance associated with a given resistance characteristic. The only 

TABLE VIII 
TABULATION OF CRITICAL POINTS AND DETERMINATION OF SLOPES OF STRAIGHT LINES 

ApPROXIMATING RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTIC OF FIG. 7 

n in Rn Rn - Rn-1 I in 
2.303 og fn-1 

kn 

.0 .078 1.000 0 
1 .185 .912 - .088 .864 -.102 
2 .290 .805 - .107 .450 -.238 
3 .900 .400 -.405 1.133 - .357 
4 1.20 .400 0 -
5 1.50 .547 +.147 .2231 +.659 
6 1.67 .840 +.293 .1074 +2.728 
7 1.84 1.280 +.440 .0969 +4.54 
8 1.92 1.280 0 
9 2.20 .335 -.945 .1361 -6.94 

10 2.45 .094 -.241 .1076 -2.24 
11 2.85 .015 -.079 

I 
.1512 -.52 

12 5.00 .000 -.015 .562 -.027 

TABLE IX 
SUMMATION OF REACTANCE ASSOCIATED WITH RESISTANCE OF FIG. 7 AT J = 1.0 

in (From in f Xn Xn-l - Xn k~ (From kn (Xn-l - Xn) n Table 
VIII) 

j- Tn Ohms Ohms Table VIII) Ohms 

--- ---
0 .078 .078 1.52111 
1 .185 .185 1.45257 .06854 - .102 - .0070 
2 .290 .290 1.38439 .06818 - .238 - .0162 
3 .90 .900 .91766 .46673 -.357 - .1666 
4 1.20 .833 .58801 .32965 
5 1.50 .667 .45004 .13797 +.659 +.0909 
6 1.67 .599 .39897 .05107 +2.7Z8 +.1393 
7 1.84 .543 .35844 .04053 +4.54 +.1840 
8 1.92 .521 .34282 .01562 
9 2.20 .455 .29688 .04594 -6.94 - .3188 

10 2.45 .408 .26486 .03202 -2.24 - .0717 
11 2.85 .351 .22666 .03820 -.52 - .0199 
12 5.00 .200 .12790 .09876 -.027 - .0027 

:2; kn (Xn_1 - Xn) = - .1887 
X (J = 1.0) = - .189 Ohm 

difference is that the slopes of the straight lines approximating the resistance 
plotted on a log frequency scale are determined by the expression below: 

Rn - R n- l 

2.303 log In:l 
where: 

Rn is the resistance at f n on the straight line approximation to R. 
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As an example of the determination of the reactance associated with a 
given resistance characteristic, consider the resistan~e charcicteristic of Fig. 
7 and the straight line approximation shown in dotted form. The slopes 
of the straight lines are determined as illustrated in Table VIII. 
Having determined the slopes of the various straight line~ of the approxi
mation, the reactance can be summed at any desired frequency. As an 
illustration the reactance is summed at] = 1.0, in Table~. 

The mesh computed reactance of the network of Fig. 7 is plotted in Fig. 
8 and the reactance summed for] = 1.0 is seen to be within .01 ohm 
of the true reactance. The reactance was summed at a considerable number 
of frequencies and the results plotted as individual points in Fig. 8. The 
degree of. approximation to the true reactance should be similar to the 

I, 

ltd 
"2" 

1. 
p 

(p=jw) 

Fig. 9-Parallel T network. 

degree of approximation to the original resistance and this is borne out by 
the example where the straight line approximation to the resistance char
acteristic is within ± .03 ohm and the maximum departure of the reactance 
determined from the straight line approximation is ± .025 ohm. 

As was pointed out in the attenuation example a much simpler straight 
line approximation to the resistance characteristic would have resulted in a 
reactance determination without too much greater error than the deter
mination of the illustration. 

A word of caution is necessary in connection with the use of the straight 
line approximation method discussed above. The true phase or reactance 
is reliably obtained only in those cases where the problem in question is a 
minimum phase one. ,In order to illustrate the failure of the method in 
those problems in which non-minimum phase conditions exist consider the 
parallel T network of Fig. 9. The transfer impedance Z012 defined by the 
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Z012 = I Z0121 eje = 1+dp+p2 
Zoo Zoo p C1 + P) 
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ratio of the open circuit voltage E2 to the open circuit driving current II is 
given by: 

ZOI2 
1 1 + d 1 + dp + p2 
2 2 + d p(l + p) 
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If we take the ratio of Z012 to its value for w = 00 then: 

Z012 = 1 Z012 1 i fJ = 1 + dp + i 
Z~ Z~ p(l + p) 
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20 log I ~o~21 is plotted in Fig. 10 for d = +1/4 and it is apparent than 20 

log I ~O:21 for d = -1/4 is identical. This identity does not hold for 8, 

however. This is shown in Fig. 11 where e for d = + 1/4 and e for d = 

-1/4 are plotted. 
The real characteristic of Fig. 10 was then approximated by a series of 

straight lines determined by the critical points listed and the phase asso
ciated with this straight line approximation summed. The phase so deter
mined is plotted as individual points in Fig. 11. It is seen that this summa
tion determined the phase of the function in question for d = +1/4 but 
completely failed to do so for d = -1/4. The function for d = -1/4 is an 
example of a non-minimum phase function for which the above technique 
fails to determine the phase of the function from its attenuation 
characteris tic. J 0 

There are certain instances where the above technique can be usefully 
applied in connection with non-minimum phase systems in spite of the 
failure of the method to predict the total phase. ll However, the necessity 
of checking for non-minimum phase conditions and, if such exist, deter
mining whether the above method of computing phase is at all applicable, is 
illustrated by the non-minimum phase example above. 

10 This is the anticipated result since the function is identified as a non-minimum phase 
function by the fact that it has two zeros falling in the right half p plane. 

11 Bode, "Network Anaiysis and Feedback Amplifier Design," Chap. XIV, page 309. 



Abstracts of Technical Articles by Bell System Authors 

Television Network Facilities. l L. G. ABRAHAM and H. 1. ROMNES. Tele
vision networks, like sound broadcasting networks, must be available to 
make distribution of high quality programs economical. For television cir
cuits interconnecting studios in different cities, coaxial cable and.radio relay 
are the most suitable methods. For short distance transmission balanced 
wire pairs also may be used. Local conditions will control the type circuit 
selected. 

Proiective Coatings on Bell System Cables.2 V. J. ALBANO and ROBERT 
POPE. The practice of placing some Bell System cables directly in the 
ground without the use of conduit was introduced in about 1929. Since 
bare cable thus installed would be subject to the corrosive action of soils, 
or damage from lightning or gophers, suitable protective coatings to guard 
against these hazards had to be developed. Seven types of such coverings 
are described, and their particular field of application is indicated. 

Surface States and Rectification at a Metal Semi-Conductor Contact.3 JOHN 
BARDEEN. Localized states (Tamm levels), having energies distributed in 
the "forbidden" range between the filled band and the conduction band, may 
exist at the surface of a $emi-conductor. A condition of no net charge on 
the surface atoms may correspond to a partial filling of these states. If the 
density of surface levels is sufficiently high, there will be an appreciable 
double layer at the free surface of a semi-conductor formed from a net 
charge from electrons in surface states and a space charge of opposite sign, 
similar to that at a rectifying junction, extending into the semi-conductor. 
This double layer tends to make the work function independent of the height 
of the Fermi level in the interior (which in turn: depends on impurity con
tent). If contact is made with a metal, the difference in work function be
tween metal and semi-conductor is compensated by surface states charge, 
rather than by a space charge as is ordinarily assumed, so that the space 
charge layer is independent of the metal. Rectification characteristics are 
then independent of the metal. These ideas are used to explain results of 
Meyerhof and others on the relation between contact potential differences 
and rectifi.cation. 

1 Electrical Engineering, May 1947. 
2 Corrosion, May 1947. 
3Phys. Rev., May 15,1947. 
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Plating on Aluminum.4 R. A. EHRHARDT* and J. M. GUTHRIE. This 
article describes tests made to develop a satisfactory process for producing 
adherent electrodeposits on aluminum alloys using a zincate immersion pre

. trea tmen t. 
Since the major interest was the fabrication of aluminum structures by the 

use of lead-tin solders the adherence of the deposit was determined by meas
uring the strength of soldered joints. 

Excellent results were obtained with commercially pure aluminum and 
copper bearing alloys and satisfactory results with magnesium and silicon 
bearing alloys. 

Corrective Networks.5 F. L. HOPPER. A type of fully compensated con
stant resistance network is described which provides a larger family of 
equalization characteristics particularly suited to corrective use in rerecord
ing as determined by aural monitoring. 

spectrochemical Analys,is of Ceramics and Other Non-Metallic Materials. 6 

EDWIN K. JAYCOX. The procedure described is applicable to the quanti
tative spectrochemical analysis of ceramics, ashes, ores, paints, and other 
non-metallic materials for the determination of most of the common metals 
and their oxides. These include: aluminum, boron, barium, beryllium, cal
cium, copper, chromium, iron, lithium, magnesium, manganese, sodium, 
lead, silicon, titanium, zinc, and zirconium, in the general range of 0.30-70.0 
per cent. Samples in the form of a fine powder are mixed one part of sample 
to 10-100 parts of a suitable metal oxide which serves as a buffer, diluent, 
and internal control. Carbon dust is added to this mixture for its additional 
buffering effect. Spectra are obtained of the samples and of an appropriate 
series of standards. Determinations' of the amount of element sought are 
made, in most cases by the well known internal standard technique, in others 
by the simple comparison standard procedure. 

The Spectrochemical Analysis of Nickel AlloYS.7 EDWIN K. JAYCOX. A 
procedure is described for the analysis of nickel alloys for copper, iron, lead, 
magnesium, manganese, silicon, titanium, and zinc in the range 0.005-0.30 
per cent and for boron in the range 0.0003-0.03 per cent. Samples are taken 
into solution with dilute nitric acid, evaporated to dryness, and baked at 
400°C. The resulting dry nitrate-oxide powder is mixed with pure carbon 
dust which acts as a buffer and diluent. Aliquots of each sample and of a 

. 4 The Monthly Review, American Electroplaters Society, April 1947. 
* Of Bell Tel. Labs. 
5 Jour. Soc. Motion Pic. Engrs., March 1947. 
6 Jour. Optical Soc. Amer., March 1947. 
7 Jour. Optical Soc. Amer., March 1947. 
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series of standards are excited in the direct current arc, and their spectra 
recorded on the same plate. Determinations of the amounts of constituent 
elements present in the sample are made by measuring the logarithm of the 
ratio of the relative intensities of a line of the element sought to that of a 
nickel control line by the general internal control technique. 

Measurement of the Viscosity and Shear Elasticity of Liquids by Means of a 
Torsionally Vibrating Crystal.s W. P. MASON. This paper describes a 
method of measuring viscosities of liquids at high frequencies by means of 
osci1lating cylinders, in which a torsionally vibrating crystal generates a 
viscous wave in the medium to be measured. Both a reactance and a resist
ance loading occur in the crystal which lowers its frequency and raises the 
measured resistance at resonance. The viscosity may then be determined' 
by measuring the changes in the properties of the crystaL By varying the 
voltage on the crystal, the shearing displacement can be varied and hence 
the viscosity can be measured as a function of shearing stress. _ Measure
ments on light oils over a viscosity range from 0.01 poise to 10 poises check 
within a few per cent when made with rough temperature-control conditions. 

Considerations in the Design of Centt'meter-Wave Radar Receivers.9 STEW
ART E. MILLER. A review of the radar duplexer and receiver, as developed 
during the war, is presented. Attention is devoted to the principles of oper
ation and typical circuit arrangements employed in the duplexer, the crystal 
converter, the local-oscillator injection circuits-, the intermediate-frequency 
amplifier, and the automatic-tuning unit. Emphasis is placed on methods 
found advantageous in the 1-centimeter arid 3-centimeter wavelength re
gions. The interrelation between the various receiver components in deter
mining the over-all receiver noise figure is shown analytically, and typical 
performance numbers are given. 

Experimental Rural Radiotelephony.lO J. HAROLD MOORE, PAUL K. 
SEYLER and S. B. WRIGHT. The first rural party-line telephone service 
utilizing radio installations operating on the subscribers' premises was under
taken experimentally in the vicinity of Cheyenne Wells, near the eastern 
border of Colorado. Radio ]inks have been used to supply regular telephone 
service to eight ranches since August 20, 1946. The development of a 
standard rural radiotelephone system will be aided materially by the expe:.. 
rience gained from these-experiments. 

8 Transactions A.S.M.E., May 1947. 
9 Proc. I. R.E., April 1947 . 
10 Electrical Engineering, April 1947 . 
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Alkaline Earth Porcelains Possessing Low Dielectric Loss.u M. D. RIGTER
INK and R. O. GRISDALE. Alkaline earth porcelains have been prepared 
from mixtures of clay, flint, and synthetic fluxes consisting of clay calcined 
with at least three alkaline earth oxides. These porcelains possess excellent 
dielectric properties, have low coefficients of thermal expansion, are white, 
and are especially valuable as bases for deposited carbon resistors for which 
they were developed. Their characteristics make it probable that other uses 
will be found for materials of this type. 

An illustrative composition is 50.0% Florida kaolin, 15.0% flint (325 
mesh), 35.0% calcine (200 mesh). The composition of the calcine is 40.0% 
Florida kaolin, 15.0% MgC03, 15.0% CaC03, 15.0% SrC03, 15.0% BaC03, 

calcined at 1200°C. The electrical properties of this body at 1 mc. are Q at 
25°C., 2160; Q at 250°C., 280; Q at 350°C., 90; specific resistance at 150°C., 
1013 .5 ohm-cm. and at 300°C., 1010 .7 ohm-em. 

Attenuation of Drainage Effects on a Long Uniform Structure with Distributed 
Drainage.12 J. M. STANDRING, JR. This paper discusses the general be
havior of forced drainage currents on long uniform underground commu
nication cables with particular regard to the case where drainage is applied at 
regular intervals. Expressions are developed for the structure-to-earth po
tential which is caused by uniformly spaced drainers when the power supply 
is from variable e.m.f. sources, such as rectifiers, and also for the case where 
fixed e.m.f.'s, such as galvanic anodes, are employed. 

11 Jour. Amer. Ceramic Society, March 1, 1947. 
12 Corrosion, June 1947. 
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